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Abstract
Since the pioneering work that was carried out 10 years ago [1–4], the generation of
highly energetic ion beams from laser-plasma interactions has been investigated in
much detail in the regime of target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA). Creation of
ion beams with small longitudinal and transverse emittance and energies extending
up to tens of MeV fueled visions of compact, laser-driven ion sources for applications
such as ion beam therapy of tumors or fast ignition inertial confinement fusion.
However, new pathways are of crucial importance to push the current limits of laser-
generated ion beams further towards parameters necessary for those applications.
The presented PhD work was intended to develop and explore advanced ap-
proaches to high intensity laser-driven ion acceleration that reach beyond TNSA. In
this spirit, ion acceleration from two novel target systems was investigated, namely
mass-limited microspheres and nm-thin, free-standing diamond-like carbon (DLC)
foils. Using such ultrathin foils, a new regime of ion acceleration was found where
the laser transfers energy to all electrons located within the focal volume. While for
TNSA the accelerating electric field is stationary and ion acceleration is spatially
separated from laser absorption into electrons, now a localized longitudinal field en-
hancement is present that co-propagates with the ions as the accompanying laser
pulse pushes the electrons forward. Unprecedented maximum ion energies were ob-
tained, reaching beyond 0.5 GeV for carbon C6+ and thus exceeding previous TNSA
results by about one order of magnitude. When changing the laser polarization to
circular, electron heating and expansion were shown to be efficiently suppressed, re-
sulting for the first time in a phase-stable acceleration that is dominated by the laser
radiation pressure which led to the observation of a peaked C6+ spectrum. Com-
pared to quasi-monoenergetic ion beam generation within the TNSA regime [5], a
more than 40 times increase in conversion efficiency was achieved. The possibility
to manipulate the shape of the ion acceleration front was successfully demonstrated
by use of a spherically curved target surface. Finally, the last part of the presented
work is devoted to accomplishments in laser development.
xiv
Zusammenfassung
Seit der vor zehn Jahren geleisteten Pionierarbeit [1–4] wurde die Beschleunigung
hochenergetischer Ionenstrahlen in lasergetriebenen Plasmen intensiv im Target Nor-
mal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA) Regime untersucht. Die Erzeugung von Ionen-
strahlen kleiner longitudinaler und transversaler Emittanz und Energien von bis
zu einigen zehn MeV weckte die Vision einer kompakten, lasergetriebenen Ionen-
quelle fu¨r Anwendungen wie Ionenstahl-Krebstherapie oder die schnelle Zu¨ndung
von Tra¨gheitseinschluss-Fusion. Um lasergetriebene Ionenbeschleunigung fu¨r derar-
tige Anwendungen nutzbar machen zu ko¨nnen sind allerdings neue Methoden von
essentieller Bedeutung.
Die vorliegende Doktorarbeit hatte das Ziel solch fortgeschrittene Beschleuni-
gungsprozesse zu entwickeln, welche u¨ber TNSA hinausgehen. Aus dieser Motivati-
on heraus wurde Ionenbeschleunigung mittels neuartiger Targetsysteme untersucht.
Bei Verwendung nm- statt µm-du¨nner Folien wurde ein neuer Beschleunigungsme-
chanismus beobachtet, in dem der Laser Energie auf alle Elektronen innerhalb des
Fokusvolumens u¨bertra¨gt. Wa¨hrend im Fall von TNSA ein stationa¨res elektrisches
Beschleunigungsfeld vorherrscht und die Ionenbeschleunigung ra¨umlich getrennt von
der Energieabgabe des Lasers an Elektronen stattfindet, bildet sich nun ein lokales
Feldmaximum aus das sich mit den Ionen mitbewegt. Bisher unerreichte Ionen-
energien von mehr als 0.5 GeV C6+ wurden so erzielt, was vorige TNSA Werte
um eine Gro¨ßenordung u¨bertrifft. Es wurde gezeigt, dass das Aufheizen und die
Expansion von Elektronen durch die Verwendung zirkularer statt linearer Laser-
polarisation unterdru¨ckt wird. Dadurch konnte erstmals eine lichtdruckdominierte,
phasenstabile Beschleunigung experimentell nachgewiesen werden. Verglichen mit
der Erzeugung quasi-monoenergetischer Strahlen innerhalb des TNSA-Regimes [5]
wurde eine mehr als vierzigfach verbesserte Konversionseffizienz erreicht. Mittels
der gekru¨mmten Oberfla¨che eines Mikrokugel-Targets wurde die Mo¨glichkeit einer
Formvera¨nderung der Ionenbeschleunigungsfront demonstriert. Im letzten Teil der
Arbeit werden schließlich in der Laserentwicklung erzielte Ergebnisse vorgestellt.
xvi
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 History and Previous Achievements
Starting with the first realization of the laser in 1960 [6], investigation of light-
matter interactions has been a vivid field of research. Since then, major advances
in laser technology allowed for studies at ever increasing intensities [7, 8]. With
the technique of Q-switching [9], shortly followed by the development of mode-
locking [10, 11], continuous wave (cw) operation was superseded by the possibility
to store the laser energy in short pulses, ranging in duration from nanoseconds
down to tens of femtoseconds with present-day large bandwidth gain materials.
In terms of focussed laser intensity, an upper limit seemed to be reached in the
1970s at values around 1015 W/cm2, imposed by the damage threshold of optics
and gain material in the amplification stages, leading to enormously large systems
with huge beam diameters of up to 50 cm that were restricted to National Lab
facilities. This quandary was finally overcome in 1985 with the invention of chirped
pulse amplification (CPA) by Strickland and Mourou [12]. By stretching the pulse
temporally instead of spatially prior to amplification, the construction of compact
Terawatt to Petawatt class laser systems became possible, allowing for studies of
laser-matter interactions at extreme intensities of up to 1022 W/cm2 at present [13].
Among the prime interests in this field ranks the acceleration of particles from
plasmas driven by highly intense laser pulses. While the design of conventional
accelerators is limited by the breakdown voltage of the accelerating structure (∼
100 MVm−1), plasmas do not suffer from this constraint. In 1979, Tajima and Daw-
son first proposed to use relativistic plasma waves formed in the wake of a laser to ac-
celerate electrons to high energies [14]. Based on this approach, quasi-monoenergetic
electron bunches of energy as high as ∼ 1 GeV have been demonstrated experimen-
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tally [15], being accelerated over a distance as short as 3.3 cm.
Whereas electrons are directly driven to relativistic oscillations in the laser field
already at intensities beyond 1018 W/cm2 for common wavelengths of around 1µm,
the corresponding intensity for directly driven relativistic proton dynamics amounts
to 5×1024 W/cm2, by far exceeding the achievable peak intensity of presently avail-
able laser facilities. Thus, electromagnetic field energy is not directly transfered to
ions but electrons act as a mediator instead, absorbing energy from the laser and
setting up charge separation fields which in turn accelerate ions.
Over the course of the past 10-15 years, the most intensively investigated ex-
perimental concept for high intensity laser-driven ion acceleration has been target
normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) [1–4, 16]. In the vast majority of such previous
studies, solid density foil targets ranging in thickness from a few to several tens of
microns have been irradiated by linearly polarized, intense (1018−1021 W/cm2) laser
pulses. Here, the laser generates hot electrons in a blow-off plasma at the target
front. Those energetic electrons traverse the opaque foil to set up a quasi-static field
of order TV/m at the non-irradiated side of the target. Atoms located in the sub-
strate and in surface layers, which are formed by contaminations of hydrocarbons
and H2O, become ionized and subsequently accelerated. It is evident, that parti-
cles with high charge-to-mass (q/m) ratio, i.e. protons, will favorably gain energy
from the sheath field, which results in a considerable reduction in acceleration for
other ion species. An actual image of the laser-plasma interaction captured during
a typical ion acceleration experiment is depicted in figure 1.1.
By virtue of the TNSA mechanism, proton beams exhibiting a continuous, ex-
ponentially decaying spectrum of energies up to 58 MeV have been obtained em-
ploying a picosecond petawatt laser at intensities of ∼ 3 × 1020 W/cm2 [3]. To
demonstrate the high quality of the beam, the transverse and longitudinal emittance
of laser-accelerated protons above 10 MeV was characterized to < 0.004 mm mrad
and < 10−4 eV s respectively, hence being superior to conventional accelerators by
around two order of magnitude [17]. In order to efficiently accelerate heavier ions
by employing TNSA, hydrogen contaminants need to be removed from the target
[5, 18, 19]. It has been shown, that this is most effectively done by resistive heat-
ing, yielding medium-mass ion cut-off energies of ∼ 3.5 MeV/u for carbon C5+ [5]
and 5 MeV/u for fluorine F7+ [18]. In addition, the transition from a continuous to
a quasi-monochromatic ion energy distribution has been demonstrated within the
TNSA-regime by restricting the ion source to a small volume where the sheath field
is homogenous [5, 20, 21].
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Fig. 1.1. Time-integrated CCD camera image of the laser-plasma interaction, captured during a
typical experiment aiming for laser-driven acceleration of ions. In this case, the TRIDENT laser
was focussed from the left onto a micrometer-thick copper foil. The forward accelerated proton
beam was detected by a stack of radiochromic film (RCF) layers wrapped in aluminum, that is
visible in the right half of the picture. Green background light originates from second harmonic
generation. The image gives an impression of the compactness of the ion acceleration setup.
1.2 Envisioned Applications
Laser-accelerated ion beams are considered for a wide range of applications. A
prominent implementation that is exploiting the unique properties of a laser-generated
source is proton radiography, where the beam is used as a diagnostic tool for electro-
magnetic fields. Owing to the small effective source size of only a few microns and
the short bunch duration which is comparable to the laser pulse width (≤ 1 ps), a
very high spatial and temporal resolution can be achieved [22–24]. The process also
takes advantage of the ”chirped” nature of the broad spectral distribution of proton
energies as the fastest protons that move ahead of the bunch capture an image at an
earlier time than the lower energetic, trailing protons. Thus, a time-resolved series of
images can be obtained. Various ultrafast phenomena in laser plasma interactions
have been investigated, such as the sheath fields responsible for ion acceleration
within the TNSA regime [25] or the evolution of plasma channels in the wake of a
highly intense laser pulse [26].
Another application that is currently attracting high interest is related to health
care, namely ion beam therapy (IBT) of tumors. At the moment, radiation therapy
still almost exclusively relies on electron beams or X-rays which are unfavorable for
deeply situated tumors surrounded by healthy tissue due to the broad depth-dose
distribution. Owing to the fact that ions deposit the vast majority of their energy
shortly before being stopped in which is referred to as the Bragg peak, the necessary
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dose for killing cancer cells can be applied much more localized. Motivated by those
superior treatment prospects, conventional ion accelerators based on synchrotrons
have been implemented into hospitals recently. However, given the huge size of
those machines, only a handful of clinics can afford the enormous costs. To state
an example, the just completed Heidelberg Ion Therapy Facility (HIT) [27, 28] that
is capable of producing up to 221 MeV protons and 430 MeV/u carbon ions was
worth 119 Million Euro, featuring a three stories high, 600 tons, rotating gantry
for beam steering around the patient. Hence, in order to make ion beam therapy
available to the broad public, the size and costs of the accelerator including beam
transport has to be reduced significantly. A promising candidate to achieve this goal
are laser-driven ion sources [29], owing to the drastically increased accelerating fields
in plasmas and therefore much reduced acceleration distances of only micrometers.
Figure 1.1 gives an impression of the compactness of the setup. Nevertheless, param-
eters such as ion energy, spectral distribution, repetition rate and reliability need to
be significantly improved on to be able to compete with conventional accelerators
in the field of IBT.
Finally, a third application that should be mentioned here is the potential use of
a laser-generated ion bunch as fast ignitor in inertial confinement fusion (ICF). For
fusion reactions to occur, the fuel needs to be heated to high temperatures, in case
of a mixture of deuterium and tritium (DT) to values around 10 keV. Furthermore,
the hot fuel has to be contained for a long enough time to attain a sizable number
of fusion reactions. To meet these conditions, two different approaches are being
followed. In magnetic confinement fusion (MCF) a comparably low density plasma
(ne ∼ 1015 cm−3) is confined by magnetic fields, e. g. in a tokamak such as ITER
[30], for a rather long time (t ∼ 1 s). In ICF, the necessary confinement time
is reduced to a few nanoseconds by compressing the fuel to high densities (ne ∼
1026 cm−3). Compression is achieved either by focussing a multitude of laser pulses
simultaneously onto the surface of a spherical DT pellet or indirectly via generation
of soft X-rays in a hohlraum to drive the implosion. Based on this approach, the
worlds largest and highest-energy laser, the National Ignition Facility (NIF) [31]
located at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory in the US incorporating 192 synchronized
beams of a total energy of 1.8 MJ in the ultraviolet, aims to start ICF experiments
this summer. The generated ablation pressure has to be highly symmetric to avoid
hydrodynamic instabilities and ensure a sufficient temperature and density in the
central hotspot for ignition of the compressed fuel.
To ease this demanding requirement, Tabak et al. [32] proposed to separate
the phases of compression and heating by compressing the fuel at low temperature
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and employing a particle beam to heat and ignite the fuel at the moment of max-
imum compression. So far, electron beams were mostly considered to be used for
fast ignition, being guided to the plasma core by a cone added to the fuel capsule
[33]. However, owing to their favorable depth-dose distribution as discussed above,
ions are advantageous when compared to electrons in order to locally deposit large
amounts of energy. Thus, laser-accelerated, dense ion beams are attracting increas-
ing attention as a highly promising fast ignitor candidate [34–37]. For use in ICF,
one aspires a laser-acceleration scheme to produce a quasi-monoenergetic ion bunch
(∆E/E below ∼ 10%) at moderate energies (E ∼ 450 MeV for carbon ions) but
very high laser-to-ion conversion efficiencies (∼ 10%) to achieve the required power
density (∼ 10 kJ/10 ps in a 20µm diameter spot) to ignite the compressed DT fuel.
Hence, previously employed schemes for the generation of quasi-monoenergetic ion
beams within the TNSA regime [5, 20] are clearly inadequate for this purpose due
to the naturally very limited conversion efficiency attainable.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The presented PhD work was intended to develop and explore advanced approaches
to high intensity laser-driven ion acceleration that reach beyond the previously stud-
ied regime of TNSA. Clearly, such new pathways are of crucial importance to push
the current limits of laser-generated ion beams further towards parameters nec-
essary for potential applications. In this spirit, ion acceleration from two novel
target systems was investigated, namely mass-limited microspheres and nm-thin,
free-standing diamond-like carbon (DLC) foils. The described studies were carried
out during a series of experimental campaigns at a variety of different high inten-
sity laser systems worldwide, from ATLAS (MPQ) over MBI Berlin and VULCAN
(RAL, UK) to TRIDENT (LANL, USA), allowing to scan a broad range of laser
parameters. In addition to advancing the process of ion acceleration itself, evolution
of high intensity laser technology is essential to eventually enable the construction
of a laser-driven accelerator facility. Thus, a part of the presented work is devoted
to accomplishments in laser development.
The thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical foundations of high intensity laser inter-
action with matter, from ionization over relativistic single electron dynamics and
laser propagation and absorption in plasmas to the main concepts of laser-driven
ion acceleration.
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Chapter 3 describes the fundamentals of ultrashort high intensity pulse genera-
tion in general and gives details on the different laser systems utilized to investigate
the acceleration of ions.
Chapter 4 presents targets and ion beam diagnostics. In particular, the meth-
ods utilized to fabricate and characterize the indispensable novel microsphere and
DLC targets employed for ion acceleration studies are illustrated. Additionally, ion
detectors and measuring instruments that were used to characterize the accelerated
ion beams are specified.
Chapter 5 reports on the first-time experimental observation of strongly di-
rected proton beams emitted from spherical mass-limited targets of diameter 15µm.
The experiments were carried out at the ATLAS 20-TW Ti:Sapphire laser system lo-
cated at MPQ. When irradiated with an 45 fs short, highly intense (1×1020 W/cm2)
laser pulse, a converging shock front forms at the front side of the target. Protons
accelerated in this shock reach energies well in excess of the values observed in the
TNSA regime under identical laser conditions, showing a plateau-shaped spectrum
as predicted by Silva et al. [38]. Three-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) simula-
tions with over-dense proton plasmas were conducted, supporting the experimental
observations. The hole-boring radiation pressure model for ion acceleration [39] was
extended to a radially dependent intensity profile and successfully implemented to
reproduce the shape of the shock front obtained from PIC simulations. Obtained
results are published in [Henig et al., Phys. Rev. Lett 102, 095002 (2009)] [40].
Chapter 6 reports on the first and second experimental campaign investigating
ion acceleration from ultra-thin DLC foils. In the leadoff study, targets of thickness
50, 30 and 10 nm were irradiated by 700 fs long, ultra-high contrast laser pulses at
intensities of ∼ 7×1019 W/cm2 employing the TRIDENT laser facility located at Los
Alamos National Laboratory, USA. An unprecedented maximum energy of 185 MeV
(15 MeV/u) for fully ionized carbon atoms was observed at the optimum thickness
of 30 nm. In contrast to TNSA where the target remains opaque throughout the in-
teraction, the enhanced acceleration is attributed to self-induced transparency when
the instantaneous laser intensity is at maximum. At that moment strong volumetric
energy transfer to the classically overdense electron population in the bulk of the
target takes place, giving rise to a large longitudinal field that is localized and co-
propagates with the ions. It is demonstrated for the first time experimentally that
a distinct optimum foil thickness exists even for a high-contrast laser pulse, where
the lower limit is imposed by premature burn-through of the target already on the
rising edge of the pulse. The experimental results are supported by PIC simula-
tions. In addition, a simple analytical model was developed to predict the optimum
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thickness for given laser parameters, demonstrating the direct connection between
the instantaneous laser intensity at the time when the target becomes relativisti-
cally transparent and the resulting maximum ion energies. Obtained findings are
published in [Henig et al., Phys. Rev. Lett 103, 045002 (2009)] [41]. In a follow-up
campaign, the TRIDENT peak intensity was increased to 2 × 1020 W/cm2, result-
ing in a shift of the optimum foil thickness to larger values as expected by the
model. For a target thickness of 58 nm, carbon C6+ ions of energy beyond 0.5 GeV
were observed, representing the current world record obtained from a laser-driven
accelerator.
Chapter 7 reports on experimental studies on ion acceleration from ultra-thin
DLC foils irradiated by much shorter ultra-high contrast laser pulses of only 45 fs
FWHM duration at lower energies of only 0.7 J that were focussed to comparable
peak intensities of 5 × 1019 W/cm2. The experiments were carried out at the 30-
TW Ti:Sapphire laser system located at MBI, Berlin. Owing to the decreased pulse
duration, target expansion and heating on the rising edge of the pulse is strongly
reduced, yielding an optimum foil thickness as low as 5.3 nm. When changing the
laser polarization from linear to circular a strong decrease in the number of hot elec-
trons is observed, resulting in a pronounced peak centered at 30 MeV in the carbon
C6+ ion spectrum at the optimum foil thickness. Compared to quasi-monoenergetic
ion beam generation within the TNSA regime [5], a more than 40 times increase in
conversion efficiency is demonstrated when considering an identical energy spread
around the apex. 2D PIC simulations have been carried out, giving clear evidence
that those ions are for the first time dominantly accelerated in a phase-stable way by
the laser radiation pressure at values up to ∼ 1021 m/s2. While linear polarization
gives rise to the generation of a large number of highly energetic electrons, causing
the target plasma to expand rapidly, in case of circular polarization electrons and
ions co-propagate as a dense, quasi-neutral plasma bunch over the whole duration of
the laser pulse. The acceleration of ions is thus no longer dominated by the sheath
field of an expanding electron cloud. An illustration of the laser field pushing the
ultra-thin plasma layer like a light sail in forward direction is depicted in figure 1.2.
Being recently widely studied in theory, these comparative measurements provide
the first experimental proof of the feasibility of radiation pressure acceleration to
become the dominant mechanism for ion acceleration when circular polarization is
used. Obtained results are published in [Henig et al., Phys. Rev. Lett 103, 245003
(2009)] [42].
Chapter 8 presents advances on short pulse pumped ultrabroadband non-collinear
optical parametric chirped-pulse amplification (SPP-OPCPA) that have been ac-
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Fig. 1.2. Illustration of radiation pressure acceleration. Shown is the transverse electric field
component Ey of a circularly polarized laser pulse incident onto an initially 5 nm thin, solid density
plasma layer marked in grey color. Like a light sail, the overdense plasma layer is pushed in forward
direction by the radiation pressure of the intense laser pulse. The image is based on data extracted
from 2D PIC simulations that were carried out by X. Q. Yan, refer to chapter 7 for further details.
complished as part of my PhD work [43]. Those findings represent an important
step towards future next generation laser systems like the Petawatt Field Synthesizer
(PFS) project that is currently being pursued by our group at MPQ [44], aiming for
an energy of 5 J stored in pulses as short as 5 fs.
Chapter 9 summarizes the obtained findings and draws conclusions. An outlook
towards future experimental prospects is given, building onto the results of this
thesis.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Background
This chapter is intended to give a brief introduction to some of the fundamentals of
high intensity short pulse laser interactions with matter and present basic concepts
of laser-driven ion acceleration. More details on these topics can be found in the
existing literature, e.g. in the books written by W. L. Kruer [45] and P. Gibbon [46].
2.1 Ionization
The physics behind laser-driven ion acceleration primarily deals with the behavior
of ionized material, i.e., plasma, under intense irradiation, whereas the question
regarding how the target material transforms into this state is typically of minor
concern. Nevertheless, in order to give a feel for the dominant ionization processes
taking place in the early stages of the interaction, a short description of this subject-
matter will be given in the following.
First insight can be gained by comparison with quantities related to the hydrogen
atom. From the Bohr model, the electron’s Bohr radius amounts to
aB =
4pi0~2
mee2
' 5.3× 10−11 m, (2.1)
with reduced Planck’s constant ~, permittivity of free space 0, and me and e being
the electron mass and charge, respectively. Accordingly, the electric field strength
in the coulombic potential is given by
Ea =
e
4pi0a2B
' 5.1× 109 Vm−1, (2.2)
The corresponding intensity at which the laser field equals the binding strength of
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the electron to the nucleus is referred to as the atomic intensity and is calculated to
Ia =
0cE
2
a
2
' 3.51× 1016 Wcm−2 (2.3)
Clearly, the laser field at intensities of IL = 10
19 W/cm2 and above as used in
the particle acceleration experiments described within the framework of this thesis
exceeds the interatomic fields by many orders of magnitude, thus easily guaranteeing
ionization of any target material. However, even intensities well below this threshold
are sufficient for ionization to occur e.g. via multiphoton effects.
Multiphoton Ionization
In case the energy of a single photon is smaller than the ionization potential of the
bound state, an electron can still gain enough energy to overcome the potential bar-
rier of the nucleus by absorbing several lower frequency photons on a short timescale
in a process named multiphoton ionization. The probability of this mechanism can
be found by expanding the theory of one photon dipole transitions to higher orders
according to perturbation theory, with the n-photon ionization rate given by
Wn = σnI
n
L . (2.4)
The cross-section σn decreases with n and the process strongly depends on the
photon density of the laser field, setting in at intensities around > 1010 W/cm2.
Above-threshold ionization is an extension of multiphoton-ionization, where an
electron is excited by more photons than strictly necessary to free it from the atom.
Owing to the excess energy absorbed, the released electron will have higher kinetic
energy, manifesting in distinct peaks separated by the photon energy ~ω in the
electron spectrum.
Tunneling Ionization
When the intensity is further increased, the laser field is strong enough to signif-
icantly distort the atomic potential. A perturbation treatment as in the case of
multiphoton ionization is therefore not valid anymore. Figure 2.1(b) illustrates how
the large external field of a laser polarized in x-direction manipulates the former
purely coulombic potential of figure 2.1(a).
At a certain distance on the right hand side of the atom, the Coulomb barrier
is lowered beneath the binding energy of the electron. Thus, quantum mechani-
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(c) Complete barrier suppression in an even
higher field is greatly increasing the ionization rate
Fig. 2.1. Shown is the distortion of the atomic potential of hydrogen subject to a strong laser field
polarized in x-direction (a and b represent constants). Without the presence of an external field
the potential is purely coulombic and the electron, allegorized by its ground state eigenfunction
ψ100 with Bohr radius aB , is bound. A strong field is lowering the potential barrier on one side so
that the electron is enabled to tunnel through. At even higher fields the barrier gets suppressed
below the ionization potential, allowing the electron to easily escape from the nucleus.
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cally the previously bound state is enabled to tunnel through this barrier with some
finite probability, a scenario which is referred to as tunneling ionization. The corre-
sponding ionization rate for hydrogen-like ions was derived by Keldysh [47], while
Ammosov, Delone and Kra˘inov deduced the so-called ADK-rate for tunneling ion-
ization in complex many-electron atoms or ions [48]. Recently, tunneling ionization
was also observed experimentally in real time [49].
The Keldysh Parameter
In order to determine the dominant ionization mechanism prevailing for certain
experimental conditions, the Keldysh parameter γK was introduced, separating the
multiphoton and tunneling regimes
γK =
√
Vion
2Up
(2.5)
with Vion being the ionization potential of the electronic state and Up the pondero-
motive potential of the laser, i.e., the cycle-averaged kinetic energy of a free electron
oscillating in a linearly polarized electromagnetic field, given by
Up =
e2E2L
4meω2L
∝ ILλ2L (2.6)
The ponderomotive potential is proportional to the product of the laser intensity IL
and the square of its wavelength λL. For more details on the motion of a single free
electron subject to an intense laser field, refer to section 2.2.
From above equations it follows as a rule of thumb that tunneling becomes
significant for high intensities and long wavelength, i.e., for γK < 1, while for γK > 1
multiphoton ionization is the relevant scenario. In case of hydrogen with Vion,H =
13.6 eV and a laser wavelength λL of one micron, the corresponding laser intensity
at the transition point γK = 1 calculates to IL,γK=1 ' 7.3× 1013 W/cm2.
Barrier Suppression Ionization
At even higher intensities, the potential barrier is eventually suppressed below the
ionization potential of the electronic state. The electron can hence easily escape
from the nucleus, naturally resulting in a sizable increase in the ionization rate.
This situation is known as over-the-barrier or barrier suppression ionization and is
schematically depicted in figure 2.1(c).
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For a more quantitative understanding, the appearance intensity of barrier sup-
pression ionization can be obtained starting from the effective potential of an atom
with atomic number Z situated in a linearly (in x-direction) polarized external field
Eext
V (x) = − Ze
2
4pi0|x| − eEextx (2.7)
By solving dV(x)/dx = 0 a local maximum of V (x) is found, corresponding to a
position xmax of
xmax =
√
Ze
4pi0Eext
(2.8)
Equating the effective potential at x = xmax with the ionization potential Vion yields
the electric field EBS required to enable barrier suppression ionization
EBS =
V 2ionpi0
Ze3
(2.9)
The associated laser intensity amounts to
IBS =
c0
2
|EBS|2
=
cpi230V
4
ion
2Z2e6
(2.10)
Note that Vion refers to the ionization potential of the atom or ion with charge
(Z − 1).
To again give a numerical example, for hydrogen the minimum laser intensity
necessary for barrier suppression ionization calculates to IBS,H ' 1.4× 1014 W/cm2.
Clearly, strong ionization sets in even at electric field values well below the previously
deduced binding strength of the electron to the nucleus and the corresponding atomic
intensity of Ia ' 3.51× 1016 W/cm2. In consequence, in the presented experimental
studies the irradiated target material is transformed into plasma already on the
very early rising edge of the pulse, long before the peak intensity of > 1019 W/cm2
is reached.
Collisional Ionization
While in above scenarios ionization of a single atom subject to a strong laser field
is examined, additional mechanisms come into play when considering ionization of
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solid density targets as employed for ion acceleration experiments. Once a sufficient
number of free electrons is produced via field ionization, collisional ionization pro-
cesses gain significance. In case of a local thermal equilibrium where the radiative
and absorptive events are balanced, the ionization state can be determined by sta-
tistical means and the relative ion populations are related by the Saha-Boltzmann
equation (see e.g. [50]). However, for short pulse laser-generated plasmas a more
realistic view involves large density and temperature gradients as well as radiation
that can escape the plasma completely. Here, the assumption of local thermal equi-
librium is not valid anymore and time-dependent atomic rate equations typically
need to be solved in order to determine the charge distribution [51].
2.2 Relativistic Single Electron Dynamics
Subsequent to ionization, an electron will undergo relativistic dynamics in the in-
tense laser field. In the simplest case, a single electron subject to a plane electro-
magnetic wave is considered, that can be described in terms of its vector potential
A(r, t) = Re
{
A0e
iψ
}
, (2.11)
where r and t represent space and time coordinate, ψ = kL · r − ωLt denotes the
phase, kL stands for the wavenumber kL = 2pi/λL and ωL for the laser frequency.
With z being the propagation direction, the laser amplitude A0 is given by A0 =
A0eˆx for linear polarization (LP) and A0 = A0(eˆx ± ieˆy) for circular polarization
(CP).
The electric and magnetic field is then obtained from
E = −∂A
∂t
(2.12)
B = ∇×A (2.13)
It is often convenient to use the dimensionless laser vector potential, which is
defined as follows
a =
eA
mec
(2.14)
With the intensity of the laser being given by the magnitude of the Pointing vector
I = |S| = µ−10 |E × B|, the peak intensity I0 can be written in terms of the peak
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dimensionless laser amplitude a0
I0 λ
2 = ζ
[
1.37× 1018 W
cm2
µm2
]
a20, (2.15)
where ζ = 1 for linear and ζ = 2 for circular polarization.
The equation of motion for a single electron can now be derived starting from
the Lorentz force
dp
dt
= −e (E + v ×B) (2.16)
with v and p = γmev being the electron velocity and momentum, respectively,
and relativistic Lorentz factor γ = 1/
√
1− v2/c2 = √1 + p2/m2ec2, leading to the
momentum relations [52]
px
mec
=
γ
c
dx
dt
= ax (2.17)
py
mec
=
γ
c
dy
dt
= ay (2.18)
pz
mec
=
γ
c
dz
dt
=
a2
2
(2.19)
with γ = 1 + a2/2. Integration of above equations for a given laser pulse a(t− z/c)
is straightforward when rewritten in the variable τ = t− z(t)/c, for which
γ
d
dt
= γ
dτ
dt
d
dτ
= γ
(
1− 1
c
dz
dt
)
d
dτ
=
(
1 +
a2
2
− a
2
2
)
d
dτ
=
d
dτ
(2.20)
resulting in
dx
dτ
= cax (2.21)
dy
dτ
= cay (2.22)
dz
dτ
=
ca2
2
(2.23)
2.2.1 Relativistic Electron Trajectory in a Linearly Polar-
ized Plane Wave
Considering a linearly polarized plane wave of infinite duration with a = a0 cos(ωLτ)eˆx
acting on an electron initially at rest and located at x = y = z = 0, its trajectory is
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Fig. 2.2. Trajectory of a single relativistic electron in a linearly polarized plane electromagnetic
wave propagating in z-direction. Given that the laser amplitude a0 is time-independent, the motion
is shown in the laboratory frame (a) and in the average drift frame (b), while (c) illustrates the
trajectory for a non-constant envelope in time (a0(τ) = a0 exp(−(τ/τ0)2) with ωLτ0 = 25). Clearly,
no net energy is transfered to the electron as it comes back to rest as soon as a0 falls back to zero
and is hence only shifted along the z-axis.
described by
x(τ) = ca0
τ∫
0
cos(ωLτ˜)dτ˜ =
ca0
ωL
sin(ωLτ) (2.24)
z(τ) =
ca20
2
τ∫
0
cos2(ωLτ˜)dτ˜ =
ca20
4
(
τ +
1
2ωL
sin(2ωLτ)
)
(2.25)
The corresponding self-similar electron trajectory is illustrated in figure 2.2a. Apparently,
the particle is oscillating transversely at the laser frequency ω with amplitude pro-
portional to the laser amplitude a0, while the longitudinal oscillation occurs at twice
the fundamental frequency and scales with a20. In the highly relativistic case of
a0  1 the electron motion will therefore be predominantly along the longitudinal
direction, owing to the strong magnetic v ×B force turning the electron orbit.
Besides the oscillatory components, the electron undergoes an overall drift in
forward direction with average drift velocity〈
dz
dt
〉
=
〈
a2c
2γ
〉
=
〈
a2c
a2 + 2
〉
=
a20c
a20 + 4
(2.26)
In the average rest frame, the electron trajectory shows the well known figure-8
shape as depicted in figure 2.2b.
Figure 2.2c again displays the case of a linearly polarized plane wave, but with
Gaussian pulse envelope in time instead of infinite duration as before. Clearly, the
electron comes back to rest after the laser pulse is over as it cannot gain net energy
in a plane light wave. In order to transfer net energy, breaking of planar symmetry
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Fig. 2.3. Trajectory of a single relativistic electron in a circularly polarized plane electromagnetic
wave propagating in z-direction. Given that the laser amplitude a0 is time-independent, the result-
ing helical orbit is shown in (a). As opposed to the case of linearly polarized irradiation, for circular
polarization the longitudinal motion does not exhibit an oscillatory component. The trajectory
for a non-constant but time-varying pulse envelope (a0(τ) = a0 exp(−(τ/τ0)2) with ωLτ0 = 25) is
illustrated in (b), the electron comes back to rest again after the finite pulse has passed.
is needed, e.g. due to a finite beam radius such as in a tight laser focus.
2.2.2 Relativistic Electron Trajectory in a Circularly Polar-
ized Plane Wave
For a circularly polarized plane wave of infinite duration, the trajectory is derived
particularly easy as a2 = a2x +a
2
y = a
2
0 and γ = 1 +a
2
0/2 are not time-dependent and
one immediately obtains
x(τ) =
ca0
ωL
sin(ωLτ) (2.27)
y(τ) = ∓ca0
ωL
cos(ωLτ) (2.28)
z(τ) =
ca20
2
τ (2.29)
with τ = t/γ. Most significantly for the discussion in the following chapters is the
fact that the longitudinal motion z(τ) does not exhibit an oscillatory component in
case of circular polarization. The trajectory as it appears in the laboratory frame is
of helical shape (see figure 2.3a).
Given a circularly polarized plane wave of finite, Gaussian pulse duration, the
electron will be back at rest as soon as the laser amplitude a drops to zero and will
again (as in the case of linear polarization) only be shifted in forward direction, with
the corresponding trajectory shown in figure 2.3b.
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2.2.3 Electron Ejection from a Focussed Laser Beam
In case not a plane wave is considered, but the laser amplitude is spatially varying
as in a focussed laser beam, the electron is enabled to gain net energy from the
electromagnetic field. While the electron motion for a general laser intensity profile
can only be solved numerically, an analytical expression relating its final longitudinal
pz and transverse p⊥ momentum after being ejected from the laser focus can be found
[52], which also holds approximately for finite beam diameters
pz =
p2⊥
2mec
(2.30)
with pz = mec (γ − 1). Thus, the electron ejection angle θ is determined to be only
dependent on its final relativistic Lorentz factor γ
tan2 θ =
(
p⊥
pz
)2
=
2
γ − 1 (2.31)
Above equation has been verified experimentally [53].
2.3 Laser Propagation in a Plasma
So far, only the interaction of the laser field with a single electron was considered.
Switching now to the situation of a laser beam propagating in a cold, collisionless
plasma, the following dispersion relation for electromagnetic waves can be found [45]
ω2L = ω
2
p + c
2k2 (2.32)
with the electron plasma frequency or Langmuir frequency ωp being defined as
ωp =
√
nee2
0γme
(2.33)
Here, ne denotes the plasma electron density and the cycle-averaged relativistic
Lorentz factor γ is given by [39]
γ =
√
1 + a20/2 (2.34)
From equation 2.32 it is immediately clear that the electromagnetic wave is
unable to propagate in case the plasma frequency ωp exceeds the laser frequency ωL.
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The electron density at which this transition from transparent to opaque occurs,
i.e., where ωp = ωL, is referred to as the critical density nc,
nc =
0γmeω
2
L
e2
' 1.1× 1021 γ
(
λL
µm
)−2
cm−3 (2.35)
A plasma of density ne < nc is accordingly identified as underdense plasma, while
when of density above the critical density, ne > nc, as overdense plasma.
Given the scenario of an intense laser beam propagating in an underdense plasma,
the corresponding refractive index is obtained from the dispersion relation 2.32:
η ≡ ckL
ωL
=
√
1− ω
2
p
ω2L
=
√
1− nee
2
0γmeω2L
=
√
1− nee
2
0meω2L
√
1 + a20/2
(2.36)
At intensities above ∼ 1018 W/cm2, i.e. a0 > 1, relativistic effects will become sig-
nificant. In a real experiment, the laser amplitude will typically be radially varying
with a0(r) having its maximum on axis. Thus, γ and therefore also the refractive
index η will be highest in the center as well. The plasma acts as a positive lens,
hence focussing the beam. This phenomenon is known as relativistic self-focussing.
A similar effect which is referred to as ponderomotive self-focussing originates
from electrons being expelled out of the peak intensity regions, leading to an electron
density gradient where ne exhibits a local minimum on axis. According to equation
2.36, the refractive index will again be maximized in the center, giving rise to beam
focussing.
Self-focussing can result in the formation of relativistic channels in underdense
plasmas, guiding the laser beam over many times its Rayleigh range. Such channels
were first observed experimentally by Borghesi et al. [54].
In case of the laser pulse being incident on an overdense plasma, the electromag-
netic wave will be unable to propagate through the plasma. However, an evanescent
component will penetrate into the overdense region up to a characteristic length
where the laser electric field has dropped by a factor of 1/e. For a step-like plasma
boundary and when neglecting collisions, this collisionless skin depth ls is given by
ls =
c
ωp
(2.37)
It shall be noted here, that the situation can change when the interaction of a highly
intense pulse with an ultrathin overdense foil instead of a semi-infinte plasma is
considered. Novel features might become significant when both the laser wavelength
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and the collisionless skin depth are comparable to or exceed the foil target thickness
[55].
2.4 Laser Absorption in Overdense Plasmas
In laser-driven ion acceleration regimes accessible this far, the electromagnetic field
energy is not directly transfered to the ions. Instead, electrons absorb energy from
the laser pulse, setting up charge separation fields which in turn accelerate ions.
This can be understood intuitively when replacing the electron mass in equation
2.14 by the proton mass, making equation 2.15 transform to
I0 λ
2 = ζ
[
4.62× 1024 W
cm2
µm2
]
a20, (2.38)
Hence, currently available laser intensities (I0 ∼ 1018−1022 W/cm2) are still around
three orders of magnitude below the threshold intensity for relativistic proton dy-
namics driven directly by the laser field. For a detailed understanding of mechanisms
of ion acceleration from overdense targets, it is therefore instructive to start off by
looking into processes of laser absorption into the electron population of such targets.
2.4.1 Collisional Absorption
At moderate laser intensities (Iλ2L ≤ 1015 Wcm−2µm2), collisional absorption or
inverse bremsstrahlung heating is the dominant absorption mechanism. Here, the
electron motion is damped by collisions with ions and thus energy is transfered from
the laser to the plasma. The electron-ion collision frequency νei is given by [45]
νei ∝ Zne
T
3/2
e
(2.39)
where Z stands for the number of free electrons per atom and Te denotes the electron
temperature. It can be seen that collisional heating is maximized for the highest
density at which the laser is still able to propagate and therefore primarily takes
place around the critical density nc on a plasma density gradient.
As the electron temperature increases, the collision rate drops off and other
absorption mechanisms gain significance.
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2.4.2 Collisionless Absorption
Resonance Absorption
When a light wave is obliquely incident at an angle θ onto a plasma gradient, it will
be specularly reflected at a density lower than the critical density ne = nc cos
2 θ. In
case the electromagnetic wave is p-polarized, the laser field tunnels from the point
of reflection to the critical density surface where it drives electrons to oscillate along
the plasma density gradient. Fluctuations in the charge density arise, which can be
resonantly enhanced and energy is transfered from the laser to an electron plasma
wave. This phenomenon is referred to as resonance absorption [45].
Vacuum Heating
For steep plasma density gradients, resonance absorption eventually breaks down
when the electron oscillation amplitude along the density gradient exceeds the
plasma density scale length. However, given the identical situation of a p-polarized
laser pulse that is obliquely incident onto the plasma boundary, electrons near the
edge of the plasma-vacuum interface are directly exposed to the laser field. Those
electrons are pulled out into vacuum by the electric field component orientated nor-
mal to the plasma boundary. As the field changes its direction, the electrons are
sent back into the plasma. Since the plasma is overdense and the light field can
therefore only penetrate up to a skin depth ls = c/ωp, the accelerated electrons are
beyond reach for the laser and will traverse the plasma until being finally absorbed
by collisions. This ”not-so-resonant, resonant absorption” was first described by
Brunel [56, 57] and is thus known as Brunel heating or vacuum heating.
Relativistic j×B Heating
Another absorption mechanism where electrons on a step-like density profile gain
energy directly from the laser field is relativistic j×B heating, introduced by Kruer
and Estabrook [58]. For sufficiently large intensities (a0 ≥ 1), electrons are dom-
inantly driven by the magnetic component of the Lorentz force. In case of linear
polarization, the electrons will then undergo longitudinal oscillations at twice the
laser frequency as derived in section 2.2.1. Whereas Brunel heating necessitates
p-polarized light and oblique incidence to send electron bunches into the overdense
plasma at frequency ωL, relativistic j ×B heating accelerates electron bunches into
the target at frequency 2ωL and is most efficient for normal incidence. For normal
incidence and circular polarization however, relativistic j ×B heating is suppressed
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due to the absence of an oscillatory component in the longitudinal electron motion
(refer to section 2.2.2 for details). The same applies of course to vacuum heating
and resonance absorption in this case. The fact that electron heating is drastically
reduced for a circularly polarized pulse being normally incident onto a steep over-
dense plasma boundary turns out to be highly useful for a specific ion acceleration
mechanism described in section 2.5.3 and chapter 7.
2.5 Ion Acceleration
As discussed above, present laser intensities prove insufficient to drive ions to rela-
tivistic quiver velocities in the laser field, making direct ion acceleration inaccessible.
Nevertheless, ions can be accelerated to high energies by strong fields originating
from charge separation of the less inertial electrons with respect to the ions. Since
the pioneering experimental work carried out about 15 years ago [16, 59] this field
of research has aroused increasing interest and different regimes for ion accelera-
tion have been discussed theoretically and studied experimentally. Those include
for instance Coulomb explosion of strongly ionized clusters [60, 61] or transverse
explosion of a self-focussing channel [62] and induced electric fields in underdense
plasmas [63–65].
In the following, the most significant ion acceleration mechanisms in the inter-
action with an initially solid density target will be presented, laying the theoretical
foundations for the experimental studies of chapters 5, 6 and 7.
2.5.1 Target Normal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA)
Considering the scenario of an intense laser pulse (a0 ≥ 1) incident onto an initially
solid density target, typically a foil in the micrometer thickness range, atoms on
the front surface are rapidly ionized already on the rising edge of the pulse (refer to
section 2.1 for details). The resulting front surface plasma is strongly heated by the
absorption processes as explained in the previous section. To maximize absorption
and to prevent potentially harmful back reflections from the target surface to the
laser chain, p-polarization at oblique incidence is mostly chosen.
Energetic electrons are accelerated into the target and exit the foil on the back
side. The underlying mechanism of electron transport as they traverse the foil is
not fully understood yet, but is currently being investigated e.g. by means of optical
transition radiation (OTR) [66]. Whereas energetic electrons are able to pass the
overdense region of the target, in the classical TNSA regime the foil remains opaque
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to the laser throughout the interaction. The transmitted hot electrons give rise to
field ionization of atoms located in the back surface layers. Consequently, a quasi-
static charge separation field builds up at the target rear side, reaching values on the
order of TV/m. This field is maintained by an equilibrium of electrons being pulled
back into the target and new electrons arriving from the front surface plasma. The
extension of the field is determined by the hot electron Debye length λD
λD =
√
0kBTe
e2ne
(2.40)
where ne denotes the mean hot electron density at the target back. Ions are acceler-
ated in the quasi-static sheath field which is orientated normal to the surface, giving
the process its name target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA). Ion acceleration
via the TNSA mechanism is not restricted to the back surface. The front surface
plasma also generates a sheath field, accelerating ions from the target front in the
opposite direction. In figure 2.4, the main mechanisms for ion acceleration from an
overdense, opaque target are illustrated.
The TNSA theory was introduced in 2001 by Wilks et al. [67] to explain ex-
perimental results obtained shortly before [1–4]. It is based on earlier work on hot
electron driven plasma expansion into vacuum [68–72]. Later, Mora et al. [73] pre-
sented a detailed 1D model of free isothermal expansion of a collisionless plasma
initially occupying half space. An exponentially decreasing spectrum is predicted,
with a sharp cutoff energy EPEMmax arising from the well defined ion front
EPEMmax = 2ZkBTe
[
ln
(
τ +
√
τ 2 + 1
)]2
(2.41)
Here, τ = 0.43ωpit with acceleration time t and ion plasma frequency
ωpi =
√
Zne0e2/0mi, (2.42)
where mi stands for the ion mass and Zne0 denotes the initial ion density prior to
expansion. The acceleration can be sustained as long as the electron temperature
is kept high, i.e., as long as the laser heats electrons at the target front. Therefore,
a good estimate is made by setting the acceleration time t equal to the laser pulse
duration τL. A rather crude approximation for the electron temperature can simply
be obtained from the electron quiver energy kBTe = (γ−1)mec2 with γ =
√
1 + a20/2
according to equation 2.34.
For a thin foil target instead of a plasma occupying half space, the picture changes
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Fig. 2.4. Illustrated are the main mechanisms for ion acceleration from an overdense, opaque
target. The highly intense laser pulse incident from the left gives rise to rapid ionization and
the generation of hot electrons which are able to traverse the foil. A sheath field of transverse
dimension much larger than the focal spot size is set up at both surfaces, accelerating ions along
target normal (TNSA). Additionally, the laser beam piles up a layer of electrons at its front while
it bores a hole into the target plasma, thus pulling ions into the substrate (hole-boring radiation
pressure acceleration (RPA)). This flow of ions can launch a shock wave which reflects ions to
twice the shock speed while crossing the target. In case of a radially varying intensity distribution
irradiating a planar surface, the shock front will not be planar and the shock accelerated ion
component will exhibit a large angle of divergence.
to an adiabatic instead of isothermal description [74]. The two regimes can be
distinguished by the time te = 2d/c it takes for hot electrons to completely fill
the target of thickness d. While the isothermal approach is valid for τL  te,
the adiabatic model applies for τ ' te and in case of τL  te also the latter breaks
down. To give a numerical example, for a pulse duration of 45 fs the condition τ ' te
corresponds to a foil thickness of ∼ 7µm. As the diamond-like carbon targets used
in the presented experiments are about 2-3 orders of magnitude thinner, clearly
a different theoretical model is needed to account for the experimental results of
chapters 6 and 7.
Another analytical TNSA model has been proposed by Schreiber et al. [75] to
predict the achievable maximum ion energy Emax. Here, no detailed description of
the plasma and its electron temperature Te is needed and Emax only depends on the
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laser pulse power and duration, the conversion efficiency into hot electrons η and a
parameter B which stands for the radius of the electron exit area on the target rear
side. When varying the foil thickness while assuming η to remain unchanged, the
variation in Emax will thus only depend on B, given by B = rL + d tan θ with focal
spot radius rL and electron propagation half-angle θ when traversing the target.
Following the early measurements published in the year 2000 [1–4] and Wilks’
theory, the TNSA regime has been widely studied experimentally in laser inter-
actions with foil targets in the micrometer thickness range [5, 17–20, 24, 76–83].
It was found that a hydrocarbon contamination layer is typically present on the
foil surfaces, originating from imperfect vacuum conditions. Owing to their high
charge-to-mass (q/m) ratio, protons located in these surface layers are preferentially
accelerated in the quasi-static TNSA field to energies up to 60 MeV at present [82].
Characterization of the obtained proton beam revealed excellent properties such as
ultralow emittance and a small source size of ∼ 100µm [17, 24, 80].
In order to efficiently transfer energy to heavier ions within the TNSA regime,
proton contaminants need to be removed from the surface as they get accelerated
quickly, thus shielding the quasi-static field for ions of lower q/m. Methods such as
resistive heating, heating by a cw laser or ion gun etching have been successfully
applied to generate a proton-free target surface, yielding ion cut-off energies of ∼
3.5 MeV/u for carbon C5+ [5], 5 MeV/u for fluorine F7+ [18] and > 10 MeV/u for
iron 65Fe [84].
Although the ion source size of ∼ 100µm is small compared to conventional
accelerators, it is still much larger than the focal spot size which is typically only
around 5 − 10µm in diameter. This discrepancy can be attributed to transverse
spreading of the hot electrons as they are deflected in the field or while they re-
circulate through the target [76]. Consequently, the quasi-static field is spatially
inhomogeneous, decaying both transversely as well as longitudinally due to shield-
ing of inner ions. This naturally results in a field reduction in the center where the
highest energetic ions are produced as well as a continuous instead of monoenergetic
spectrum of the TNSA generated ion beam.
By restricting the ion source to a small volume where the sheath field is ho-
mogenous, the possibility to accelerate quasi-monoenergetic ion bunches has been
demonstrated within the TNSA regime [5, 20]. However, this method suffers from
a very low conversion efficiency as a similar result could be obtained by keeping
the extended source size and instead cutting out a small portion of the continuous
spectrum via a suitable energy filter placed downstream.
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2.5.2 Shock Acceleration
So far, ion acceleration away from the target in the quasi-static ambipolar fields
arising from a hot electron sheath at the front and rear surface of the foil was
discussed (TNSA, refer to the previous section for details). In addition, as illustrated
in figure 2.4 there is another ion population observed which originates from the target
front side and is accelerated into the bulk.
Considering a relativistically strong laser field incident normally onto a solid
density foil target, the longitudinal component of the Lorentz force (also referred to
as Ponderomotive force) pushes electrons forward. Similar to a snow plow, the laser
piles up a layer of electrons at the pulse front while gradually boring a hole into the
target plasma. This very dense electron bunch pulls ions with it, thus generating a
flow of ions moving into the target. The resulting ion velocity can be estimated by
a balance of the dynamic pressure of ions with the laser light pressure [39]
nimiv
2
i = (1 +R)IL/c, (2.43)
where ni, mi and vi denote the ion number density, mass and velocity and R stands
for the laser reflection efficiency. According to section 2.2 and 2.3, the laser intensity
can be rewritten as
IL = ζ
0m
2
eω
2
Lc
3
2e2
a2L = ζ
ncmec
3
2
a2L (2.44)
Hence, the ion velocity is given by
vi
c
=
√
(1 +R)IL
minic3
= aL
√
(1 +R)ζ
2
me
mi
nc
ni
(2.45)
This radiation pressure accelerated ion piston can launch an electrostatic collision-
less laminar shock of velocity vs ' vi propagating into the overdense plasma that
maintains its velocity after the formation stage [85–87]. As the shock traverses the
target, it picks up ions and reflects them to a maximum velocity of vmax ' 2vs. The
Mach number M of the shock is defined as
M =
vs
cs
(2.46)
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with the ion sound speed cs being given by
cs =
√
5
3
ZkBTe
mi
(2.47)
Silva et al. [38] carried out theoretical studies of high intensity laser interactions
with overdense plasmas, giving evidence of the formation of high Mach number (2-
3) electrostatic shocks and shock-accelerated ion beams that can exceed the energy
of the TNSA-generated population. The shock-accelerated component manifests
itself in a characteristic plateau structure in the ion spectrum.
However, when an initially planar target (such as a foil) is irradiated by a Gaus-
sian or Airy-shaped focal spot as typically present experimentally, the shape of the
shock front will not be planar but rather form a concave surface thus defocussing
the shock-accelerated ion beam. In the scope of this PhD work, an experimental
study was carried out demonstrating the possibility to compensate for this effect
of hole-boring by means of a pre-curved target surface. A simple analytical model
was developed to predict the evolution of the shock front, where the 1D model of
Wilks et al. [39] was advanced to 2D to account for the scenario of a laser focus of
spatially varying amplitude aL(r) incident onto a curved surface, showing excellent
agreement with simulations ([40], refer to chapter 5 for details).
2.5.3 Radiation Pressure Acceleration / Light Sail / Laser
Piston
Shortly after the first laser was experimentally demonstrated by Maiman in 1960
[6], the possibility to propel a rocket by a terrestrial laser beam was considered.
The concept is simple as the conventional engine is replaced by a mirror forming
a light sail and the rocket is accelerated by the radiation pressure of the reflected
laser light. In 1966, Marx found that the efficiency of energy transfer from the laser
to the accelerated object approaches unity as the object approaches a velocity close
to the speed of light [88].
With the advent of ultra-high intensity laser systems, the idea of a light sail
driven by the laser radiation pressure can be transfered to an ultra-thin foil target
being accelerated as a whole in form of a high density plasma bunch reflecting
the laser light. In a theoretical study, Esirkepov et al. showed that at intensities in
excess of 1023 W/cm2 radiation pressure acceleration (RPA) is indeed dominant over
hot electron sheath acceleration (TNSA) and target ions reach relativistic velocities
within a single laser cycle [89]. As the ions become relativistic that rapidly in this
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so-called laser-piston regime, they are able to stay with the electron layer that is
strongly pushed in forward direction and the foil can be regarded as a relativistic
plasma mirror co-propagating with the laser pulse. Thus, ion acceleration becomes
highly efficient and a monochromatic instead of continuous energy distribution is
expected. However, currently available intensities are limited to values up to 1021−
1022 W/cm2, therefore making the laser-piston regime inaccessible at present.
Macchi et al. realized that a radiation pressure dominated regime can neverthe-
less be achieved at much lower intensities by changing the laser polarization from
linear to circular [90]. In case of circularly polarized light incident normally onto a
solid density plasma, all processes of electron heating as discussed in section 2.4.2
are suppressed due to the lack of oscillating components in the Lorentz force. Con-
sequently, sheath acceleration of ions is inhibited as this mechanism necessitates
the generation of highly energetic, hot electrons. The motion of electrons at the
interaction surface is instead adiabatic and the laser ponderomotive force piles up
a dense electron layer such that the radiation pressure is balanced by the charge
separation field as in the initial stage of ion shock acceleration. For circular polar-
ization however, the absence of a strong thermal pressure caused by hot electrons
leads to a much more pronounced single density spike of compressed ions [91] as can
be seen in further detail in the following. For simplicity, the analytical estimates
below (based on the discussion found e.g. in [90–94]) are valid only in the limit of
non-relativistic ions, in accordance with the non-relativistic ion energies obtained in
the experimental studies of this PhD work.
In the first stage of the interaction, the target ions are immobile whereas the elec-
trons are quickly piled up to an equilibrium position. Here, the generated charge
separation field strength Ez0 at the interface of the electron depletion and compres-
sion layer is given by the balance condition with the laser radiation pressure
0E
2
z0
2
=
1 +R
c
IL (2.48)
This situation is illustrated schematically in figure 2.5a. For simplicity, a linear
profile of Ez is assumed both within the depletion layer (Ez = Ez0zld for 0 < z < ld)
of thickness ld and the compression layer (Ez = Ez0[1−(z−ld)/lc] for ld < z < ld+lc)
of thickness lc. From the Poisson equation one obtains
Ez0 = ene0ld/0 (2.49)
with ne0 representing the initial free electron density of the target. By combining
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Fig. 2.5. (a) Ion density ni (red color), electron density ne (blue color) and resulting electrostatic
field distribution Ez (green color) at the equilibrium position where the laser radiation pressure
is balanced by the charge separation field and the ions are still immobile, i.e., the initial stage
of radiation pressure acceleration. Here, ne0 represents the initial free electron density, nec the
compressed electron density and Ez0 the maximum value of the charge separation field at the
interface of electron depletion and compression layer. For ions located within the compression
layer, Ez is constant over their respective trajectories and all ions reach the position z = ld + lc
at the same time (b). Thus, the ion and electron density ideally assumes an infinite value before
hydrodynamic breaking occurs and ions are injected into the unperturbed plasma region. The
corresponding ion phase space at the breaking time is sketched in grey color in (c). Owing to
the continuing front surface acceleration and the ballistic evolution of the ion bunch, the phase
space evolves into a series of loops at later times (marked in purple and black color). During this
period of phase-stable acceleration, the relative velocity spread ∆vi/vi of ions originating from the
compression region is narrowed down. (figure adapted from [90, 91])
above two equations, an expression for the thickness of the depletion layer is found
ld =
√
2(1 +R)IL0
cn2e0e
2
(2.50)
that can be transformed using equation 2.44, yielding
ld
λL
ne0
nc
=
√
(1 +R)ζ
4pi2
aL (2.51)
To give a numerical example, for a solid density target of ne0 = 500nc, a laser pulse
of amplitude aL = 5 and wavelength λL = 1µm, circular polarization (ζ = 2) and
a reflectivity of R = 1 the thickness of the depletion layer calculates to ld ' 3 nm.
Clearly, the foil thickness d should exceed ld so that a balance between the laser
ponderomotive force and the restoring force arising from the charge separation field
Ez can be achieved and ions are efficiently accelerated. For foils thinner than ld, the
compressed electron layer will be permanently separated from the foil, leaving the
ions behind. This regime however holds great promise for the generation of ultrathin,
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highly dense electron bunches that could potentially be employed as a relativistic
mirror for coherent X-ray generation via Thomson backscattering [95–97].
In a second step, ions start to respond to the electrostatic field Ez. Within the
electron depletion layer, Ez is a constant over the ion trajectories and increases
with z. Hence, those ions never catch up with ions in the compression region and
form a shelf of decreasing density, consequently being of no interest for the further
acceleration process. Assuming quasi-equilibrium electron dynamics and a constant
radiation pressure of (1 + R)IL/c, ions originating from the compression layer will
in contrast all reach the longitudinal position z = ld + lc at the same time and the
ion density ideally assumes an infinite value. This second stage of the interaction
is depicted in figure 2.5b and the corresponding ion phase space is sketched in grey
color in figure 2.5c. The average ion velocity vi at that moment is given by equation
2.45, which is the velocity of the laser reflection front at the breaking time.
As the ions subsequently enter the unperturbed plasma region, the compressed
electron cloud self-consistently adjusts its position and density. Assuming constant
radiation pressure, more and more ions will be accelerated to the same average
velocity vi until the compressed electron layer reaches the rear surface of the foil. At
this stage, the whole focal volume of the target is set in motion. Owing to the cold
electron population that is accompanying the highly dense ion bunch, space charge
effects that might lead to Coulomb explosion are neutralized. Instead, the ions
propagate ballistically in a quasi-neutral plasma that is continuously accelerated by
the laser radiation pressure just as the light sail intended for space travel mentioned
earlier. Thus, this final stage of the interaction is often referred to as light sail
acceleration. The resulting final velocity vf can be estimated by equating the final
momentum of the target per unit area, ni0mivfd, with the radiation pressure exerted
onto the target times the laser pulse duration, (1 +R)ILτL/c, yielding
vf
c
=
(1 +R)ILτL
c2ni0mid
(2.52)
The achievable ion energy is thus proportional to the square of the laser energy
fluence, (ILτL)
2, and inverse proportional to the initial ion areal density squared,
(ni0d)
2, where a lower limit for the normalized areal density σ = (d/λL)(ne0/nc) is
given by equation 2.51 with d ≥ ld.
While the ions are accelerated, their relative velocity spread ∆vi/vi is narrowed
down since the slowest, trailing ions experience the strongest field Ez0. This con-
tinuing process is comparable to phase-stable acceleration (PSA) in a conventional
radio frequency (RF) linac, where a proper phase is chosen to synchronously accel-
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erate and bunch the ion beam [98]. To explain the associated features of PSA in the
context of the discussed laser-driven ion acceleration scenario in more detail, a ref-
erence ion is introduced which is situated at a position zr = ld+ lc/2 at the center of
the compression region, moving synchronously with the compressed electron layer.
Assuming a linear electric field distribution as described above, a test ion at a posi-
tion zi inside the compression region is subject to a force Fi = qiEz0[1− (zi− ld)/lc],
leading to the equation of motion
d2zi
dt2
= Ez0
qi
mi
(
1− zi − ld
lc
)
(2.53)
where
d2zr
dt2
=
Ez0
2
qi
mi
(2.54)
defines the trajectory of the reference particle for which Ezr = Ez0/2 is constant over
the whole duration of phase stable acceleration. Introducing the distance ξ = (zi−zr)
between test ion and reference ion with −lc/2 ≤ ξ ≤ lc/2, above equations can be
rewritten as
d2ξ
dt2
= −Ez0
qi
mi
ξ
lc
(2.55)
or
ξ¨ = −Ω2ξ, Ω2 = qiEz0
milc
(2.56)
Thus, assuming Ez0 to be slowly varying in time, ions within the compression layer
perform harmonic oscillations around the position of the reference particle at a
frequency Ω/(2pi), with the longitudinal phase motion (ξ, t) being given by
ξ = ξ0 sin(Ωt) (2.57)
ξ˙ = −ξ0Ω cos(Ωt) (2.58)
The velocity spread ∆vi of the ion bunch can accordingly be estimated from equation
2.58, where the maximum particle displacement is determined by the condition
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ξmax ≤ lc/2, and transformed using equations 2.49 and 2.50, yielding
∆vi ' 2ξ0Ω ' lcΩ = lc
√
qiEz0
milc
=
√
lcqiene0ld
mi0
=
[
(1 +R)ζ
4pi2
]1/4√
lcqieλLncaL
mi0
= [(1 +R)ζ]1/4
√
lcZ
me
mi
cωLaL (2.59)
where qi = Ze. A good approximation for the thickness of the compression layer is
provided by the laser skin depth, i.e., lc ' ls = c/ωp, leading to
∆vi ' [(1 +R)ζ]1/4
(
ne
nc
)−1/4
c
√
Z
me
mi
aL (2.60)
Above described internal bunch dynamics manifest themselves in a characteris-
tic loop structure in the ion phase space that is sketched in figure 2.5c. A quasi-
monoenergetic ion spectrum with conversion efficiency much in excess of the previ-
ously realized TNSA based experiments with reduced ion source size is expected to
be obtained.
Owing to its enormous potential for the generation of dense, monochromatic
ion bunches at conversion efficiencies approaching unity, the described mechanism
has just recently been studied in much detail in theory, creating a huge number of
theoretical publications that call for experimental validation [91–94, 98–109]. Within
this PhD work, the first experimental proof of RPA driven by circularly polarized
light was achieved [42]. An in-depth description of the measurement is given in
chapter 7.
Chapter 3
Experimental Methods I -
High Intensity Laser Systems
In this chapter, a compressed introduction to the laser systems utilized to conduct
the presented experiments will be given. That section will be preceded by a descrip-
tion of the basic concepts and key technologies required for synthesizing ultrashort
and highly intense light bursts.
3.1 Fundamentals of Ultrashort High Intensity
Pulse Generation
3.1.1 The Concept of Mode-Locking
To obtain pulsed lasers of ultra high intensity, a technique is needed to store the laser
energy in single, ultrashort pulses rather than in continuous-wave (cw) beams. A
breakthrough in this field happened in the 1960s when the concept of mode-locking
was developed [10, 11], which will be explained briefly.
For simplicity, the laser spectrum is assumed to be constant over frequency. The
electric field at a fixed position z = 0 inside the cavity can therefore be written as
a sum over all oscillating axial modes
E(t) =
E0
2
s∑
n=−s
ei[(ω0+n∆ωax)t+φn] + c.c. (3.1)
with the frequency spectrum centered at ω0 and axial mode distance ∆ωax. The
limits of the sum are given by s = (NM − 1)/2 with NM being the number of axial
modes oscillating above threshold. By introducing a process to lock all modes at
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Fig. 3.1. Intensity pattern resulting from NM = 9 locked modes and a constant frequency
spectrum.
a constant and equal value of phase (for simplicity φn = 0 is supposed), the total
electric field becomes
E(t) =
E0
2
eiω0t
s∑
n=−s
(ei∆ωaxt)n + c.c. (3.2)
=
E0
2
eiω0t
sin (NM∆ωaxt/2)
sin (∆ωaxt/2)
+ c.c. (3.3)
The intensity I(t) corresponding to this electric field is shown exemplarily for
NM = 9 locked modes in figure 3.1. With an increasing number of locked modes
NM , the peak intensity Ipeak of the main pulses increases with respect to the average
intensity 〈I〉 as Ipeak = NM〈I〉, while their FWHM pulse duration τ decreases as
τ ≈ TRT/NM with TRT being the round-trip time of one pulse in the cavity [110].
Thus, by locking a large number of modes at constant, equal phase, the peak power
can be greatly increased until essentially the whole power is stored in the main pulses
with a negligible amount in between.
In figure 3.1, mode locked pulses are shown that result from a uniform frequency
spectrum. Besides the primary pulses, NM − 2 much weaker subsidiary side peaks
appear per period. For a Gaussian spectrum, mode-locking again yields a train
of periodically spaced pulses, but the aforementioned small local maxima vanish.
Beyond that, the main pulses now exhibit gaussian shapes in time.
An intuitive time-domain picture of a mode-locked laser corresponds to a single
pulse bouncing back and forth inside the cavity. The resulting output is a pulse
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train with repetition rate RR
RR =
1
TRT
= ∆νax (3.4)
Kerr-Lens Mode-Locking
There are various approaches to achieve mode-locking in a laser cavity. Generally,
all of them can be referred to as either active or passive techniques.
An example for active mode-locking would be inner-cavity loss modulation via a
fast shutter, e.g. an acousto-optic modulator (AOM). The AOM can be driven in
such a way so that except during a small time around the minimum of the introduced
loss the cavity is below threshold. Therefore, pulses are forced to form that lie
within these loss minima at distances of TRT . The pulse duration achieved with this
technique mainly depends on two characteristics of the AOM:
• Modulation depth ∆m
• Modulation frequency fm
A larger modulation depth will result in shorter pulses. In simple words, this can
be attributed to the fact that the width of the ”low-loss window” decreases for
increasing ∆m, thus shortening the pulse. For acousto-optic modulators, ∆m is
generally proportional to the RF power Pm supplied to it [110]
∆m ∝ Pm (3.5)
and therefore the pulse duration shows a weak dependence on Pm
τ ∝ P−1/4m (3.6)
A higher modulation frequency fm will give shorter pulses as well. That effect can
again be explained by the narrowing of the ”low-loss window”, this time due to the
higher RF frequency.
However, in practice both modulation depth and frequency are limited, so that
the theoretical boundary for the pulse length (which is given by the bandwidth of
the gain medium, see section 3.1.2) does not lie within close reach. Pulse durations
achieved by active mode-locking typically range from several 100 picoseconds down
to a few picoseconds [111, 112]. Therefore, for laser cavities producing pulses of
only a few femtoseconds, different approaches are used. A very popular technique is
Kerr-lens mode-locking (KLM), which is referred to as a way of passive mode-locking.
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Fig. 3.2. Schematic illustration of Kerr-lens mode-locking. By introducing an aperture into the
cavity, self-focusing in the gain medium results in selective attenuation of the low power beam
(dashed curve), while the high power mode (solid line) remains unaffected.
The KLM mechanism is directly related to the optical Kerr effect, which de-
scribes a nonlinear change in the refractive index induced by the electric field of an
electromagnetic wave. The total refractive index can be written intensity-dependent
by means of the equation [110]
n = n0 + n2 I (3.7)
with intensity I = c 0 n0〈E2〉, where 〈E2〉 represents the cycle-averaged value of the
field squared. Since the spatial profile of a Gaussian (or sech2) pulse exhibits larger
intensities for parts of the beam that are closer to the optical axis, the refractive
index will be higher for those parts as well, while the beam is propagating through
a nonlinear optical medium. Therefore, a nonlinear optical medium with positive
n2 will act to a Gaussian pulse just as an intensity-dependent convex lens and focus
the beam. This effect is called self-focusing.
In figure 3.2 it is schematically depicted how Kerr-lens mode-locking takes ad-
vantage of that self-focusing effect. An increase in the intensity of the input beam
will result in a decreasing beam diameter at the output. By including an intra cav-
ity aperture into the setup, this intensity dependent beam size modulation results
in a subsequent modulation in the propagation losses. While the circulating high
intensity pulse mode is able to pass the iris ideally unaffected, the low intensity cw
mode gets absorbed to a great extent and is kept below threshold for lasing. As
figure 3.2 shows, the iris acts as a filter between both modes of operation. This
technique is denoted as hard aperture mode-locking.
In contrast to the hard aperture that has to be added to the cavity, there is a
second discrimination mechanism that is already present in every setup. Due to the
spatial profile of the pump beam exciting the gain medium, the gain profile itself
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gain medium HeNe Nd:YAG Nd:glass diode Ti3+ : Al2O3
∆νgain(s
−1) 1.5× 109 1.2× 1011 7.5× 1012 2.5 to 10× 1012 1.0× 1014
Tab. 3.1. Examples of the FWHM gain bandwidth ∆νgain for different materials commonly used
(numbers taken from [113]).
exhibits a spatial modulation as well. This results in the formation of an intrinsic
soft aperture. Cavity modes that are showing the largest overlap with the excited
gain medium are amplified the most on every round trip.
Both the hard as well as the soft aperture contribute to a selective attenuation
of low intensity modes, which leads to the buildup of short, high intensity pulses
circulating in the passively mode-locked cavity.
3.1.2 Time-Bandwidth Product
For a square gain spectrum and a number of NM modes locked, the pulse width τ
of the primary pulses is close to (see section 3.1.1)
τ ≈ TRT
NM
(3.8)
This can be rewritten with the axial mode spacing ∆νax = 1/TRT
τ ≈ 1
∆νaxNM
(3.9)
Assuming that all oscillating modes are locked, the gain bandwidth (or amplifi-
cation bandwidth) ∆νgain, which is defined as FWHM of the gain spectrum, can be
approximated by
∆νgain ≈ ∆νaxNM (3.10)
Therefore, the pulse duration of the main pulses becomes
τ ≈ 1
∆νgain
(3.11)
Equation 3.11 denotes the ultimate pulse width that can be obtained from a mode-
locked laser with uniform gain spectrum, while
τ∆νgain ≈ 1 (3.12)
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is referred to as time-bandwidth product. Examples for ∆νgain of prevalent amplifi-
cation media are given in table 3.1.
Given a gaussian gain spectrum, the pulses obtained from a mode-locked cavity
will exhibit a gaussian envelope in time as well (see section 3.1.1) having an intensity
I(t) as follows:
I(t) = I0 exp
(
−4 ln 2 t
2
τ 2
)
(3.13)
The FWHM of one pulse in the time domain is therefore represented by τ .
Fourier transforming the associated electric field
E(t) = E0 exp
(
−2 ln 2 t
2
τ 2
)
(3.14)
⇒ E˜(ν) = E˜0 exp
(
−pi
2τ 2ν2
2 ln 2
)
(3.15)
results in an intensity spectrum given by
I˜(ν) = I˜0 exp
(
−pi
2τ 2ν2
ln 2
)
(3.16)
Thus, the FWHM spectral range or bandwidth ∆ν of the pulse is
∆ν =
2 ln 2
piτ
(3.17)
and the time-bandwidth product calculates to
(τ∆ν)gaussian =
2 ln 2
pi
≈ 0.4413 (3.18)
Similarly, the time-bandwidth product of a sec2 pulse can be ascertained to be
(τ∆ν)sec2 =
4× arccosh2√2
pi2
≈ 0.3148 (3.19)
For a given spectral width ∆ν of a laser pulse, a lower limit of the temporal width
τ can be obtained from its respective time-bandwidth product. A pulse at that
minimum duration level is often referred to as transform-limited.
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Fig. 3.3. Schematic illustration of Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA): The pulse frequencies are
separated spatially in the laser propagation direction in order to lower the peak intensity and allow
safe amplification. A second dispersive element ideally removes the chirp completely, resulting in
an ultrashort pulse with high peak intensity at the output.
3.1.3 Chirped Pulse Amplification
Up to the mid 1980s, the ambition to build lasers with focused intensities in excess of
1015 W/cm2 did not seem feasible. The reason for this threshold was given by the fact
that the unfocused intensities in the amplification stages are limited by the damage
threshold of the gain material and other optics. At that time, the common concept
to deal with this problem was to increase the beam diameter prior to amplification,
thus reducing the pulse intensity. This evolution led to laser systems incorporating
optics with huge apertures such as SHIVA and NOVA, both located at Lawrence
Livermore National Lab (LLNL). With an aperture of 50 cm in the final amplification
stage, NOVA was capable of producing around 100 kJ of infrared light at 1064
nm wavelength in a 2-4 ns pulse. Due to the enormous costs of such systems,
implementation was restricted to National Lab facilities.
In 1985, this quandary was overcome with the presentation of a new, revolu-
tionary concept by D. Strickland and G. Mourou [12]. Rather than decreasing the
intensity of the pulses by spatial stretching, they proposed to introduce a stretch in
the time domain. This approach, referred to as Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA)
takes advantage of the pulse bandwidth and is schematically displayed in figure 3.3.
By including a dispersive element such as a pair of gratings into the laser chain prior
to the first amplification stage, the pulse’s instantaneous frequency becomes linearly
time-varying, the pulse is chirped. This reduction in intensity allows the use of small
optics for all amplification stages. In order to regain a short pulse duration, the chirp
of the fully amplified pulse can be almost completely compensated by a second set
of dispersive optics. Owing to the fact that a small beam diameter is sufficient for
the whole laser with the exception of the final compressor, the construction of table-
top terrawatt laser systems became possible, allowing for studies of laser-matter
interactions at extreme intensities of up to 1022 W/cm2 at present [13].
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3.1.4 Optical Parametric Amplification (OPA)
However, even though conventional laser amplification methods combined with key
technologies such as Kerr-lens mode-locking or chirped pulse amplification can pro-
vide very high peak power levels, the resulting minimal pulse duration is determined
by the gain bandwidth of the active material (refer to section 3.1.2 for details), thus
being limited to the tens-of-femtoseconds range so far.
In recent years the technique of optical parametric amplification (OPA), which
does not suffer from this constraint, has opened up a new path towards creating few-
cycle pulses [114–122]. Amplification takes place within a nonlinear optical crystal,
where phase matching in non-collinear geometry allows for enormous bandwidths
[114] which can be significantly larger than that of any known conventional laser-
amplifier medium. In addition, the gain can be very high even in a short length
of material, thus reducing the accumulation of nonlinear phase which arises from
passing the high-intensity beam through material, also referred to as B-integral.
Moreover, in contrast to laser amplifiers much less energy is converted into heat,
thereby eliminating thermal distortions of the beam and enabling high repetition
rates.
To obtain the highest possible peak intensities, in high power systems OPA is
usually combined with the technique of chirped pulse amplification, which is de-
scribed in the previous section, to a scheme named optical parametric chirped pulse
amplification (OPCPA) that was first proposed by Dubietis et al. [123]. Employing
such a system, energies as high as 35 J stored in pulses of 84 fs FWHM duration have
been achieved [124], while in the few-cycle regime 7.9 fs pulses of energy 130 mJ were
demonstrated recently [125].
When using short pump pulses, OPCPA represents a greatly promising route
towards the generation of ultra-high intensity pulses at ultra-high contrast, which
are a crucial prerequisite for a large number of laser-plasma interaction experiments.
Within the framework of this PhD thesis, such a short pulse pumped OPA stage
combined with the chirped pulse amplification technique (SPP-OPCPA) was devel-
oped to pioneer future few-cycle, ultra-high contrast, ultra-high intensity facilities
like the Petawatt Field Synthesizer (PFS) project [44] that is pursued at MPQ (refer
to chapter 8 for details). In the following, a brief introduction to OPA will be given.
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Fig. 3.4. (a) illustrates an idealized four-level laser system with 3→ 2 being the laser transition.
Excited states within the pump bands undergo a rapid relaxation to the upper laser level which is
long-lived when compared to the lower level 2. Hence, a population inversion N2/N3  1 builds
up, resulting in amplification of incident signal photons by stimulated emission. In (b), the basic
NOPA geometry with pump-seed angle α and phase matching angle θ is depicted. Broadband
phase matching can be achieved in the non-collinear setup by compensating for the group velocity
mismatch between signal and idler as displayed schematically in (c). (c adapted from [126])
Conventional Laser Amplification vs. Non-Collinear Optical Parametric
Amplification (NOPA)
In OPA, the underlying mechanism of energy transfer from pump photons to sig-
nal photons is fundamentally different from conventional laser amplification. As a
reminder, figure 3.4a illustrates an idealized four-level laser scheme which provides
a simple but surprisingly accurate model for a multitude of real laser systems such
as Nd:YAG or Nd:glass. Here, level 4 represents the combination of all levels lying
above the upper laser level in the real atomic system. It is desirable that many of
these levels be in fact broad absorption bands, thus enabling optical pumping by a
broadband pump lamp to be efficient. The upper laser level is formed by level 3,
while level 2 stands for the the lower laser level and level 1 for the lowest or ground
level.
In a well designed laser system the 4 → 3 relaxation will be very fast, whereas
the upper laser level is typically long-lived by comparison. Given the condition
that the lower laser level is of much shorter lifetime than the upper one, a sizable
population inversion N2/N3  1 will be obtained. Gain is achieved by stimulated
emission in the presence of signal photons. In other words, the laser active medium
serves as an energy reservoir, generally being pumped on much longer timescales
than the signal pulse duration. Alongside with the process of stimulated emission,
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this energy reservoir is also being depleted by spontaneous emission of photons which
becomes particularly significant in high-gain amplifiers, giving rise to an amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) background of much longer duration compared to the
signal pulse.
Above described scenario stands in strong contrast to OPA, where energy is
directly transfered from a high frequency and high intensity pump beam at ωp to
a lower frequency, lower intensity signal beam at ωs within a suitable nonlinear
crystal such as β-barium borate (BBO) or lithium triborate (LBO). A third beam,
the idler, is simultaneously generated at frequency ωi so that conservation of energy
is satisfied
~ωp = ~ωs + ~ωi . (3.20)
In addition, the condition of momentum conservation (i.e., the phase matching con-
dition) must be fulfilled
~~kp = ~~ks + ~~ki (3.21)
with ~kp, ~ks and ~ki being the wave vectors of pump, signal and idler, respectively.
Here, the special case where signal and idler beam are of equal frequency ωp/2 is
referred to as degeneracy condition.
Given a collinear three wave interaction and type I phase matching in a negative
uniaxial crystal (ne < no), above condition can simply be recast as
nep(θ)ωp = nosωs + noiωi . (3.22)
In this case the pump beam propagates as an extraordinary ray with index of re-
fraction nep varying with the phase matching angle θ between the pump wave vector
and the optical axis of the crystal, whereas nos and noi of the ordinary signal and
idler beams are θ-independent. Generally, θ shows a less pronounced wavelength
dependence for type I geometry when compared to type II phase matching (where
either the signal or the idler beam are also extraordinary rays). As a consequence,
type I phase matching is typically used to achieve the shortest pulses in broadband
optical parametric amplifiers, while type II offers relatively narrow bandwidths over
broad tuning ranges thus being suitable for a number of spectroscopic applications
(further detail on this subject can be found e.g. in [126]).
Considering the interaction of three (non-monochromatic) pulses propagating in
the nonlinear crystal at different group velocities vg = dω/dk, the group velocity
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mismatch (GVM) between pump and signal/idler pulses limits the length over which
amplification takes place. Additionally, the phase matching bandwidth is narrowed
by GVM between the signal and idler beam. To overcome this constraint, an extra
degree of freedom is introduced by the pump-signal angle α in non-collinear optical
parametric amplification (NOPA). The basic interaction geometry is illustrated in
figure 3.4b. Broadband phase matching can be achieved when adjusting α such that
the signal group velocity equals the projection of the idler group velocity along the
signal direction, i.e.,
vgs = vgi cos Ω (3.23)
where Ω stands for the angle between signal and idler. This effect is schematically
depicted in figure 3.4c. While in collinear geometry signal and idler propagating
at different group velocities get quickly separated, giving rise to pulse lengthening
and bandwidth reduction, in the NOPA case the two pulses remain overlapped for
longer even though some lateral walk-off takes place.
Alongside with broadband signal amplification, NOPA also results in the gen-
eration of a broadband idler pulse which is therefore potentially compressible to
very short pulse durations as well. However, as shown pictorially in figure 3.4b, the
idler exhibits an angular spectral dispersion as the emission angle Ω is wavelength
dependent. Consequently, in practice that concomitant phenomenon has to be com-
pensated for especially in ultra-broadband NOPA systems, e.g. by use of a suitable
grating-cylindrical mirror combination [127, 128]. An example for a setup where
the obtained idler beam is subsequently used for further amplification is the non-
collinear SPOPA cleaning stage as implemented in the TRIDENT frontend type 1
and 2 (refer to section 3.2.3 for details). Here, the effect of angular spectral disper-
sion is much less pronounced though when compared to a setup aiming at few-cycle
pulses, owing to the small bandwidth of the system.
Analogous to amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) in conventional laser ampli-
fiers, in OPA parametric superfluorescence gives rise to an unwanted pulse back-
ground. This parasitic process refers to parametric amplification of vacuum or
quantum noise and can also be thought of as two-photon spontaneous emission
from a virtual level excited by the pump field. As in the case of ASE, parametric
superfluorescence is of major significance when small seed energies and large gain
factors are used. Nevertheless, by employing pump pulses of only tens to hundreds
of femtoseconds in duration, the generated pedestal can be limited to much shorter
timescales than the typically ns-long ASE background occurring in conventional
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laser amplifiers.
3.2 Laser Systems Utilized for Ion Acceleration
Studies
3.2.1 The ATLAS Laser Facility
The Advanced Titanium:sapphire LASer (ATLAS) located at MPQ constitutes a
table-top short pulse TW-power CPA laser device based on Ti:sapphire as amplifi-
cation medium. The system as it was used for the experiments described in chapter
5 represents a 2005 upgraded version [129, 130] of the former ATLAS 10 laser, which
originates from 1996 [131].
A schematic overview of the system is given in figure 3.5. Initially, the laser chain
is seeded by a train of pulses of energy ∼ 3 nJ, which are generated by a modified
version of a commercially available Femtolasers Femtosource Rainbow oscillator at
a repetition rate of ∼ 70 MHz. A thin Ti:sapphire crystal serves as gain medium
in the Kerr-lens mode-locked cavity (see section 3.1.1), producing a broad spectrum
of width > 300 nm centered at 800 nm wavelength that allows for the generation
of pulses as short as < 7 fs. The crystal is pumped by a ∼ 3.5 W Coherent Verdi
V6 diode-driven frequency-doubled Nd:YVO4 solid-state cw laser at a wavelength of
532 nm. Group delay dispersion (GDD) is controlled by use of multi-layer dielectric
chirped mirrors and fused silica wedges.
The oscillator output pulses are guided through a Faraday isolator and are spa-
tially filtered before entering a multi-pass amplifier, which is referred to as pream-
plifier. Amplification prior to the subsequent stretcher and regenerative amplifier is
a crucial prerequisite for the generation of high temporal contrast pulses. Seeding
the regenerative amplifier directly from the oscillator would result in a great amount
of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) building up in the cavity. In order to re-
strain the intensity ratio of the ASE pedestal with respect to the main peak to final
values around 10−8, an energetic seed has to be provided for the regenerative am-
plifier. Thus, out of the 70 MHz train, 10 pulses per second are fully amplified over
nine passes to an energy of ∼ 2µJ. The Ti:sapphire medium is hereby pumped by
25 mJ pulses of several nanoseconds duration originating from a frequency doubled,
Q-switched Continuum Minilite Nd:YAG laser at 10 Hz repetition rate.
After traversing the preamplifier, the pulses are elongated to a duration of
∼ 350 ps by means of a positive dispersion stretcher set up in Mart´ınez-type [132]
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Fig. 3.5. Flow chart depiction of the ATLAS laser system.
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configuration. According to the concept of CPA (see section 3.1.3), the peak inten-
sity is such sufficiently lowered to allow safe amplification in the following stages.
For simplicity, figure 3.5 shows an unfolded stretcher design, whereas in reality only
one grating is present, the lens is replaced by a spherical mirror and a folding mirror
is situated at the fourier plane. Following a passage through another Faraday isola-
tor to shield the components upstream from potentially hazardous back reflections,
a Pockels cell acts as a 10 Hz pulse picker to select those pulses, that have received
the highest gain in the preamplifier.
Each pulse is then sent through 12 round-trips in the regenerative amplifier
pumped by a 100 mJ, 532 nm Continuum Surelite Nd:YAG laser to be amplified to
an energy of ∼ 18 mJ. A Pockels cell in combination with two thin film polarizers
is used as a switch to couple light in and out of the cavity. Owing to the fact,
that only the lowest-order spatial mode of the resonator is efficiently amplified, a
clean beam profile exits the cavity. However, the pulses are preceded by a series of
prepulses separated by the resonator round-trip time of 11 ns. Those originate from
imperfect switching, i.e. leakage of the intra-cavity polarizers. A combination of
two Pockels cells with a blocking ratio better than 100:1 each and a respective rise
time of 5 ns and 200 ps is implemented after the regenerative amplifier to suppress
both the prepulses as well as the ns-timescale ASE background.
Temporal pulse cleaning at later amplification stages becomes much more chal-
lenging owing to the increased beam diameter necessary at higher intensity levels.
For this reason, the beam passes the final two Ti:sapphire crystals in a multi-pass,
i.e. cavity-less, geometry to keep the ASE-pedestal at a minimum. The first, bow-
tie-like, amplifier is pumped from both sides by two Continuum Powerlite Nd:YAG
lasers at 850 mJ pulse energy each, while in the second multi-pass two beams at 1.7 J
each from a Continuum Macholite Nd:YAG laser store energy in the gain medium.
To ensure that a smooth beam profile without intensity spikes (often referred to
as ”hot spots”) is maintained, both amplifiers are equipped with segmented inte-
grating mirrors [133] to focus the respective pump beams onto the crystal surfaces
and obtain a spatially homogenous pump energy distribution. Additionally, vacuum
spatial filters are implemented to clean the beam profile after each passage through
the active medium in the second multi-pass. By focussing the beam and placing an
aperture in the far field, intensity modulations of high spatial frequencies are thus
absorbed. The laser pulse energy is increased to ∼ 500 mJ after the first and ∼ 1.7 J
behind the second and final multi-pass amplifier.
Since an excellent focusability is essential for the highest possible intensities
demanded by the experiments presented in this thesis, a nearly flat wavefront needs
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Fig. 3.6. Third order autocorrelation trace of the ATLAS laser system, where the inset shows a
zoomed view of the curve in the region close to the main peak. Both the prepulse at -11 ps and at
-2 ps are measurement artifacts and thus of no relevance for the laser pulse contrast. (by courtesy
of R. Ho¨rlein, MPQ)
to be provided. Therefore, the ATLAS system incorporates a Shack-Hartmann
sensor to monitor the wavefront of the fully amplified beam. A deformable mirror
is connected to the sensor over a feedback loop to significantly lessen wavefront
distortions via 33 piezo-actuators [134].
To restore a short pulse duration, the beam is finally guided to a negative dis-
persion vacuum compressor [135] after being expanded to a diameter of ∼ 70 mm.
A set of two parallel orientated 1800 l/mm gold-coated reflection gratings is used to
inverse the positive chirp originally introduced by the stretcher, resulting in ∼ 45 fs
pulses of energy ∼ 1 J exiting the compressor.
Before sending the beam through a vacuum beamline to the target chambers
located downstairs, the laser operating parameters are routinely monitored by a set
of diagnostics to ensure optimal performance. The pulse duration is characterized
by means of a commercial device named GRENOUILLE [136], which is based on the
frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) technique [137] to reconstruct the spectral
and temporal intensity and phase. To analyze the temporal structure of the pulse
in a larger (> ± 250 fs) time window, a third order scanning autocorrelator [138]
is used. The result of such measurements is shown in figure 3.6, revealing that the
intensity level of the ASE-pedestal and short prepulses with respect to the main peak
drops below the detection threshold of 10−8 already at −4 ps. Possible deviations of
the pulse front from normal to the laser propagation are spotted by an inverted field
autocorrelator [139]. Those might arise from imperfect, i.e. non-parallel alignment
of the compressor gratings, resulting in an angular chirp of the beam which, amongst
other effects, leads to a reduction of the peak intensity in the focus.
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2008/2009 ATLAS upgrade
After finishing the MPQ based ion acceleration experiments that are presented in
this thesis, the ATLAS laser facility was further upgraded to allow for an even shorter
pulse duration and higher energies as well as an increased temporal contrast.
In 2008, a commercially available acousto-optic programmable dispersive filter
[140] was added to the system at the stretcher exit. This device named DAZZLER
is capable of shaping both spectral phase and amplitude of the laser pulses simulta-
neously and independently. Thus, e.g. higher orders of dispersion that can not be
compensated by the compressor can be corrected for, leading to a decrease in the
final pulse duration. By use of the DAZZLER, the ATLAS pulses were successfully
shortened to around 35 fs FWHM.
In 2009, a major modification of the laser frontend followed, accompanied by
the upscaling of the final multi-pass amplifier. Furthermore, a new and improved
3rd order autocorrelator for day-to-day contrast measurements supplements the set
of laser diagnostics. To enhance the contrast of the fully amplified pulse to values
around 10−12, a recollimating plasma mirror setup is currently being implemented
into the beamline after the vacuum compressor.
3.2.2 The MBI Ti:sapphire System
Owing to the fact that the plasma mirror as well as the aforementioned energy
upgrade were not yet available at ATLAS in 2008/early 2009, ion acceleration ex-
periments using nm-scale diamond-like carbon (DLC) foils were not feasible at MPQ
at this time. For such targets, an ultrahigh laser pulse contrast is a crucial prereq-
uisite in order to ensure the interaction of the main peak with a near solid density
plasma of close to rectangular shape (minimized pre-expansion).
In order to meet such demands, four external experiments of one to seven weeks
each were carried out in collaboration with the group of Prof. W. Sandner at Max-
Born Institute (MBI) in Berlin. This laboratory hosts a Ti:sapphire laser very
similar to the ATLAS system, reaching pulse energies of up to ∼ 1.2 J on target at a
duration of ∼ 45 fs FWHM. A flow chart schematic of the laser’s main components
is shown in figure 3.7. Pulses of central wavelength 800 nm originating from a Kerr-
lens mode-locked commercial Femtolasers Femtosource Scientific s20 oscillator are
elongated to ∼ 700 fs by an Offner-type stretcher and subsequently amplified in three
consecutive multi-pass stages. In contrast to ATLAS, no regenerative amplifier
is implemented in the system. Thus, the generation of prepulses due to cavity
leakage as described earlier in section 3.2.1 is avoided and the amount of ASE is
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Fig. 3.7. Schematic flow chart depiction of the high-power Ti:sapphire laser system located at
MBI Berlin (PC = Pockels Cell, AO = Adaptive Optic).
reduced. However, a ns-duration ASE-pedestal is still present. This unwanted
pulse background primarily stems from the first amplifier, owing to the high gain
of approximately six orders of magnitude. Consequently, following the nine-pass
amplifier the beam traverses two Pockels Cells , one with a fast rise time, to shrink
the ASE-level. After further amplification to ∼ 4 J, the pulses are compressed and
sent to the interaction chamber, resulting in up to ∼ 1.2 J on target stored in a
FWHM duration of ∼ 45 fs . The final contrast was characterized by means of a
3rd order autocorrelator to be smaller than 10−7 at times earlier than −10 ps prior
to the arrival of the main peak (see figure 3.8a), mainly depending on the first
amplifier gain and the timing of the subsequent Pockels Cells. In order to correct
for wavefront distortions and therefore assure a good focusability of the beam, an
adaptive mirror similar to the one at ATLAS is included behind the compressor.
To increase the ps-timescale contrast to an estimated level of ∼ 10−11, a recolli-
mating double plasma mirror setup is installed in the beamline before entering the
target chamber. In general, a plasma mirror operates as an ultra-fast switch, where
the low-intensity non-ionizing ASE-pedestal and prepulses are transmitted and the
main pulse is largely reflected by the plasma created on its own rising edge [141, 142].
A schematic illustration of the specific system used at MBI [143] is given in figure
3.8b. Here, the beam is focussed by a 10◦ off-axis parabola of focal length 1.5 m to
a spot size of ∼ 50µm . Two AR-coated rectangular glass blocks are placed at 45◦
angle of incidence each, the laser beam is s-polarized with the laser focus located in-
between the substrates. The relative distances of the plasma mirror surfaces to the
focus and respective intensities are ∼ −10 mm at ∼ 1×1016 W/cm2 and ∼ 3 mm at
∼ 6×1016 W/cm2. Both plates are motorized to shift the setup so that the laser can
hit an unperturbed area again after an interaction, thus allowing for a series of 25
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Fig. 3.8. (a) Third order autocorrelation trace of the MBI Ti:sapphire laser and (b) a schematic
of the recollimating double plasma mirror used in combination with the system in order to enhance
the pulse contrast on target. (autocorrelation trace by courtesy of T. Sokollik, MBI Berlin)
consecutive shots before the chamber has to be vented to replace the substrates. A
ceramic disk with a central hole is placed between the plates to shield each surface
from large-scale debris which originates from the expanding plasma. For alignment
purposes employing attenuated, non-ionizing pulses, a small part of each substrate
is left uncoated. Finally, the beam is recollimated by a second off-axis parabola of
equal focal length and sent to the target chamber. The total energy throughput of
the double plasma mirror setup was measured to be 60 %, resulting in ultra-high
contrast pulses of energy ∼ 700 mJ on target.
In case no contrast enhancement is required, the setup can be bypassed using
two motorized mirrors located before the first and after the second parabola.
3.2.3 The TRIDENT Laser Facility
To extend the range of laser parameters available for ion acceleration studies to
significantly higher pulse energies of up to 100 J, a series of experimental campaigns
was carried out at the TRIDENT laser facility located at Los Alamos National Lab-
oratory in the US [144]. TRIDENT is a three-beam system that is based on Nd:glass
(see table 3.1) as gain medium for the main amplifiers. Two target chambers are
currently operational with a third one of increased size that is specifically designed
for short-pulse experiments to become available in 2010. The laser system is capable
of producing energetic pulses of central wavelength 1053 nm that can be varied in
duration over a huge range of around seven orders of magnitude, spanning from
5µs all the way down to about 500 fs. In the south target chamber mostly material
dynamics experiments are conducted, such as laser-launched flyer plates and laser-
ablation shock loading [145], making use of the long pulse (> 80 ps), high energy (up
to 1 kJ) ”A”, ”B” and ”C” beams that can be employed simultaneously. However,
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Fig. 3.9. Basic setup of the type 0 TRIDENT laser front end as used in the first ion acceleration
campaign employing plasma mirrors.
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Fig. 3.10. Flow chart depiction of the revised, type 1 TRIDENT front end. The new approach
relies on self-pumped optical parametric amplification (SPOPA) to generate idler pulses that are
virtually background free. Those high contrast pulses are further amplified in a series of OPA
stages before being sent to the Nd:glass chain.
the highest power of up to 200 TW is generated in the TRIDENT ”C” beam in short
pulse mode and guided to the north target chamber which is of spherical shape at
a diameter of ∼ 2 m. In this configuration, temporally stretched pulses originating
from the TRIDENT short pulse front end are further amplified to energies of ∼ 5 J
in 16 × 64 mm Nd:glass rods and gain their final energy of up to 200 J after pass-
ing a series of 40 × 100 mm Nd:glass disks. A deformable mirror is placed in the
amplification chain to correct for wavefront distortions. Subsequently, such pulses
are compressed down to a duration of 700− 500 fs in a ∼ 20 cm diameter beam by
a pair of 40 × 80 cm2 dielectric gratings located in vacuum. The compressor out-
put energy amounts to values slightly above 100 J. A focal spot of diameter 10µm
FWHM is obtained after reflection off a f/3.5 off-axis parabolic mirror, giving rise
to peak intensities in excess of 1020 W/cm2. Owing to the enormous thermal load on
the gain material of the main amplifiers and the low heat conductance of Nd:glass,
the repetition rate of the laser is however limited to ∼ 1/h for full system shots.
Experiments carried out at TRIDENT within the framework of this thesis were
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~ 150 μJ @ 527 nm
Fig. 3.11. Self-pumped OPA stage as implemented in type 1 of the TRIDENT front end. In
the seed-pump photon-photon interaction, an idler beam of nearly perfect temporal contrast is
generated which is used for further amplification.
primarily aiming for ion beams accelerated from diamond-like carbon (DLC) foils
of only a few nanometers in thickness (see chapter 6). To ensure interaction of the
main laser pulse with a nearly unperturbed, ideally rectangular shaped plasma slab,
the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)-pedestal as well as pulses preceding the
main peak needed to be suppressed to a sufficiently low level. In a first campaign
launched in spring 2008, this prerequisite was achieved by introducing a pair of
plasma mirrors into the converging beam after the focussing off-axis parabola. A
more detailed description of that setup is included in chapter 6. The use of plasma
mirrors is nevertheless unfavorable due to losses of about 40−50% of the laser pulse
energy on a double reflection. Moreover, the plasma mirror substrates set up in the
configuration presented in chapter 6 needed to be replaced after every shot.
To overcome this quandary by improving the intrinsic contrast of the TRIDENT
system, the old short pulse front end (type 0, figure 3.9) was upgraded to an approach
based on optical parametric amplification (OPA) [146]. For an introduction to the
basic principles of OPA refer to section 3.1.4, more details can be found in chapter
8 which is devoted to laser development. The new TRIDENT front end setup is
schematically depicted in figure 3.10. It builds upon the previous version, where
300 fs short pulses of energy 2.5 nJ originating from a Time Bandwidth GLX-200
diode pumped glass oscillator are elongated to 1.2 ns in a four-pass grating stretcher
and subsequently amplified to 500µJ by a Positive Light Legend regenerative am-
plifier based on Ti:sapphire. Those pulses are then again compressed by a pair of
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Fig. 3.12. Third order cross correlator measurements of the TRIDENT laser pulse contrast.
Negative values on the abscissa refer to times prior to the arrival of the main peak centered around
zero. The apparent subsidiary peaks are all artifacts from the measurement system. In (a), the
blue curve corresponds to the output of the regenerative amplifier, i.e., front end type 0, whereas
the magenta colored graph gives the contrast of the idler generated in front end type I. The final
contrast of this configuration upon further propagation through the laser chain is marked in blue in
(b). Here, the magenta line shows improvements when the SPOPA cleaning stage is moved behind
the OPA amplifiers and a mirror in the stretcher is replaced. (by courtesy of R. P. Johnson, Los
Alamos National Laboratory)
gratings to a duration of 500 fs and sent to an OPA stage illustrated in figure 3.11.
Here, each pulse is split into two replicas by a 90-10 beamsplitter, with the higher
energetic one being frequency doubled to yield 150µJ at 527 nm. The two beams
are recombined on a 2 mm thick type I beta barium borate (BBO) crystal at a small
non-collinear angle. In the resulting OPA process, an idler pulse is generated which
is then used for further amplification in three consecutive BBO based OPA ampli-
fiers pumped by one Continuum Powerlite Nd:YAG laser of ∼ 2 J energy at 532 nm
wavelength.
The effect of SPOPA cleaning was characterized by means of a commercial (Del
Mar) third order cross correlator with the measurement result being illustrated in
figure 3.12a. The apparent peaks in the autocorrelation traces are all artifacts of
the measurement system. It is immediately striking, that the idler generated by
SPOPA (figure 3.12a, magenta colored) is practically background-free and provides
a significant improvement over the output of the regenerative amplifier (marked in
blue), i.e., TRIDENT front end type 0, which seeds the SPOPA stage. However,
it turns out that the contrast changes quite remarkably upon further propagation
through the system. Figure 3.12b presents 3rd order autocorrelator measurements
carried out after the final parabolic focussing mirror and a re-collimating lens in-
serted into the target chamber. Here, the blue curve in figure 3.12b corresponds to
the SPOPA idler of figure 3.12a or, in other words, illustrates the final contrast of
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front end type I. Two contributions could be identified for the apparent decline in
the pulse contrast. One arises from the following OPA stages that are seeded at low
energies of ∼ 20µJ and the other from the mirror placed in the Fourier plane of the
focussing element in the Martinez-type stretcher, where the beam is fully dispersed
over the mirror surface. Spatial variations in the reflectivity of the mirror will there-
fore translate to spectral modulations of the beam. By shifting the SPOPA idler
generation cleaning stage behind the OPA amplifiers and replacing the aluminum
mirror in the stretcher with a dielectric one, an improvement of around one order
of magnitude in the final contrast could be achieved (figure 3.12b, magenta curve),
though that setup was not yet available for the experiments discussed within the
framework of this thesis. Regarding figure 3.12b, it has to be noted that the char-
acterization of the final contrast could not be done on a full system shot at present.
Instead, the low power pulses originating from the front end were guided through
the non-pumped main Nd:glass amplifiers. Consequently, the question on how the
laser pulse contrast looks like on an actual shot is not finally solved as the con-
trast might be affected when the pulse gets amplified. Here, effects such as spectral
gain narrowing and self phase modulation due to intensity dependent changes in the
refractive index of optics are of most concern.
In fall 2008, the new, OPA-based type I front end was first-time employed for an
experimental campaign (see chapter 6, section 6.5).
3.2.4 The VULCAN Laser Facility
The VULCAN laser is part of the Central Laser Facility (CLF) at the Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory (RAL), Oxfordshire, UK. As TRIDENT, it is a large-scale,
high energy, low repetition rate Nd:glass system. VULCAN features three different
target areas, Target Area East (TAE), Target Area West (TAW) and Target Area
Petawatt (TAP). Three experimental campaigns were carried out at VULCAN as a
part of my PhD work, one of them at TAW and two at TAP, those will be described
briefly in the following.
Target Area West (TAW)
TAW comprises a 100 TW beam line, delivering 100 J of energy stored in pulses
of 1 ps FWHM duration. In addition, up to 6 long pulse beams of 200 J in 1 ns
each are available. The 100 TW pulses originate from a Ti:sapphire based Kerr lens
mode locked TSUNAMI oscillator pumped by an Argon ion laser. 5 nJ in 120 fs are
obtained and subsequently elongated to 600 ps in a double pass grating stretcher.
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The pulses of central wavelength 1053 nm at a bandwidth of 16 nm are then amplified
in a series of flashlamp pumped Nd:glass rods before reaching the final, single pass
Nd:glass disk amplifier stage of 150 mm aperture. Recompression to 1 ps is achieved
by guiding the beam in a single pass over a pair of gold-coated gratings that are
separated by ∼ 3.5 m. Peak intensities of ∼ 5 × 1019 W/cm2 can be reached after
reflection off a parabolic focussing mirror.
Target Area Petawatt (TAP)
The Vulcan Petawatt upgrade became available to users in 2002, being designed
to deliver 500 J on target within a duration of 500 fs and peak intensities up to
1021 W/cm2 [147, 148], a value which represented the world record at that time.
Pulses of 5 nJ and 120 fs duration are again formed by a commercial Ti:sapphire
oscillator at a central wavelength 1053 nm, being stretched to 2.4 ns. The beam is
further amplified in three OPCPA stages employing BBO crystals that are pumped
by a single Nd:YAG laser of energy 1 J at a wavelength of 532 nm, a setup very
similar to the type 1 TRIDENT front end but without SPOPA cleaning. A chain
of neodymium doped phosphate and neodymium doped silicate glass rod amplifiers
follows. Using such mixed glasses enables amplification to take place over a broader
spectral range. To improve the wavefront quality, a 120 mm diameter large aperture
adaptive optic is included in the system, composed of a deformable mirror of 61
actuators in a 2D array [149]. The final three 208 mm disk amplifiers, being set up
after a Faraday rotator and a polarizer, are a relict from the decommissioned NOVA
laser formerly located at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). Upon
further propagation, the beam of 5 nm bandwidth is expanded to 600 mm diameter
via a 19 m long vacuum spatial filter and guided to the compressor. Gold-coated,
1480 l/mm gratings are set up in single pass geometry at a separation of 13 m.
Two mirrors steer the beam onto the final 620 mm diameter, 1.8 m focal length, f/3
off-axis parabolic mirror, where beam diagnostics such as spectrum and near field
monitor as well as pulse duration via a single-shot autocorrelator [150] collect the
transmitted light of the first turning mirror. A focal spot of ∼ 5 − 7µm FWHM
diameter is obtained, giving an optimum peak intensity close to 1021 W/cm2.
When compared to TRIDENT, the VULCAN PW system delivers a significantly
higher level of ASE background and subsidiary pulses preceding the main peak. The
ASE pedestal arrives at ∼ 2 ns prior to the main pulse and was characterized to be
of relative intensity ∼ 4 × 10−8 [151]. However, autocorrelation measurements on
a shorter timescale reveal a contrast of only ∼ 10−3 − 10−4 at a time around 20 ps
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[152], whereas TRIDENT gives a ratio of ∼ 10−6 − 10−7 in this range (see figure
3.12).
A variety of different phenomena were investigated during the named three exper-
imental campaigns. Those include for instance electron transport and filamentation
in solid density targets [66] and radiation-driven acceleration and instabilities of
expanding, nm-thin foils [153]. The analysis of the obtained data is however partly
ongoing and the obtained results are not included in this thesis.
Chapter 4
Experimental Methods II -
Targets and Ion Beam Diagnostics
4.1 Target Fabrication and Characterization
The experiments presented in this thesis focus on ion acceleration from two different,
novel target systems, namely synthetic microspheres of diameter ∼ 15µm and nm-
thin diamond-like carbon (DLC) foils. Within the framework of this dissertation,
a target fabrication facility was set up and the techniques were developed to be
capable of producing such targets. In the following, the methods utilized for target
fabrication and characterization will be presented.
4.1.1 Microspheres
To study ion acceleration from spherical, ideally isolated, mass-limited targets, in
a first step a suitable mount needs to be engineered in order to support the mi-
crospheres while minimizing contact area and electric conductivity. Those require-
ments are fulfilled by micropipettes produced from glass tubing. Manufacture of
micropipettes was done employing a microprocessor controlled, CO2 laser-based mi-
cropipette puller (P-2000, Sutter Instrument Company). Here, the CO2 laser beam
of tunable output power is guided to the central part of the glass tube and projected
onto its back face via a scanning mirror which is mounted on a rotating base driven
by a stepper motor. Heat is applied to the glass by an automated, repeated scan
of the mirror between the limits of a longitudinal area that is predefined in length
(1 mm - 8 mm) by the user. The transmitted portion of the beam is collected by a
retro-reflective concave mirror mounted behind the tubing, redirecting the divergent
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Fig. 4.1. Illustration of the key equipment employed for the fabrication of microsphere targets. A
CO2 laser based micropipette puller is used to produce glass mounts of sub-micron diameter. The
microforge enables the manufacture of microspheres of diameters ranging from a few to several
tens of micrometers that are securely attached to the tip of the micropipette.
laser onto the front side of the glass. Thus, a uniform heating around the circum-
ference of the tube is ensured. The capillary is mounted in a carriage system that
begins to pull apart under a constant load as the glass softens until a destined trip
point in the increasing velocity is reached. At this moment, the heat delivered by
the laser is turned off. Now, the hard pull phase sets in, which finally separates the
centrally melted tube in two micropipettes of equal kind. By adjusting the delay of
the hard pull activation with respect to the time when the heat is turned off, the
length of the resulting taper as well as the tip diameter can be controlled. The higher
the delay, the cooler the glass will be, leading to shorter tapers and larger tips. At
optimized pulling cycle parameters, tip diameters as low as 30 nm can be achieved.
While conventional pullers rely on filaments as a heat source, the primary advantage
of employing a CO2 laser for melting as described is the ability to work with quartz
(fused silica) glass. Quartz is stronger and exhibits a significantly higher soften-
ing temperature than standard glass capillary tubing (such as borosilicate glass),
making it highly suitable for the desired use as target mount.
For further processing including the final step of affixing a microsphere of desig-
nated diameter to the tip of the capillary, a microforge (deFonbrune F-1000 series)
is employed. The complete target manufacturing setup is illustrated in figure 4.1.
The microforge consists of an optical-electrical forge system that is comprised of a
horizontal microscope of 40× magnification combined with a fine adjustment, V-
shaped, round-wire, platinum-iridium filament and a workpiece holder. Heat of the
filament is controlled by adjusting the current to the electrode. Additionally, two
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Fig. 4.2. (a) Spherical gold powder of average diameter ∼ 6µm as base material for the man-
ufacture of mounted microsphere targets. In (b), an exemplary image of a mounted gold sphere
of diameter ∼ 23µm is shown, that has been fabricated by fusing several microparticles together
following the procedure described in the text.
curved air jets converging on the wire heating filament can be used for ventilation,
providing ”spot” cooling of the heated element. An illumination source is placed in
the back of the filament and the vise assembly used to position and maneuver the
component to process. To manufacture a mounted microsphere target, a pulled glass
micropipette is clamped into the vise. A second, carrier capillary is dipped into the
powderous raw material that will form the desired target compound and attached
to a micromanipulator stage. The utilized base material is commercially available
microspherical powder (either dry or in aqueous suspension). Mostly, poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA), gold and copper microparticles of several microns diame-
ter were used (by AlfaAesar, microParticles GmbH). After being immersed in the
powder, the carrier capillary is covered by a large number of these microparticles
sticking to the glass surface. Employing the micromanipulator and the movement
controls of the vise, the tip of the pulled micropipette is used to carefully pick up
one or several of the microparticles from the carrier capillary. At this stage, the
bond of the microparticle and the micropipette tip is purely formed by adhesion.
To ensure a secure and stable join, the micropipette tip is positioned in close vicin-
ity to the heated filament. Given the right adjustment of the filament temperature
and the air ventilation, the target compound will melt and minimize its surface
tension, ideally forming a perfect sphere of flush facing that is connected to the
tip of the micropipette. Here, the use of micropipettes made of fused silica instead
of borosilicate glass is highly beneficial to avoid unwanted melting of the capillary
tip. Repeating this procedure, the target size can be increased by fusing several
microparticles together to a single sphere. An exemplary image of a mounted gold
microsphere crafted in the described way is shown in figure 4.2.
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4.1.2 Ultra-Thin Diamond-Like Carbon (DLC) Foils
Prior to the work presented in this thesis, only a few experiments have been carried
out to investigate ion acceleration from free-standing foil targets of thicknesses sig-
nificantly below 1 micron. In those previous studies, Aluminum (Al), Silicon Nitride
(SiN) or Mylar (boPET) foils were used, being limited in thickness to lowest values
of several tens of nanometers [154–156]. Moreover, such targets appear highly frag-
ile, imposing difficulties in day-to-day handling. In order to overcome those issues,
a different material being novel to the laser-driven ion acceleration community has
been established as ultra-thin film target compound, namely diamond-like carbon
(DLC).
Properties of DLC
Carbon in its crystalline form mainly occurs in two different chemical bond con-
figurations. In graphite, sp2-hybridized carbon atoms form high-strength planes of
hexagonally orientated, covalent bonds. Such layers are only loosely connected by
Van-der-Waals forces, giving graphite its softness. This is in contrast to the case of
diamond, where sp3-hybridized carbon atoms are bonded covalently in tetrahedral
geometry, building a three-dimensional network which gives rise to the outstand-
ing hardness of the material. While graphite appears opaque and is a conductor
owing to one delocalized outer electron, the highly thermally conductive diamond
is an electric insulator with a large bandgap of 5.45 eV which is widely optically
transparent.
DLC is a quasi-amorphous allotrope of carbon, being composed of a combination
of graphite and diamond bonds, thus possessing intermediate properties. It is widely
used in industry in various applications, mostly as a protective coating. By intro-
ducing a significant number of sp3-bonds in the matrix, diamond-like characteristics
can be achieved. Compared to the above mentioned other compounds available for
the fabrication of nm-scale foils, the optically highly transparent DLC foils offer
an exceptionally high tensile strength, hardness and heat resistance, making DLC a
perfectly suitable material for mechanically stable, ultrathin, self-supporting targets.
Fabrication of Ultra-Thin DLC Targets
There are several different approaches for the production of nm-scale, free-standing
DLC foils. In the following, the two techniques utilized to produce the targets for
the ion acceleration experiments presented in this thesis (see chapters 6 and 7) will
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Fig. 4.3. Simplified illustration of the basic configuration utilized in cathodic arc deposition
of ultrathin diamond-like carbon foils. Additionally, an exemplary scanning electron microscope
(SEM) image of the resulting DLC-film surface is presented.
be addressed briefly.
The first set of DLC foils used in the leadoff campaign at Los Alamos National
Laboratory (chapter 6) has been produced by Vitaly Liechtenstein and coworkers at
the Russian Research Center (RRC), Kurchatov Institute in Moscow. Here, DLC
foils were generated by DC glow discharge sputtering of carbon in a low-density
krypton plasma [157–162]. The discharge voltage is 4 kV at a current of 4 mA and
the energy of deposited particles amounts to about 50 eV. Neutral carbon atoms
condense onto glass slides which are placed outside the zone of ion fluxes and cooled
to liquid nitrogen temperature. Growth rates of the DLC film are in the range
of 0.5 − 0.8 nm/min, with the final foil thickness being controlled by the time the
substrate remains in the discharge. The substrates are coated with a parting agent
(such as rock salt, betaine or potassium oleate), so that the DLC film can be released
by floating in distilled water. Employing this technique, self-supporting 10− 50 nm
thick DLC foils of density 2.2 g/cm3 composed of 50% sp3, i.e., diamond-like, bonds
have been fabricated.
In order to further increase the fraction of diamond-like carbon bonds in the DLC
film, a different target production setup was established in our group. This approach
relies on cathodic arc deposition [163]. A simplified illustration of the basic scheme
is presented in figure 4.3. The cathodic arc is a low-voltage, high current plasma
discharge that is used to vaporize material from a cathode target which is in our case
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made of carbon. The arc is not homogeneously distributed over the cathode, but is
instead concentrated at a small number of discrete sites of estimated size 1− 10µm
referred to as cathode spots, moving across the cathode surface. In a similar manner
to the blow-off plasma seen when focussing an intense laser onto a solid surface, the
generated plasma plumes away from the cathode owing to the high plasma pressure
within the cathode spot, initially propagating normal to the cathode surface. For
typical arc currents in the several hundred amperes range, the plasma ion current
is a constant fraction of (10 ± 2) % of the arc current. Alongside with the intense
plasma flux, macroparticles of diameter 0.1 − 10µm are ejected from the cathode,
constituting a significant amount of unwanted debris as well as an additional source
of cathode mass consumption. Those macroparticles need to be removed from the
plasma stream before reaching the substrate. Filtering is achieved by the use of
curved magnetic guide fields, in our case a quarter-torus [164]. While the plasma is
transported through the 90◦ duct with an efficiency of up to 25 %, macroparticles are
not magnetically guided and are lost. The highly directed carbon ion drift energy
amounts to about 30 eV, providing a kind of pseudo-temperature to the growing
film. Thus, surface atoms exhibit some mobility which improves the quality of the
coating. Control of the ion energy is done by introducing a substrate bias [165].
By means of this straightforward approach both the microhardness as well as the
unwanted internal compressive stress leading to limitations in the achievable target
thickness can be regulated. Given optimum conditions, hydrogen-free DLC films of
up to 85 % sp3 content are formed.
Employing the cathodic arc deposition technique, our group succeeded in pro-
ducing DLC foils of ∼ 75 % sp3 content and 2.7 g/cm3 density, coming close to the
density of pure crystalline diamond of ∼ 3.5 g/cm3. The DLC films of thickness
2.5 − 58 nm are coated onto a silicon waver substrate covered with a release agent
and are subsequently floated in distilled water as described above. Finally, the tar-
gets are mounted on steel frames, revealing a high stability while being free-standing
over a diameter of 1 mm.
Characterization
For the purpose of using DLC films as targets in laser-plasma interaction experi-
ments, the following characteristics of the foils are of prime interest:
• Thickness
• Surface structure
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Fig. 4.4. (a) Zoomed view of the edge separating the DLC film area from the uncoated silicon
surface of the reference wafer as obtained by measurements using an atomic force microscope
(AFM) in non-contact mode. The corresponding topography line out of this exemplary case is
presented in (b), giving a step height of 2.5 nm.
• Depth-dependend composition
Determination of the foil thickness can be done in a variety of ways, including
profilometry, ellipsometry, weighing, etc. For highly precise measurements of the
DLC film thickness as well as surface structure analysis, a commercial profilometer
equipped with an atomic force microscope (AFM) sensor (MicroProf, FRT Fries
Research & Technology) was used in the framework of this thesis. The AFM scans
the sample line by line with a very sharp silicon tip of nm-scale radius of curvature
situated at the end of a microscale cantilever. Forces between tip and sample lead to
a deflection of the cantilever, which is detected by a fiber-based laser interferometer.
The modes of operation include a contact mode, where the static tip displacement is
recorded and a non-contact mode, where the cantilever is externally driven near its
resonance frequency. Here, damping of the cantilever oscillation which depends on
the distance to the sample is utilized as a feedback signal. When compared to the
contact mode where a small bearing strength might affect the sample surface, this
potential influence is excluded in non-contact operation. The FRT AFM provides
a lateral range of 40µm× 40µm. Characterization of the DLC film thickness was
done by drawing a marker line onto reference silicon wafers before placing them
next to the actual substrate in the carbon deposition process. Subsequently, the
marker line is erased from the reference wafer by use of acetone, resulting in a clean,
uncoated silicon surface separated from the DLC coated area by a sharp step, which
defines the thickness of the fabricated DLC film. A typical AFM image of the step
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height of the DLC film with respect to the uncoated wafer surface is shown in figure
4.4. Despite the sub-nm precision of the AFM instrument, in some cases much
larger uncertainties remain for the actual DLC target thickness of a specific shot
in an experiment. This is mainly due to the sizable inhomogeneities in thickness
which can occur over distances of several centimeters in the described cathodic arc
deposition setup, a problem that will be minimized upon further improvement of
the system.
In addition to the AFM, a scanning electron microscope (SEM) was employed
for analysis of the DLC film surface structure. An exemplary image obtained from
a SEM measurement is presented in figure 4.3. Structural elements of size ∼ 100 nm
are visible, staying significantly below the laser focal spot diameter of several mi-
crons.
Precise characterization of the DLC bulk compound as well as determination of
the thickness and composition of the contamination layer formed by impure vacuum
conditions during deposition was carried out by means of elastic recoil detection
analysis (ERDA) [166]. ERDA exhibits similarities to Rutherford backscattering
(RBS) with light energetic ions (0.5 − 3 MeV/u), a method that has been proven
highly useful for the analysis of heavy elements in thin films for more than three
decades. RBS is based on the energy loss of a primary, backscattered particle after
an elastic collision with a target atom. Owing to the precise knowledge of Rutherford
scattering cross sections, quantitative data on the depth dependent abundance of
sample elements can be extracted. However, the detection of light atoms that are
embedded in a matrix of heavier elements is restricted, due to ambiguities arising
from the sole measurement of the backscattered particle energy. Moreover, hydrogen
can not be detected at all, since backscattering from this element is not possible.
In contrast to RBS, ERDA typically employs an energetic heavy ion beam to be
directed at the sample. The incident ions interact elastically with the film atoms and
are of sufficient energy to kick out, i.e., recoil, atoms they are scattered off (see figure
4.5a for a schematic of the setup). Instead of detecting the energy of a backscattered
ion, both the energy and the mass of the recoiled atom are determined in separate
measurements. Consequently, the sample element species can be identified directly
and a quantitative depth profile without ambiguities is obtained.
Characterization of the DLC films is done at the Munich tandem accelerator
providing a high energy heavy ion beam (0.5 − 1 MeV/u 58Ni, 127I or 197Au) [167–
169]. Recoiled ions are characterized in a solid angle of 5 msr with a total energy
resolution as high as 7× 10−4 using the Munich Q3D magnetic spectrograph [170].
Owing to the large acceptance angle, a measurement with single atomic layer depth
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Fig. 4.5. (a) Schematic of the basic ERDA setup. A high energetic heavy ion beam (in our
case 0.5 − 1 MeV/u 58Ni, 127I or 197Au from the Munich tandem accelerator) is directed at the
sample (e.g. a thin DLC film). The depth-dependend energy of recoiled particles together with
an additional measurement of their respective mass allows for the determination of a depth profile
of the target compound that is exemplarily presented in (b) for a 10 nm DLC film deposited on
a silicon wafer substrate. Here, the black curve corresponds to carbon atoms, while the hydrogen
abundance is marked in red, showing clear evidence of a hydrocarbon contamination layer of
thickness ∼ 1 nm on the DLC front surface.
resolution can be obtained before the depth profile is altered by radiation damage. A
resulting depth profile of a 10 nm thin DLC film deposited on a silicon wafer substrate
is presented in figure 4.5b. The hydrocarbon contamination layer is clearly visible
on the DLC front surface and is identified to be of thickness ∼ 1 nm.
4.2 Ion Beam Diagnostics
This section is devoted to the description of experimental techniques used to char-
acterize the accelerated ion beam. In the first part, a brief introduction to different
ion detectors will be given, whereas the corresponding measuring instruments will
be presented in the second part.
4.2.1 Detectors
CR39
CR39 (i.e., Columbia Resin #39), or polyallyl diglycol carbonate, is a plastic poly-
mer of chemical formula C12H18O7. It is transparent in the visible spectrum and
has a density of about 1.30 g/cm3. Since the 1980s, CR39 has been widely used as a
solid state nuclear track detector. When compared to other ion detectors commonly
employed in laser-driven particle acceleration that will be described in the follow-
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ing, CR39 offers a main advantage in its insensitivity to photons and electrons. The
films are mostly manufactured as rigid slides of 1 mm thickness, but thinner slices
down to ∼ 150µm are also available and have been used to characterize ion beams
originating from laser-irradiated microspheres (see chapter 5). For the experiments
presented in this thesis, a form of CR39 named TASTRAK, produced by Track
Analysis Systems Ltd., Bristol, UK was utilized.
Incident ions of energy above a detection threshold of about 100 keV/nucleon are
recorded by the latent tracks left in the material that become manifest in the form of
broken molecular bonds. There are two mechanisms responsible for the total energy
loss dE/dx of a projectile ion. Those are namely the electronic energy loss (EEL)
via inelastic collisions with target electrons and the nuclear energy loss (NEL) via
elastic collisions with target nuclei. For protons in the several MeV energy range (as
obtained in laser-plasma acceleration experiments) incident on CR39, the electron
energy loss is predominant over the nuclear energy loss by about three orders of
magnitude. The total energy loss of the incident particle or stopping power of the
material can be calculated by the Bethe-Bloch formula [171].
After ion beam irradiation, the latent tracks in CR39 are revealed by virtue of
etching in a caustic alkaline solution, for the presented experiments typically sodium
hydroxide (NaOH) at a concentration of 6 mol per liter of water and a temperature
of 80◦. To ensure a constant temperature and concentration, the etchant is kept
in a covered beaker equipped with a temperature probe and magnetically stirred.
CR39 slides were exposed to the NaOH solution for times ranging from minutes up
to one and a half hours. During that process, the damaged plastic in a latent track
dissolves more quickly than the unaffected surrounding bulk material [172]. Owing
to the difference in the etching rate, a conical hole is generated at the respective
position of a particle impact. The size of the cone grows with etching time up to a
threshold were the etchant reaches the end of the particle range and the structure
of the pit becomes progressively lost. Consequently, overetched and/or overexposed
CR39 track detectors enter a saturation regime, where single ion impacts can not
be identified anymore, potentially leading to the appearance of artificial ring-like
structures when measuring ion beam profiles [173].
Following the process of etching, ion tracks are read out by a computer controlled,
automated optical microscope [174]. The microscope is equipped with a motorized
stage and a CCD camera, scanning the CR39 line by line in a predefined area
at a magnification of typically 50×. A pattern recognition software (SAMAICA)
analyzes the obtained images and saves a series of attributes for each detected ion
crater, such as position, semi-minor and semi-major axis, etc. By precise control
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Fig. 4.6. Exemplary images of carbon ion induced tracks on CR39 as seen after etching via an
optical microscope at 10× (left) and 50× (right) magnification. The zoomed view of C6+ pits
demonstrates the capability of the pattern recognition software to identify single ion impacts and
determine their respective geometry (highlighted by green ellipses).
of the etching parameters, different particle species can thus be distinguished by
the characteristics of their respective pit. Figure 4.6 presents exemplary images of
carbon ion tracks on CR39 obtained at 10× and 50×magnification and demonstrates
the capability of the software to identify the geometry of single ion induced craters
in the material. An even more detailed analysis of the tracks by virtue of an AFM
could additionally provide energy resolution from measurements of the conical track
length [175]. However, this method was not applied within the framework of this
thesis.
Despite the prime qualities of CR39 as an ion detector, such as the high reliability,
the insensitivity to electromagnetic radiation and electrons and the needlessness of
an elaborate calibration to infer particle numbers, its main disadvantage remains the
greatly time-consuming data analysis. The described evaluation procedure requires
several hours, making CR39 unattractive as a long term solution for day-to-day ion
beam characterization.
Radiochromic Film (RCF)
Radiochromic film (RCF) is widely employed for dosimetry of ionizing radiation
in medical physics, being specifically designed for dose measurements of absorbed
high-energy photons. Nevertheless, it has also successfully served as a detector for
laser-accelerated proton beams [176]. Two different types of RCF have been used
for experiments described within this thesis, namely GAFCHROMIC HD-810 and
CAFCHROMIC MD-55, both supplied by ISP International Specialty Products. A
schematic of the configuration of such films is depicted in figure 4.7. RCF is largely
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Fig. 4.7. Configuration of (a) GAFCHROMIC HD-810 and (b) GAFCHROMIC MD-55 ra-
diochromic dosimetry film (RCF).
insensitive to light in the visible range, but in contrast to CR39 sensitive to all kinds
of ionizing radiation. When exposed, the monomer in the active layer undergoes a
polymerization to form a dye of darker blue color. No additional development of the
film is required and the optical density response is nearly linear over several orders of
magnitude in dose. While the ∼ 100µm thin HD-810 provides only a single active
layer, MD-55 of ∼ 250µm thickness features two pieces that are laminated together
by adhesive tape. Owing to the thus increased active layer thickness, MD-55 offers
a sensitivity that is about a factor of 6 higher than in the case of HD-810.
After exposure, the film can be read out by means of a densitometer, spectropho-
tometer or even a simple flatbed color scanner in transmission mode. To obtain the
absorbed dose however, a calibration measurement with a well defined dose is needed
beforehand [176]. In practice, this requirement proofs to be of concern due to batch-
to-batch variations in the RCF sensitivity that can be as high as 10%. Additionally,
the effect of dose suppression near the Bragg peak in the energy loss distribution (see
figure 4.10) has to be taken into account in an actual experiment. Consequently, a
resulting error in the determined dose of ∼ 20% can typically be achieved.
Image Plate (IP)
Image plate detectors were initially developed and applied as an alternative to photo-
film in the medical x-ray diagnostics field [177]. However, similar to RCF, image
plates are sensitive to a much broader range of radiation kinds, such as UV, ions,
electrons, gamma rays etc. For the experiments presented in this thesis, commer-
cially available IPs manufactured by Fujifilm were used, more specifically the types
BAS-SR (high resolution) and BAS-MS (high sensitivity).
The IP film is a flexible imaging sensor that incorporates a layer of photo-
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stimulable phosphor, i.e., barium fluorobromide containing a trace amount of bi-
valent europium as a luminescence center, BaFBr : Eu2+. Bunches of very small
crystals of this specially designed luminescent material are uniformly coated on a
polyester support film. Upon irradiation, europium ions are exited into a metastable
state that traps and stores the incident energy. Readout is done by photo-stimulation
of such metastable states, where the ions are excited to higher energies that are no
longer metastable before returning to the ground state while emitting a photon. This
photo-stimulated luminescence (PSL) process is initiated by a scanning laser beam
and the released energy at a wavelength of 400 nm is collected via a light guide and
amplified by a photomultiplier tube. Such scanners are also commercially available,
for the described work a Fujifilm FLA 7000 was mostly employed. Typically, a pixel
size of 50− 25µm is achieved, limited by the scanning system.
The prime features of the image plate detector are its ultrahigh sensitivity, its
large dynamic range and its superior linearity, meaning that the recorded PSL signal
is proportional to the incident dose in the entire detector range. Moreover, it is
reusable after erasing residual stored energy with an intense white light source.
For the experiments described in the following, image plates have been used to
detect highly energetic electrons and ions. The response of image plates to expo-
sure of such particle beams has been extensively studied and calibration curves for
electrons [178, 179] and ions [180] can be found in the existing literature.
Micro Channel Plate (MCP)
A MCP is closely related to an electron multiplier. The one that was used for
the experiments conducted at MBI Berlin (see chapter 7) is a single stage device
composed of one plate that is formed by an array of miniature electron multiplier
channels and a phosphor screen. A schematic drawing of the configuration of such
an instrument is depicted in figure 4.8. The channels are orientated in parallel,
exhibiting a small angle of 8◦ with respect to the surface normal. In the case of
the particular MCP utilized, the channels have a diameter of 25µm and a pitch of
31µm. The plate has an effective diameter of 77 mm at a thickness of 1 mm. In
order to build up a potential gradient along the plate surface normal, a high voltage
of VMCP ' −1 kV is applied.
Due to the angle of the channels with respect to the plate surface normal, an
energetic particle or photon that is entering the small channel orifice is likely to hit
the channel wall. Subsequently to the impact, secondary electrons will be emitted
from the channel surface if the energy of the incident particle or photon is sufficient.
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Fig. 4.8. Shown is a schematic of a MCP detector cross section and the high voltage circuit. The
plate can be regarded as an array of miniature electron multipliers. When an energetic particle or
photon hits an inner channel wall, a cascade of secondary electrons is generated by the potential
gradient along the plate surface normal. Those electron bunches are then accelerated to hit a
phosphor screen and the resulting fluorescent light is imaged onto a CCD camera.
These electrons are accelerated by the potential gradient, thus being capable of
generating another generation of secondary electrons when they are striking the
inner wall again. Hence, a cascade of secondary electrons is produced that leads to
a huge magnification in signal strength. Upon channel exit, the electron bunches are
accelerated towards a phosphor screen by a second potential gradient of Vphosphor '
5 kV. Resulting fluorescent light emitted by the phosphor screen is imaged onto a
cooled CCD camera attached to the MCP.
Calibration of the MCP detection system was done using 5.48 MeV alpha par-
ticles from a 241Am source [181]. By this method, the camera response as a result
of the impact of a single ion onto a channel is obtained. The calibration value was
verified by counting corresponding particle numbers on CR39 plates that were irra-
diated in parallel. Varying the energy of the incident alpha particles (at about 3.8
and 1.5 MeV) did not influence the registered camera response. It has to be noted
here that, even though all operating parameters are kept constant, the calibration
value strongly depends on the MCP age as the detector tends to degrade over time,
necessitating repeated revision.
In contrast to previously described detectors, such as CR39, RCF and IP, the
micro channel plate offers a genuine online detection of ions without the need of film
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Fig. 4.9. The basic scheme of a Thomson parabola spectrometer is illustrated in (a). Ions within
a small solid angle of typical order 1× 10−7 sr are selected by a pinhole and subsequently deflected
in parallel orientated electric and magnetic fields of length L being set up orthogonal with respect
to the initial propagation direction. After a field-free drift distance l, ions hit a two-dimensional
detector. An exemplary image of the resulting parabolic tracks of carbon ions covering all charge
states as seen on an etched and scanned CR39 plate is presented in (b).
development, scanning etc. Thus, such a system is preferable for use in numerous-
shot experiments on high repetition rate systems. However, MCPs are comparably
expensive, susceptible to electromagnetic noise and require ultra-high vacuum con-
ditions. A future alternative might be provided by scintillators, an approach that
is currently being pursued in collaboration with Physikalisch-Technische Bunde-
sanstalt (PTB), Braunschweig.
4.2.2 Measuring Instruments
Thomson Parabola Spectrometer
Although the Thomson parabola spectrometer was developed by J. J. Thomson
nearly hundred years ago [182], laying the foundation for mass spectrometry, it still
remains a prime tool for characterization of laser-driven ion beams nowadays. The
main advantage of the spectrometer is its capability to record the energy distribu-
tions of all accelerated ion species in one single shot.
A schematic setup of the device is depicted in figure 4.9a. A pinhole of typical
diameter 100 − 300µm is placed into the cone of ions to produce a pencil beam.
Particles passing the aperture are subsequently deflected in parallel electric and
magnetic fields that are orientated orthogonally with respect to the beam propaga-
tion axes. The magnetic field is provided by two permanent magnets surrounded by
an iron yoke, giving a nearly homogenous field of a few 100 mT in between. Two
copper plates, molded in insulating plastic, are inserted in the gap of the magnet,
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typically separated by a distance of ∼ 2 cm. By applying a voltage of several kV
across the plates, an electric field of order MV/m parallel to the magnetic field is
generated. Upon exit of such fields and after a field-free drift region, ions hit a
two-dimensional ion sensitive detector (see section 4.2.1) placed at the back of the
spectrometer. The origin (or neutral point) is hereby given by impacts of uncharged
particles propagating straight through the spectrometer. Figure 4.9b shows an ex-
emplary image of carbon ion traces covering all charge states as seen on an etched
and scanned CR39 plate.
An analytical solution for the shape of the parabolic tracks appearing on the
detector can be found starting from the Lorentz force
~F = qi
(
~E + ~v × ~B
)
(4.1)
with qi = Ze being the respective ion charge. The initial ion propagation axis is
chosen as z and the electric and magnetic field are oriented along the x-direction.
Assuming constant, homogenous fields of equal length L and a field-free drift length
l, the corresponding particle deflection along x and y calculates to
x =
qiEL
miv2
(
L
2
+ l
)
(4.2)
y =
qiBL
miv
(
L
2
+ l
)
(4.3)
where mi refers to the ion mass and v to its velocity. By combining the two equations
while eliminating the velocity, the well known parabola expression
y2 =
qiB
2L
miE
(
L
2
+ l
)
x (4.4)
which defines the ion track shape is obtained. The ion kinetic energy Ekin = 1/2miv
2
at a given position [x, y] on the track can simply be extracted from the deflection
due to the magnetic field (equation 4.3) and is thus given by
Ekin =
[qiBL(L/2 + l)]
2
2mi
1
y2
(4.5)
Accordingly, a spatial interval [y, y+∆y] on the detector corresponds to an energy bin
[Ekin, Ekin + ∆Ekin], and the spectrum dN/dEkin ' ∆N/∆Ekin of each ion species
can be determined by counting ion numbers ∆N in the respective intervals ∆Ekin.
Keeping the spatial bin size ∆y constant will result in growing intervals ∆Ekin as the
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Fig. 4.10. Energy loss distributions of protons (a) and carbon ions (b) of varying initial energy
incident on 1 mm of CR39, calculated using the Monte Carlo code TRIM. The majority of the ion’s
respective energy is deposited in the Bragg peak, shortly before the particle is finally stopped.
particle energy increases, reducing the resolution of the obtained spectrum towards
the cut-off. However, a lower limit for the spatial binning is imposed by the pinhole
diameter in order not to introduce artificial noise. Therefore, ∆y was chosen to be of
constant value larger than the pinhole size for the analysis of ion traces presented in
the following chapters. Finally, the retrieved ion number is normalized to an energy
interval of 1 MeV and a solid angle of 1 msr. A home-made software was used to
evaluate Thomson parabola tracks according to the described routine [183].
To test the accuracy of the analytical solution given by equation 4.4 for a realis-
tic scenario where the fields are not exactly constant and homogenous, but instead
inhomogeneous fringe fields are present, the equations of motion were solved nu-
merically in previous work [184]. The three-dimensional electric and magnetic fields
were hereby simulated and the obtained magnetic field was verified by measurements
on axis using a Hall probe. Comparison between the simple analytical solution of
equation 4.4 and the exact numerical solution yielded only for low energetic ions
detectable but still marginal differences between the calculated ion tracks. For the
high energetic part of the spectrum the deviation becomes negligible.
Detector Stack
While the Thomson parabola spectrometer served as the prime diagnostic in nu-
merous experiments to obtain energy distributions of all accelerated ion species in
a single shot, its main limitation is given by the small solid angle of typical order
1×10−7 sr detected. In case quite inhomogeneous ion beams need to be characterized
and/or the ion beam pointing exhibits large shot-to-shot fluctuations, a measuring
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Fig. 4.11. Presented is a schematic of a detector stack composed of 150µm thin CR39 plates
(white) alternating with aluminum slices of thickness 100µm (grey). A 1 mm thick CR39 layer
is included at the back and the whole stack is covered by 15µm thin aluminum foil. The red
horizontal bars illustrate proton energy intervals corresponding to a specific layer’s front or back
surface that were calculated on the basis of stopping range tables available from the SRIM code.
instrument capable of capturing the full beam is desired. Additionally, ion beam
imaging at varying energies is of interest to obtain information on the beam profile
and extract values for laser-to-ion conversion efficiencies.
These needs are met by detector stacks composed of RCF or thin CR39 plates.
In contrast to the previously described Thomson parabola spectrometer, no electric
or magnetic fields are applied to disperse the incident ion beam. Instead, energy
resolution is obtained by the difference in penetration range for varying particle
velocities. The scheme takes advantage of the fact that ions deposit the vast majority
of their energy shortly before being finally stopped, a feature known as the Bragg
peak in the energy loss distribution. Figure 4.10 gives examples of such energy loss
curves over target depth for protons and carbon ions of different initial energies
incident on 1 mm of CR39. The data was calculated using the Monte Carlo code
”Transport of Ions in Matter” (TRIM) [185]. Following from the ion energy loss
characteristics, each layer in the stack corresponds to a certain energy of a given ion
species, so that the Bragg peak coincides with the respective layer depth. Owing to
their comparably short stopping ranges, heavier ions typically appear only on the
very first few layers of the stack whereas protons penetrate much deeper, making
this type of diagnostic particularly suitable for the characterization of proton beams.
An exemplary detector stack schematic as it was used in the experiments fo-
cussing on ion acceleration from microspheres (chapter 5) is shown in figure 4.11.
Here, 150µm thin CR39 plates (white) alternating with aluminum slices of thickness
100µm (grey) were used, including a 1 mm thick CR39 layer at the back. The whole
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stack is covered by 15µm thin aluminum foil to protect the ion sensitive layers from
damage by intense residual laser light hitting the stack. Proton energy intervals
corresponding to a specific layer were calculated on the basis of stopping range ta-
bles available from the ”Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter” (SRIM) package
[185] and are illustrated by red horizontal bars in figure 4.11. In contrast to stacks
composed of RCF, ion energy deposition located near the front surface or the back
face of each CR39 plate can be distinguished as a pit appears either on the front or
the back after etching. This results in two energy intervals per layer instead of only
one, providing enhanced energy resolution.
Detector stacks have also been used in combination with Thomson parabola
spectrometers (see chapter 6). For this purpose, the highest energetic ions forming
the central part of the beam are transmitted through a small hole in the stack center
and captured by the spectrometer.
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Chapter 5
Shock Acceleration of Ion Beams
from Spherical Targets
In the vast majority of previous experimental studies on ion acceleration driven
by highly intense laser pulses that were carried out over the past 10 years, solid
density planar foils in the micrometer thickness range were used as targets. Here,
target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA [67], refer to section 2.5.1 for details) was
found to be the predominant mechanism responsible for the emission of multi-MeV,
high-quality ion beams. Relativistic electrons are driven through the target by the
intense laser pulse and set up an electric field at the nonirradiated side of the tar-
get. Reaching magnitudes above 1 TV/m, those fields ionize atoms in the surface
layers and subsequently accelerate the ions, predominantly protons due to their
high charge-to-mass ratio, to energies of up to 60 MeV [82] in a collimated beam.
Lower energetic protons are produced in the outer regions of the electric field, which
extends transversely to a diameter of several 100µm [77, 80, 186]. This enormous
lateral extension is attributed to recirculating electrons which spread around the tar-
get, thus causing a decay of the acceleration field. Therefore, mass-limited targets,
i.e. targets with transverse dimensions comparable to the laser focus are expected
to enhance the electric fields, owing to the confinement of recirculating hot elec-
trons, which ultimately results in increased ion energies [187]. With this respect,
recent particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations [188, 189] and experiments [190, 191] favor
a spherical target geometry with the drawback of a nearly isotropic ion emission.
In this chapter, the first time observation of strongly directed ion beam emission
from laser irradiated mass-limited plastic spheres is presented. The protons exhibit
a broad spectrum with cutoff energies of up to 8 MeV, which compares to 1−3 MeV
obtained from extended aluminum and plastic foils when irradiated under identical
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Fig. 5.1. Experimental setup including the driver beam at the fundamental wavelength, the
frequency-doubled transverse probe pulse used for capturing shadowgraphy images of the interac-
tion and the CR39 film stack for ion detection. In addition, a characteristic focal spot image of
the driver is presented, reaching a peak intensity of 1× 1020 W/cm2 at a Strehl ratio of 0.29.
laser conditions. Three-dimensional PIC simulations were carried out as a part of
my PhD work in addition to the experimental studies, supporting the interpretation
that the directed ion beams are accelerated in a converging shock launched by the
laser. The reported results are published in Physical Review Letters [40].
5.1 Experimental Setup
The experiments were conducted using the ATLAS Ti:Sapphire laser at the Max-
Planck-Institute for Quantum Optics in Garching as it is described in detail in
section 3.2.1. The system delivers light pulses to the target containing 0.6 J of energy
within a pulse duration of 45 fs at a center wavelength of λ0 = 790 nm. A 15 cm focal
length parabolic mirror tightly focuses the 7 cm diameter beam to a measured typical
spot size of 3.3µm full width at half maximum (FWHM) diameter. This yields a
peak intensity of around 1×1020 W/cm2, which is equivalent to a dimensionless laser
field amplitude of a0 ' 6.7. The Strehl ratio, i.e. the ratio of the peak intensity of the
measured point spread function (PSF) to the peak intensity of a diffraction-limited
PSF of a flattop beam, calculates to 0.29. The relative intensity of both the ASE
pedestal and short prepulses on the ps timescale was characterized by a 3rd order
autocorrelation measurement, giving a contrast of better than 108 until 4 ps before
the main peak (see figure 3.6). At above 400 ps before the arrival of the main peak,
a fast Pockels cell further suppresses the ASE pedestal and prepulses by additional
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Fig. 5.2. Shown is the motorized target wheel employed for quick sphere replacement after a shot
(a) and a magnified view of a typical microsphere target as it appears on the imaging system before
the shot (b) and at the time of interaction (c). The white regions visible both in (b) and (c) outside
the contour of the spherical target arise from inhomogeneities of the probe beam profile, whereas
the bright white spot that appears on the target shadow in (c) is generated by self-emission of the
target at the second harmonic of the incident pulse. The increased radius of the sphere δr results
from the deflection of the probe laser pulse in the pre-formed plasma.
two orders of magnitude.
A schematic setup of the experiment comprising the transverse probe beam and
the ion detector is shown in figure 5.1. To generate the probe, a small fraction was
split off the edge of the full driver beam by use of a pick-off mirror. Subsequently,
the beam was converted to the second harmonic in a beta barium borate (BBO)
nonlinear crystal, passed a λ/2 waveplate to rotate the polarization by 90◦ with
respect to the main beam, and was finally guided to the target. The targets were
positioned by imaging the focal spot volume with a magnification of around 50 onto
two CCD cameras.
Figure 5.2a displays the motorized target wheel that was employed for a quick
replacement of a microsphere after a shot. In figure 5.2b, an exemplary picture
of such a mass-limited target, i.e. a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) sphere of
15µm in diameter mounted on a sub-µm thin glass capillary is shown as it appears
on one of the monitoring cameras. A detailed description of the target fabrication
process that was developed as a part of this PhD work can be found in section 4.1.1.
The same CCD imaging system was used to capture a snapshot of the sphere right
at the time of the interaction using the frequency-doubled transverse probe pulse
with a duration of approximately 100 fs as a backlighter (figure 5.2c). Precise syn-
chronization with the main pulse was achieved by shadowgraphy of plasma channels
generated when focussing the driver beam at increased background gas pressures.
In the image obtained during the interaction the spheres appear about 4.4 ±
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0.4µm larger in diameter, which is attributed to the presence of a preplasma caused
by the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) pedestal. For simplicity, an exponen-
tial density profile is assumed outside the initial sphere radius r0
ne(r) = ne0 e
−(r−r0)/L (5.1)
where ne0 is the electron density of a fully ionized PMMA sphere and L stands for
the density scale length of the plasma. Performing ray-tracing calculations for the
employed imaging system (f/2), the apparent radial increase of the sphere δr equals
twice the distance between the critical surface and the surface of the undisturbed
sphere,
ne(r0 + δr/2) = nc,λ0/2 = ne0 e
−δr/(2L) (5.2)
with nc,λ0/2 representing the critical density for the probe-laser pulse. Thus, we
obtain the scale length
L = δr
(
2 ln(n0/nc,λ0/2)
)−1 ' 0.3µm (5.3)
This value is in excellent agreement with one-dimensional calculations for the named
prepulse conditions that were done in collaboration with R. Ramis of the ETSI
Aerona´uticos, Universidad Polite´cnica de Madrid, Spain using the hydrodynamic
code MULTI [192]. Besides displaying the shadow of the expanded preplasma, figure
5.2c also shows the self-emission of the target at the second harmonic of the incident
pulse, giving a measure of the laser focal spot size and position on the target surface.
Stacks of CR39 plastic track detectors alternating with aluminum foils were used
to record the proton beam profile at different energies. Details on CR39 are given in
section 4.2.1. Additionally, an in-depth description of the detector stack is presented
in section 4.2.2, where figure 4.11 shows the sensitivity in energy of a typical stack
used in the experiments. As specified in these sections, CR39 plates were etched
in sodium hydroxide after irradiation to make each ion impact visible, so that the
absolute number of accelerated ions could be counted with an automated scanning
microscope. Unmistakable identification of protons is enabled by their characteristic
damage spots imprinted in CR39. Only protons which are stopped close to the front
or the rear surface of the CR39 plates are visible, which allows the definition of a
detectable energy interval for both sides of each layer of the stack. The energy losses
of protons inside the detector stack were calculated using the stopping power data
tabulated in the SRIM package [185]. In order to reduce the gaps in energy between
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Fig. 5.3. (a) Typical proton beam profile at the highest energy as obtained from the CR39 stack
(colorbar indicates number of particles in units of 106/rad2, energies represent the center of the
respective interval). The fine grid-structure is an artifact resulting from double counts in the
automated scanning analysis. (b) Proton energy distributions from aluminum foils (black), plastic
foils (green), and plastic spheres (red). The curves for the plastic targets are extracted from the
CR39 stack to appear as in the case of a spectrometer with small angular acceptance (10−7 sr)
placed in laser propagation direction. The dashed lines are a linear extension of the spectra to the
next higher energy level in the stack where no proton signal was observed.
intervals, the stack was split by using an additional 50µm aluminum filter covering
one half of the area.
Alternatively, the detector stack could be replaced by a Thomson parabola spec-
trometer which was used for the measurement of ions accelerated from aluminum
foil targets due to the low ion energies obtained in this case. Full particulars on the
configuration and operation principles of a Thomson parabola spectrometer can be
found in section 4.2.2. Although Thomson parabola spectrometers are frequently
used to detect ions accelerated by high intensity laser pulses, their main drawback
is the small acceptance angle which is usually less than 1µsr, resulting from a pin-
hole of around 100µm in diameter placed at a distance of up to one meter. In
the experiments presented here, the detector stack covered a solid angle of ∼ 0.5 sr
(i.e., ∼ ± 20◦) in forward direction.
5.2 Measured Ion Beams
A typical profile of the proton beam produced from a mass-limited target is shown
in figure 5.3a. The images are obtained by counting the ion impacts on each CR39
plate and plotting a two-dimensional histogram. In fact, the resulting figures show
the same information as may be obtained by a two-dimensional detector with a linear
response on the number of incident ions. For smaller energies, similar proton profiles
with comparable angular divergences of 30− 40◦ are obtained except for the lowest
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energy of around 1 MeV. Here, the CR39 plates were homogenously irradiated which
is attributed to an isotropically emitted proton beam. Owing to the small spatial
separation of ion impacts on the low energy layers of the stack, the automated
scanning system could not be used. Therefore, representative parts of the CR39
plates were counted manually which allows to extract the spectral distribution as it
would appear in a spectrometer with a small angular acceptance (∼ µsr).
The proton spectrum obtained for the spheres is compared to results from irra-
diated foils in figure 5.3b. For 5µm thick aluminum foils the exponential spectrum
usually extends to energies between 1 and 2 MeV (black solid line), while 3 MeV
protons were observed from a 20µm thick plastic foil (green). The flat spectrum of
protons accelerated from spheres extends to 8 MeV. It is noteworthy, that an ener-
getic, highly directed proton beam originating from the irradiation of a microsphere
was seen in approximately one out of four shots. This limit in reproducibility can be
attributed to a random pointing instability of the laser focus on target of ∼ ± 5µm.
A more detailed discussion will follow later in the text.
5.3 PIC Simulations
Evidently, spherical targets emit proton beams into an angle of divergence compara-
ble to that observed for extended foils. This observation contradicts the assumption
that ions are predominantly emitted from the surfaces of the sphere, where a nearly
isotropic emission pattern is expected. To explain this behavior, three-dimensional
particle-in-cell simulations were conducted using the code ILLUMINATION [193].
The experimental setup was modeled by placing a sphere of diameter 6.4µm at
the center of a rectangular simulation box with dimensions 23µm in transverse and
54µm in longitudinal, i.e., laser propagation direction, which is smaller than the
actual sphere size of around 15 − 20µm owing to computational limitations. The
microsphere was composed of a preionized hydrogen plasma with an initial elec-
tron density of 1022 electrons/cm3. To remove the influence of unwanted reflections,
absorbing layers were added to the boundaries of the box. The transverse and longi-
tudinal grid size amounted to 46 nm and 23 nm, respectively. The laser pulse was of
hyperbolic secant envelope shape with parameters such as FWHM pulse duration,
spectrum center wavelength, Gaussian focal spot FWHM diameter at the center
of the simulation box and dimensionless laser field amplitude chosen to match the
actual experimental settings.
Although the real density of the targets is considerably higher than the micro-
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Fig. 5.4. Color-scale plot of the proton density (ranging from 0 to 4 × 1022/cm3) obtained from
3D-PIC simulations 133 fs after the arrival of the laser pulse maximum on (a) a sphere and (b) a
foil target. The yellow lines indicate the initial target boundaries. Protons with energy in access
of 1 MeV are represented by yellow and red dots, marking surface and shock accelerated ions,
respectively. The white dashed lines illustrate the shock-front as calculated using the analytical
model which is described in the text.
sphere density used in the simulations, the laser-plasma interaction is expected to
happen within the preplasma at density values around the relativistically corrected
critical density γnc, where γ = (1 + a
2
0/2)
1/2
and nc = 1.75 × 1021 electrons/cm3,
which for the experimentally achieved peak laser amplitude of a0 ' 6.7 yields
8.5 × 1021 electrons/cm3. The presence of a preplasma is expected for the pre-
pulse conditions at ATLAS and was indeed observed in the images of the spheres
obtained within the time window of the interaction (figure 5.2c).
Figure 5.4a shows the resulting ion density distribution in the plane of laser po-
larization as obtained from the described 3D-PIC simulations and every 8th proton
(macro particle) close to this plane with energies above 1 MeV. The snapshot was
taken 133 fs after the interaction of the laser pulse maximum with the sphere. It
is apparent from this picture, that the directed ion beam originates from the in-
teraction zone (red dots) where a converging shock structure forms. In fact, closer
analysis reveals that the fastest ions move with twice the shock velocity as expected
for shock acceleration [38]. The ions from the surface of the sphere (yellow dots)
are emitted almost isotropically into 4pi, which was reported in a number of recent
studies using PIC codes [187–189, 194] and is confirmed experimentally [190, 191].
This behavior is contrary to the case of a flat foil irradiated under identical con-
ditions (figure 5.4b). The TNSA ions are now directed, while the shock established
at the target front is divergent, owing to the laser hole-boring which also reflects in
a larger divergence of the accelerated proton beam.
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5.4 Analytical Model
For a better understanding of the directed emission a 2D analytical model for the
evolution of the shock front was developed, based on the equation for the shock
velocity ([39], refer to section 2.5.2 for details)
vs/c = aL/
√
2 (me/mi)
1/2 (nc/ni)
1/2 (5.4)
where mi and me are ion and electron mass, ni and nc are ion density and critical
density for the driving laser pulse. The laser amplitude aL = a0 · f(r) varies with
the radial coordinate r with a gaussian shape in accordance with above described
simulations, i.e., f(r) = exp(−2 ln 2 r2/w2) where w is the FWHM diameter of the
spatial intensity distribution. Depending on the local angle of incidence α, the in-
tensity must be corrected by multiplication with cosα. The direction of the radially
varying shock velocity with magnitude vm = vs (cosα)
1/2 is given by the gradient of
the reflecting surface z(r), i.e., the shock front. Using tanα(r, t) = ∂z/∂r|(r,t) and
cosα = 1/
√
1 + tan2 α, the equations of motion for the points defining the shock
front are obtained
dr
dt
= vr(r, t) = −vm sinα
= −vs(cosα)1/2 sinα
= −vs tanα(1 + tan2 α)−3/4
= −vs ∂z/∂r
[
1 + (∂z/∂r)2
]−3/4
(5.5)
dz
dt
= vz(r, t) = vm cosα
= vs(cosα)
3/2
= vs(1 + tan
2 α)−3/4
= vs
[
1 + (∂z/∂r)2
]−3/4
(5.6)
which can be integrated numerically over the laser pulse duration τL. For the sake
of simplicity, the pulse envelope was assumed to be flattop in time. The shape of
the shock front at later times is then obtained by propagating each point (r, z) using
the corresponding velocity (vr(τL), vz(τL)).
The result of this simple consideration is depicted by the white dashed lines
in figure 5.4a and b for the two initial geometries. Given the simplicity of the
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assumptions, the agreement of those estimates with the 3D-PIC results is quite
remarkable. Calculations of the shock front for 15− 20µm diameter spheres closely
resemble the results obtained for 6.4µm, which validates the applicability of the
conducted PIC simulations to model the experimental observations.
Introducing a transverse offset of 5µm in the position of the laser focus, corre-
sponding to the experimentally observed random pointing fluctuations of the inci-
dent beam on target, leads to a deflection of the shock front propagation direction
of ∼ 30◦ for a 20µm diameter sphere, as well as a slight reduction in proton en-
ergy. Such a large deviation would exceed the detector acceptance half angle of 20◦,
causing the shock accelerated proton beam to miss the CR39 stack. Based on these
considerations, the experimentally observed limit in reproducibility is attributed to
the known jitter in the pointing of the laser focus.
Finally, the angular distributions of protons obtained from the PIC simulations
for a foil and a sphere target were compared, dividing each into components ac-
celerated from the front and from the rear surface, respectively. Motivated by the
observation of the shock front, only protons with velocities greater than the shock
velocity in the center were considered (energies above 1 MeV). For the foil target,
the flux of the ions emitted from the rear surface exceeds the one of the front ac-
celerated ions by a factor of 10. In the case of the sphere the result is inverted, the
proton beam from the front is about 50 times as intense as the beam of surface ions
emitted into 4pi.
It is worth noting, that the enormous difference in particle flux for protons orig-
inating from the two different sources, i.e., target front and back side, were not
observed in 2D-PIC simulations which were performed for comparison. This shows
the necessity of taking into account the full three-dimensional geometry when de-
scribing the interaction of the laser with a spherical target. Above considerations
substantiate the conclusion that protons beams accelerated from the front of the
target in a converging shock launched by the impinging laser pulse were indeed
observed.
5.5 Summary/Conclusion/Outlook
In summary, the first experimental observation of strongly directed proton beams
emitted from spherical mass-limited targets was achieved. When irradiated with an
ultrashort, highly intense laser pulse, a converging shock front forms at the front
side of the target. Protons accelerated in this shock reach energies well in excess of
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the values observed in the TNSA regime under identical laser conditions, showing
a plateau-shaped spectrum as predicted by Silva et al. [38]. 3D-PIC simulations of
laser interactions with over-dense proton plasmas support the presented observa-
tions. The equation for the shock velocity [39] was extended to a radially dependent
intensity and target profile and successfully implemented to reproduce the shape of
the shock front obtained from PIC simulations.
Acceleration of energetic ion beams at high fluxes from the front surface of spher-
ical targets is of great interest for the generation of high energy densities with in-
teresting opportunities for fast-ignition concepts [34, 35] and neutron generation
[190]. Moreover, the presented experimental study and modeling demonstrates the
possibility to compensate for the effect of non-planar hole-boring by means of a pre-
curved target surface. As will be seen in the following chapters, bending of ultrathin
foil targets due to hole-boring of a non-tophat laser intensity distribution in the fo-
cus is a major obstacle in the quest for a strongly radiation pressure dominated
ion acceleration regime. The findings obtained here motivate future experiments
employing pre-curved nm-thin foils, which might be a promising technique to over-
come this hurdle. Thus, a close-to-planar ion acceleration front could potentially be
maintained for an extended period of time.
Chapter 6
Enhanced Ion Acceleration in the
Transparency Regime
When the TNSA mechanism was investigated in previous studies, it was found that
for fixed laser parameters the resulting ion energies can be increased by decreasing
the foil target thickness. This effect is well understood in theory and described by
a variety of existing models (e.g. [74, 75, 81, 82]). However, in actual experiments
a lower limit for the foil thickness is imposed by the restriction that the shock wave
launched at the target front side by the ASE-pedestal and prepulses must not have
time to reach the target back to interfere with the rear surface sheath acceleration. In
case the foil is chosen too thin, the sharp ion density gradient is massively perturbed,
leading to a pronounced reduction in the ion cut-off energy. Thus, an optimum foil
thickness exists for a given laser contrast, pulse duration and intensity [79] with
typical values in the range of several microns.
Following this train of thoughts immediately poses the question if such an opti-
mum is also present for an ideally perfect laser pulse contrast and what conditions
define the optimum thickness in this scenario. As pointed out in more detail in sec-
tion 2.5.1, the currently available popular models of Mora et al. [73, 74, 81] are no
longer applicable for ultrathin targets, while in the analytical approach of Schreiber
et al. [75] the maximum ion energy saturates as the foil thickness approaches zero.
Nevertheless, recent theoretical studies based on PIC simulations indicate an en-
hanced acceleration when a sub-micron foil target is irradiated under ultra-high
contrast, with a distinct optimum at thicknesses in the range of nanometers, i.e.
at much smaller values than previously typically employed [195–199]. In particu-
lar, Esirkepov et al. carried out multiparametric PIC simulations and deduced an
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empirical scaling law for the optimal normalized electron areal density [197]
σopt ≈ 3 + 0.4 aL, (6.1)
where σ = (ne/nc)(d/λL). Giving a numerical example, for an electron density
of ne = 660nc, a laser wavelength of λL = 1µm and a dimensionless laser vector
potential of aL = 7 (corresponding to a laser intensity of 7 × 1019 W/cm2) the
expected optimum target thickness amounts to dopt ' 9 nm. The authors also noted
that above condition is similar to the criteria of relativistic transparency for a thin
foil [55]. That stands in strong contrast to the previous TNSA case where the foil
remains opaque throughout the interaction.
To study this new regime experimentally, two challenging key requirements
needed to be fulfilled.
Firstly, a technique had to be developed to fabricate free-standing, mechanically
stable foils of only a few nanometers in thickness. For that purpose, diamond-
like carbon (DLC) was chosen as target compound for all experiments carried out
within the framework of this thesis. DLC is a metastable form of amorphous carbon
containing a significant portion of sp3-bonded atoms in the matrix, giving DLC its
diamond-like properties. Compared to other materials available, the optically nearly
transparent DLC foils offer an exceptionally high tensile strength, hardness and heat
resistance, thus making DLC an ideally suited material for ultrathin self-supporting
targets. An in-depth description of the methods used for target fabrication and
characterization is given in section 4.1.2.
Secondly, an ultra-high laser contrast must be provided to prevent the accompa-
nying ASE-pedestal and prepulses from ionization and preheating and to ensure the
interaction of the main pulse with an ideally unperturbed target. Such a clean laser
pulse can be achieved by use of plasma mirrors, acting as an ultrafast switch. Here,
the beam is focussed onto an anti-reflection (AR) coated glass substrate at intensities
in the range of (1014−1016) W/cm2, depending on the respective main pulse param-
eters. Thus, the ASE-pedestal and prepulses are kept below the ionization threshold
and are therefore transmitted, while the main pulse is reflected off the dense plasma
surface created by its own rising edge at typical efficiencies of ∼ 75% [141, 142]. The
contrast enhancement per reflection is therefore determined by the reflection coeffi-
cient of the AR coating, yielding values around 10−2. Despite their high reliability
and the potential to include plasma mirrors as an add-on to an already existing
not-so-high contrast laser facility, their main disadvantages are the energy loss on
every reflection and the limited repetition rate as the plasma mirror surface needs
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to be replaced after every shot. A very recently introduced alternative approach for
contrast enhancement that circumvents the energy losses and complies with high
repetition rates is provided by short pulse pumped OPCPA (SPP-OPCPA). This
new technique was investigated within the ATLAS based OPCPA laser development
studies (chapter 8) and is implemented in the upgraded TRIDENT frontend type 1
(section 3.2.3).
Owing to these challenges, ion acceleration from ultrathin foils has so far been
experimentally restricted to intensities of 1×1019 W/cm2 and below, as well as max-
imum pulse energies of 1 J on targets down to 20 nm in thickness [154–156]. Clearly,
these parameters are more than an order of magnitude away from the predicted
optimum condition. Enhanced ion acceleration in the transparency regime could
therefore not be observed and only ion beams accelerated by TNSA from opaque
foils have been obtained up to now using such nm-scale targets.
Within this PhD work, a series of measurements was carried out at different laser
facilities and a variety of pulse parameters / target thicknesses that will be described
in the following. For the first time, the anticipated enhanced ion acceleration in the
transparency regime was demonstrated.
In the pioneering campaign, acceleration of proton and carbon beams from ul-
trathin, diamond-like carbon (DLC) foils of 50, 30 and 10 nm thickness irradiated
with high-contrast pulses at significantly increased intensities of ∼ 7× 1019 W/cm2
was investigated. At the optimum foil thickness of 30 nm, carbon ions reach cut-off
energies of 185 MeV (15 MeV/u) which is a factor of 3 higher than reported so far
[5, 18, 19]. The strong energy transfer from the electric field of the laser to the ions is
attributed to an enhanced acceleration field, owing to relativistic transparency and
subsequent volumetric energy transfer to the target electrons. These interpreta-
tions are confirmed by one- and two-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations.
In addition, a simple analytical model is presented to predict the optimum thick-
ness for given laser parameters, demonstrating the direct connection between the
instantaneous laser intensity at the time when the target becomes relativistically
transparent and the resulting maximum ion energies. The results are published in
Physical Review Letters [41].
6.1 Experimental Setup
The first set of experiments that are presented here were conducted at the TRI-
DENT laser facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) using frontend
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Fig. 6.1. Experimental setup on the first TRIDENT campaign. To enhance the laser contrast,
two AR coated glass slides acting as a double plasma mirror were placed into the converging beam
after the focussing parabolic mirror. DLC foils of thicknesses 50, 30 and 10 nm, free-standing over a
diameter of 1 mm, were placed at the focus and irradiated under normal incidence. The accelerated
ions were characterized by a stack of RCF with the central, most energetic part of the beam being
transmitted through a hole and guided to a Thomson parabola spectrometer equipped with CR39
and image plates.
type 0, i.e., without SPP-OPCPA cleaning. A detailed description of the system is
given in section 3.2.3. The employed 100 TW short pulse beam delivers 80 J pulses
compressed to 700 fs at a central wavelength of 1053 nm. The initial contrast, i.e.
the relative intensity of the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)-pedestal arriving
∼ 400 ps prior to the main peak, was determined to be ∼ 10−8.
In order to further enhance that value, two AR coated glass slides (R < 0.5%)
were introduced into the converging beam after reflection off a f/3.5 off-axis parabolic
mirror (see figure 6.1 for the experimental setup). Each glass was placed at around
45◦ angle of incidence at intensities of 5× 1014 W/cm2 and 2× 1015 W/cm2, respec-
tively. By use of this double-plasma mirror technique, a ps-timescale pulse contrast
of ∼ 10−12 was achieved. The laser energy after the double reflection was measured
to be 40− 50 J, depending on the input polarization, resulting in peak intensities of
∼ 7× 1019 W/cm2 − 9× 1019 W/cm2 in a 10µm FWHM diameter focal spot.
Diamond-like carbon (DLC) foil targets of thicknesses 50, 30 and 10 nm, free-
standing over a diameter of 1 mm, were placed at the focus and irradiated under
normal incidence. The presented experiment relied on foils with a fraction of ∼ 50%
sp3 bonds and a density of 2.2 g/cm3 produced by a modified DC glow discharge
sputtering technique ([158], refer to section 4.1.2).
To characterize the accelerated particles, two complementary diagnostics were
implemented behind the target: (i) a 5 × 5 cm stack of radiochromic films (RCF)
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Fig. 6.2. (a) Image of the experimental setup in action during a full system shot onto a DLC foil.
Green background light arises from second harmonic generation in the laser-plasma interaction.
The plasma mirror substrate is partly coated with gold to allow for precise beam alignment at low
intensity prior to a target shot. Large-scale debris is generated by the blow-off plasma, requiring
to exchange the substrates after each shot (b).
separated 4 cm from the target to obtain the angular distribution of the emitted
proton beam, (ii) a Thomson parabola spectrometer (TP) at a distance of 97.5 cm
(solid angle ∼ 3.3×10−8 sr) to detect particles propagating along the target normal,
that were transmitted through a hole of diameter 4 mm located in the RCF stack
center. At the back of the spectrometer, CR39 nuclear track detectors of 1 mm
thickness were positioned, capable to stop and thus record traces of ions ranging
in energy from ∼ 100 keV up to ∼ 10 MeV for protons and ∼ 210 MeV for carbon
ions, respectively. To extend the detection interval to higher energy ions with ranges
above 1 mm, an image plate covered by a 15µm aluminum foil was placed behind
the CR39 plate.
An actual image of a full system shot with the whole experimental setup in action
is depicted in figure 6.2a. Owing to the small separation of the AR coated glass
plates, large-scale debris originating from the blow-off plasma required to replace
the plasma mirror substrates after each shot (figure 6.2b).
6.2 Measured Ion Beams
Irradiating a 50 nm DLC target with a linearly polarized pulse at high contrast, a
maximum proton energy of 25 MeV was obtained. The corresponding beam profiles
as seen on the RCF stack (figure 6.3) showed a homogenous angular distribution
with opening angles of ∼ 40◦ for 14 MeV, ∼ 30◦ for 20 MeV and ∼ 18◦ for 25 MeV
protons. Additionally, traces of carbon ions covering all charge states from C1+ to
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Fig. 6.3. Characteristic image of the proton beam profile as seen on different layers of the RCF
stack after a single shot on a 50 nm DLC target. A specific energy can be allocated to each layer,
corresponding to the respective stopping range of ions penetrating the stack. As the proton energy
increases, the beam opening angle narrows down with full cone angles of ∼ 40◦ for 14 MeV, ∼ 30◦
for 20 MeV and ∼ 18◦ for 25 MeV protons.
C6+ were detected on the CR39. The broad energy distribution of fully ionized
carbon extended to 157 MeV (figure 6.4a). Both the cut-off value, i.e., the ion
energy where the observed number of particles equals the noise level, as well as
the spectral shape were closely reproduced when the laser polarization was changed
to circular before the double plasma mirror by passing the beam through a KDP
crystal operating as λ/4-waveplate. Owing to the stronger absorption of p-polarized
components of laser light reflected from plasma, the target was irradiated by an
elliptically polarized beam in this configuration. By use of 1D PIC-simulations the
ellipticity, i.e. the ratio between the p- and s-polarized fraction of the laser electric
field, could be estimated to a value of  = 0.5.
Comparing the spectra of C6+ for varying DLC-foil thicknesses from 50 nm down
to 10 nm, a distinct maximum in cut-off energy was observed for irradiation of a
30 nm target (figure 6.4a). Here, the distribution reached up to 185 MeV. Lower
charge states were detected at significantly reduced energies below 20 MeV, showing
no noticeable dependence on target thickness. The proton spectra also exhibited an
optimum at the foil thickness of 30 nm, reaching values of 35 MeV, while 50 nm and
10 nm gave 20 MeV and 11 MeV, respectively (figure 6.4b).
Clearly, at the time when this experimental study was carried out none of the
existing analytical ion acceleration models was capable of predicting the obtained
distinct optimum in ion energies at a foil thickness of 30 nm. Even qualitatively,
the strong dependence of the resulting maximum ion energies on small, nm-scale
changes of the initial foil thickness was not foreseen. As mentioned before, from
multiparametric PIC simulations at shorter pulse durations and higher intensities
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Fig. 6.4. Observed spectra of fully ionized carbon ions (a) for foil thicknesses of 50, 30 and
10 nm. An optimum in acceleration is seen for the 30 nm target, in excellent agreement with
maximum energies of C6+ and protons deduced from 1D PIC simulations (b). The normalized
instantaneous laser intensity at burn-through time as derived from the presented analytical model
(green diamonds) closely follows the cut-off energy curve.
Esirkepov et al. found an empirical equation for the optimum normalized areal den-
sity σopt ≈ 3 + 0.4 aL [197]. However, at the empirically estimated thickness value of
dopt ' 9 nm a drastic drop in ion energies was already observed in the experiment,
where the optimum appears at about 3 times larger foil thicknesses. Thus, a more
detailed theoretical investigation was needed.
6.3 PIC Simulations
To aid the understanding of the experimental findings, 1D and 2D PIC simulations at
parameters matched with the presented experiment were carried out in collaboration
with L. Yin and B. Albright of the X-1 Group, Applied Physics Division, LANL,
employing the VPIC code [200]. Solid density (2.2 g/cm3; ne/nc = 660) C
6+ targets,
10 nm, 30 nm, and 50 nm thick mixed with 20% protons (in number density), are
considered. Here, ne stands for the electron density, whereas nc = 0meω
2
L/e
2 denotes
the critical density of the plasma with electron mass me and laser carrier frequency
ωL. A linearly polarized pulse of intensity I(t) = I0 sin
2(tpi/τ) with I0 = 7 × 1019
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Fig. 6.5. Electric field in y-direction as deduced from a 2D PIC simulation at times t1 = −355 fs
(a) and t2 = −211 fs (b) before the peak of the laser pulse reaches the 10 nm target initially located
at x = 5µm (color scale given in units of 1013 V/m). The black curve shows the normalized electron
density ne/ncr, while the longitudinal electric field Ex is marked in red. Each quantity represents
an average over 2µm in transverse (z) direction around the focal spot center.
W/cm2 and τ = 1400 fs (FWHM 700 fs) is used to model the TRIDENT laser. The
simulation domain is 100µm long in 1D and 50µm in both laser (x) and transverse
(z) direction in 2D. The cell size is 0.3λ0D with 167×103 particles per cell in 1D and
0.4λ0D along x and 1.6λ
0
D along z with 500 particles per cell in 2D (λ
0
D is the initial
Debye length; the initial electron temperature is Te = 165 keV).
A comparison of 1D PIC simulation and experimental results on C6+ and proton
cut-off energies is presented in figure 6.4b. For each foil thickness, the experimentally
obtained maximum energies of both ion species are closely reproduced.
Calculating the collisionless skin depth, i.e. the decay length ls ' c/ωp of the
evanescent field in the initially highly overdense plasma layer where ωp is the Lang-
muir frequency ωp = (nee
2/0me)
1/2, a value of ls ∼ 6.2 nm is obtained. Thus, even
the thinnest, 10 nm DLC foil is opaque to the incident laser beam at the beginning of
the interaction. However, the simulations show that within the laser pulse duration
each of the three targets becomes relativistically transparent to the laser electric
field eventually.
In figure 6.5, a 2D simulation of the 10 nm target case is used to demonstrate
the effects of relativistic transparency. The black curve in figure 6.5a is the electron
density ne/nc at a time t1 = −355 fs prior to the peak of the pulse, when the laser
beam has just penetrated the target. Up to this point in time, the target has
expanded to a thickness comparable to the laser wavelength with a peak density
ne/nc ∼ 6.8. Accounting for relativistic effects, the peak density normalized over
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the corrected critical density ne/(ncγ) ∼ 1, where γ ∼ 6.8 was obtained from the
simulation as an average over electrons situated at the spatial location of the peak
density, and the target becomes marginally underdense.
From this moment on the foil is no longer opaque but relativistically transparent
to the laser beam. As a consequence, all electrons within the focal volume are
directly driven by the penetrating laser field. In contrast to conventional TNSA
where the electron dynamics at the rear surface of a thick and opaque target are
considered purely thermal at all times, now the thermally expanding electron cloud is
in addition collectively pushed in forward direction by the longitudinal component of
the Lorentz force, giving rise to an enhanced charge separation field. Subsequently,
rapid ion acceleration follows as the C6+ ions co-move with that localized, non-
stationary enhancement in the electric field Ex, shown by the red curve in figure
6.5a.
This stage lasts approximately until the target thickness increases to several
microns and the peak density ne/nc reduces to unity, as captured by the black
curve in figure 6.5b. Owing to the drop in electron density and the thus decreased
absorption, the co-propagating field enhancement breaks down around that classical
transparency time t2. During the time interval between t1 and t2, the carbon ions and
protons gain the major fraction of their energy and reach their respective maximum
of 40 and 11 MeV.
However, the 10 nm target becomes transparent to the laser at a time much
before the laser intensity has evolved to its peak. Consequently, the short period
of strong ion acceleration between times t1 when the target becomes relativistically
transparent (ne/(ncrγ) ∼ 1) and t2 when the electron density dropped to the critical
density (ne/ncr ∼ 1) takes place at the early rising edge of the laser pulse. Already
at t2 = −211 fs before the pulse maximum reaches the target, the acceleration of
ions is terminated. This explains the observed low ion cut-off energies obtained from
a 10 nm target as most of the laser pulse energy passes the foil after t2, therefore
not contributing to the acceleration.
On the other hand, the 50 nm target becomes transparent near the end of the
laser pulse where the intensity has dropped already. The 30 nm target becomes
transparent when the intensity is closer to the peak; in this case the transfer of laser
energy into electric field energy between times t1 and t2 is maximized, resulting in
the highest ion energies.
Figure 6.6 shows the spatial distribution of proton energies in two dimensions
as resulting from the simulation of a 10 nm target and, in addition, the proton
energies (blue curve) and the C6+ energies (red curve) at the focal spot center
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Fig. 6.6. Two-dimensional spatial distribution of proton energies as seen in a 2D PIC simulation
of a 10 nm foil at times t1 = −355 fs (a) and t2 = −211 fs (b) before the arrival of the main pulse
at the target (color scale given in units of MeV). Overlaid are the proton energies (blue curve) and
the C6+ energies (red curve) at z = 0.
(z = 0). Ions accelerated in forward direction obtain significantly higher energies
than the ones moving backwards, with the component originating from the target
back surface being dominant over the fraction from the front. This behavior can
again be attributed to the longitudinal component of the Lorentz force pushing the
heated and expanding electron cloud in forward direction as the laser penetrates the
relativistically transparent target.
The observed asymmetry in the acceleration of ions stands in strong contrast to
the recently published model of an adiabatic foil expansion as described in [201],
where shorter pulses (< 100 fs) focussed to comparable intensities are considered,
leading to a symmetric acceleration that happens primarily after the end of the
laser pulse. While that model is certainly valid for short pulse irradiation at low
intensities (< 1019 W/cm2) as studied previously, it obviously fails to explain the
novel experimental results presented in this thesis.
Consequently, a new analytical approach was needed.
6.4 Analytical Model
In order to be able to guide future experimental design, a simple analytical model
for the dynamics of the laser-driven target expansion was developed. The model is
capable of forecasting the instantaneous laser intensity at the time t1 when the target
becomes relativistically transparent for a given set of laser and target parameters.
As specified above, this ”burn-through intensity” I(t1) needs to be maximized in
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order to obtain the highest ion energies.
The model starts from the first law of thermodynamics, stating that the amount
of energy dQ transfered to the system should be balanced by the sum of the change
of internal energy dU and the pressure-volume work pdV
dQ = dU + pdV (6.2)
Assuming that electrons are heated to a single temperature Te(t) that evolves in
time, the correlation is rewritten as
ε I(t) dt =
3
2
ne0 L0 kB dTe + ne(t) kB Te(t) dL (6.3)
where the left-hand side represents the laser energy absorption into electrons with
efficiency ε and instantaneous laser intensity I(t). The first term on the right-
hand side describes the resulting change in electron internal energy with initial foil
thickness L0, while the second includes the pressure-volume work due to longitudinal
plasma expansion. A common factor of spot size area has been divided from all
terms. In above equation, the plasma expansion is taken as purely 1D, which is a
good approximation until the relativistic transparency time t1 is reached. After t1,
3D expansion would have to be taken into account. In addition, both radiative and
conductive losses are neglected since lateral thermal conduction can generally be
ignored for sub-micron target thicknesses and the radiative cooling time is of order
∼ 100 ps, thus well exceeding the laser pulse duration.
Assuming a longitudinal self-similar plasma expansion at the ion sound speed
cs =
√
5
3
Z kB Te(t)
mi
, (6.4)
i.e., that
ne(t) = ne0
L0
L(t)
, (6.5)
where the thickness L(t) evolves as
L(t) = L0 +
t∫
0
dt′cs(t′), (6.6)
then L(t) and Te(t) can be obtained numerically from a system of two nonlinear
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ordinary differential equations
dL(t)
dt
= cs =
√
5
3
Z kB Te(t)
mi
(6.7)
dTe(t)
dt
=
2
3
1
kBne0L0
(
I(t)− ne(t)kBTe(t)dL(t)
dt
)
=
2
3
(
I(t)
kBne0L0
−
√
5
3
ZkB
mi
Te(t)
3/2
L(t)
)
. (6.8)
Burn-through of the target occurs at time t1 when ne(t) ≈ γ ncr, where
γ = 1 + 3 kBTe(t) / (2me c
2). (6.9)
The instantaneous laser intensity (normalized to peak intensity) at burn-through
time (i.e., I(t1)) as derived from the model with ε = 0.04, which is low owing to
the small target thicknesses used [196], has been overlaid in figure 6.4b for varying
initial target thickness L0. The dependency of the ion maximum energy on initial
target thickness is closely reproduced by the corresponding burn-through intensity
curve resulting from the model, thus verifying the direct connection between the
two quantities. With given laser conditions, an optimal target thickness exists such
that the laser pulse is near its maximum intensity at the time the target becomes
transparent to the laser.
More details on the model can be found in [202]. Here, a refined approach is
presented which includes the transition from 1D to 3D expansion at times larger
than t1. Despite the simplicity of the model and its shortcomings such as the ad
hoc assumption of laser absorption or the instantaneous relaxation of the electron
gas to a single, equilibrium temperature, it provides a first theoretical description
of the dynamics of target heating and expansion and therefore gives insight into
the main processes defining the optimum condition of enhanced ion acceleration in
the regime of ultrathin, relativistically transparent targets. Moreover, the model is
capable of predicting the optimum target thickness and density for a given set of
laser parameters, hence proofing highly useful for follow-up experiments.
Building onto these first results, Yan, Tajima et al. recently reported a self-similar
analysis of ion acceleration in the described regime [29, 203]. Named theory is rooted
in the Mako-Tajima problem of 1984 considering collective ion acceleration by a
reflexing electron beam [204], where an electron beam with delta-function energy
spectrum centered around E0 exits from a metallic surface into vacuum. Here,
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the dependece of the resulting electron current density J on electron energy E is
characterized by a power-law
J(E) = −J0(1− E/E0)α. (6.10)
This scenario exhibits similarities with the situation of laser-driven ion acceleration
from ultrathin foils, where the laser heats and pushes a cloud of electrons out of the
target. The authors fitted above function to the electron current density obtained
from 1D PIC simulations around the optimum foil thickness and determined the in-
dex α, which is referred to as coherence parameter, to α ≈ 3. Tracking the evolution
of electrons, ions and electrostatic field self-consistently in time, an expression for
the maximum energy of accelerated ions of charge qi = Ze is obtained in its simplest
form for short pulses and an ab initio transparent target
Emax = (2α + 1)ZE0. (6.11)
In the case of long pulses where thicker targets are optimal that are not transparent
from the start, the authors follow the arguments of relativistic transparency and
resulting strong ion acceleration between times t1 and t2 as given here. Treating the
process again in self-similar fashion yields
Emax = (2α + 1)ZE0
[
(1 + ωL(t2 − t1))1/2α+1 − 1
]
, (6.12)
where the characteristic electron energy E0 is evaluated over the time interval (t1, t2)
and a laser pulse duration of 2τ > t1, t2 is assumed. By use of this semi-analytical
approach, the authors achieve good agreement with the experimental results pre-
sented here.
6.5 Increasing the Intensity
As a part of my PhD work, a follow-up series of measurements was carried out at
the upgraded TRIDENT facility delivering increased peak intensities. The above
described lead-off campaign relied on a double plasma mirror setup to suppress
ASE and prepulses and thus ensure interaction with an ultrahigh contrast laser
pulse, however giving rise to energy losses of around ∼ 45%. For the subsequent
experiment, the TRIDENT frontend was redesigned to incorporate idler generation
in a short-pulse pumped OPA stage [146]. An in-depth description of the upgraded
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frontend type 1 is presented in section 3.2.3. Thus, the use of plasma mirrors became
obsolete and the mentioned energy losses were avoided. Consequently, energies of
∼ 90 J at high contrast on target were achieved. In addition to making plasma
mirrors dispensable, in the upgrade the pulse duration was successfully narrowed
down further, yielding ∼ 550 fs as compared to the previous value of ∼ 700 fs. By
virtue of those measures, the resulting peak intensity on target could be increased
to ∼ 2× 1020 W/cm2.
While the DLC foils of the first TRIDENT campaign were fabricated by V. Liecht-
enstein at Kurchatow Institute in Moscow using a modified glow discharge technique,
for the follow-up measurements DLC targets could be produced for the first time
at the newly established target fabrication laboratory at LMU employing cathodic
arc deposition. For details on the respective target fabrication method refer to sec-
tion 4.1.2. With cathodic arc deposition, the DLC foils exhibit a higher fraction of
sp3 bonds amounting to ∼ 75%, and consequently also higher density of 2.7 g/cm3.
Self-suporting targets of thicknesses spanning from 2.5 nm up to 58 nm were suc-
cessfully manufactured. Thus, a broader range of target parameters was available
for investigation in the second campaign. Foils thicker than ∼ 60 nm turned out to
be mechanically unstable, owing to internal stress in the material arising from the
deposition process.
The damage threshold of DLC was tested at TRIDENT upon controlled irradi-
ation with an attenuated 1.2 ns pulse simulating the extended ASE pedestal and a
500 fs pulse modeling short prepulses. Target degradation was observed at respective
intensities ratios of ∼ 2× 10−12 and ∼ 5× 10−10 in relation to the peak intensity on
a full system shot, giving an estimate of the contrast on target employing the new
OPA frontend. On actual target shots, a full aperture backscatter (FABS) diagnos-
tic was used to monitor light backscattered from the foil surface and thus ensure
target integrity on interaction with the main pulse [205].
Two Thomson parabola spectrometers were employed, one orientated along tar-
get normal, the second located at an angle of 8.5◦ orthogonal to the laser polarization
direction. For characterization of the proton beam profile detector stacks composed
of RCF and CR39 were used. In addition, a magnetic electron spectrometer was
placed at an angle of 6.5◦ orthogonal to the laser polarization direction. All diag-
nostics were operated in parallel in single-shot mode.
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Fig. 6.7. (a) Maximum proton (blue squares) and carbon C6+ (red squares) ion energies over
target thickness observed at increased intensities of 2×1020 W/cm2. The data shown was obtained
from a Thomson parabola spectrometer placed at an angle of 8.5◦ with respect to target normal,
orthogonal to the laser polarization. As expected by the developed analytical model, the optimum
foil thickness shifts to larger values. Using a 58 nm thick target, the measured carbon C6+ ion
spectrum extended beyond 0.5 GeV (b), representing the current world record for a laser-driven
accelerator.
6.5.1 Measured Ion Beams
From the analytical model specified above, the optimum foil thickness for maxi-
mizing the energy of accelerated ions is expected to be shifted to larger values of
∼ 80 nm due to the increase in intensity [202]. Indeed, at the upgraded laser param-
eters of ∼ 90 J pulse energy, ∼ 550 fs pulse duration and ∼ 2 × 1020 W/cm2 peak
intensity the largest ion energies were experimentally observed at the maximum
available target thickness of 58 nm (see figure 6.7a). Here, the spectrum of fully ion-
ized carbon reached out all the way up to 525 MeV, while the proton cut-off energy
amounted to 43 MeV. The corresponding C6+ ion spectrum is illustrated in figure
6.7b. This result represents the current world record in carbon ion energies gen-
erated via laser-driven acceleration, superseding the all-time high of 185 MeV C6+
presented beforehand and by far outreaching the previous top mark of ∼ 40 MeV
for carbon C5+ seen at TRIDENT [5].
For targets as thin as 5 nm, the measured carbon C6+ ion energies are down by
around one order of magnitude with respect to the optimum. However, for such
thin foils a distinct quasi-monoenergetic electron spectrum peaked at an energy of
30 MeV was observed [97]. This might be a first experimental indication of the
generation of highly dense electron bunches as predicted in theory when the laser
ponderomotive force exceeds the restoring force of the induced charge separation
field [95, 96].
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6.6 Summary and Conclusion
In summary, experimental results on proton and carbon ion acceleration from ultra-
thin DLC foils of 50, 30 and 10 nm thickness are presented [41]. A distinct maxi-
mum in the ion cut-off energies is observed using a 30 nm target. Compared with
conventional TNSA, which is dominant for opaque foils, the acceleration of ions is
drastically enhanced, resulting in unprecedented C6+ cut-off energies up to 185 MeV.
This increase is attributed to a large longitudinal electric field, generated by strong
volumetric energy transfer to electrons in the bulk when self-induced transparency
enables the laser beam to penetrate the target; moreover, this localized field co-
moves with the C6+ ions, resulting in rapid ion acceleration [199]. In previous work,
a lower limit for the foil thickness was imposed by the shock wave generated from
imperfect laser contrast. Here, it is demonstrated for the first time experimen-
tally that such a limit also exists when high-contrast pulses are used because target
transparency arises before the peak intensity of the laser pulse, resulting in a lower
longitudinal field and decreased total absorption. This major outcome is understood
within a simple analytical model of the target evolution from opaque to relativisti-
cally underdense as the foils electrons are heated and expand, capable of predicting
the optimum condition for a given set of laser parameters in future experiments.
In a follow-up campaign, the TRIDENT peak intensity was increased to 2 ×
1020 W/cm2, resulting in a shift of the optimum foil thickness to larger values as
expected by the model. For a target thickness of 58 nm, carbon C6+ ions of energy
beyond 0.5 GeV were observed, representing the current world record obtained from
a laser-driven accelerator.
Chapter 7
Radiation Pressure Dominated
Acceleration of Ions
In the previous chapter, ion acceleration from ultrathin DLC foils irradiated by
comparably long laser pulses (500 fs - 700 fs FWHM) was discussed. It was found
that ions gain the majority of their energy during a short period starting at time
t1, when the target becomes relativistically transparent, and ending at t2, when the
foil density drops below the classical critical density nc. In order to optimize the
energy of ions, the foil thickness has to be chosen such that the instantaneous laser
intensity within this time interval of strong ion acceleration is maximized.
As demonstrated in chapter 6, this condition implies that a longer pulse duration
calls for a thicker target when compared to a shorter pulse at equal peak intensity
to account for target expansion and heating on the extended rising edge of the laser
field amplitude. Consequently, the experimentally observed optimum thickness is
larger than predicted by the empirical scaling law for the normalized electron areal
density σopt ≈ 3 + 0.4 aL derived by Esirkepov et al. [197].
Shorter pulses are hence needed, in order to access the stage of enhanced ion
acceleration when the target turns into transparent more directly. For shorter pulses,
the amount of foil expansion and heating prior to the pulse peak is reduced. Thus,
the optimum foil thickness is expected to be closer to the predictions of the empirical
condition given above.
Moreover, it is important to note that the named empirical scaling law is practi-
cally identical to the optimum condition for phase stable acceleration of ions driven
by the laser radiation pressure (see equation 2.51),
σopt ' aL (7.1)
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While for use of linear polarization in the discussed intensity range ion acceleration is
still largely dictated by the expansion of highly energetic, hot electrons, a transition
to a radiation pressure dominated regime was hoped to be observed when changing
the laser polarization to circular [90, 92, 94, 98, 99, 101, 102, 107].
As specified in section 2.5.3, for RPA to become dominant a thin foil is irradiated
by a circularly polarized laser pulse at normal incidence. Owing to the absence of
an oscillating component in the ~v× ~B force, electron heating is strongly suppressed.
Instead, electrons are compressed to a highly dense electron layer piling up in front of
the laser pulse which in turn accelerates ions. By choosing the laser intensity, target
thickness and density such that the radiation pressure equals the restoring force
given by the charge separation field, the whole focal volume eventually propagates
ballistically as a quasi-neutral plasma bunch, continuously gaining energy from the
laser field. In this scenario, all particle species are accelerated to the same velocity,
which intrinsically results in a monochromatic spectrum. As long as the electron
temperature is kept low, a phase-stable acceleration can be maintained, and the
process is expected to lead to very high conversion efficiencies and ion energies
scaling linearly with laser intensity under optimum conditions.
The possibility to accelerate quasi-monoenergetic ion bunches has already been
demonstrated within the TNSA-regime by restricting the ion source to a small vol-
ume where the sheath field is homogenous [5, 20, 21]. However, this method suffers
from a very low conversion efficiency.
Despite the anticipated highly promising characteristics of RPA, experimental
investigation of ion acceleration using circular polarization has only been carried out
at intensities smaller than 4 × 1018 W/cm2 and targets of several micron thickness
irradiated at oblique incidence [206, 207], thus being far off the parameters necessary
for radiation pressure to become the dominant acceleration mechanism.
In this chapter, unprecedented experimental studies of ion acceleration driven by
circularly polarized laser pulses at significantly increased intensities of 5×1019 W/cm2
are presented, corresponding to a radiation pressure of ∼ 30 Gigabar. Diamond-like
carbon (DLC) foils of thickness 2.9−40 nm have been irradiated at normal incidence
and ultra-high laser pulse contrast. When compared to the case of linear polariza-
tion, a pronounced decrease in the number of hot electrons is observed. While for
linear polarization the spectra of all ion species decay monotonically up to a certain
cut-off value, a distinct peak of energy 30 MeV emerges in the spectrum of fully
ionized carbon ions at the optimum target thickness of (5.3 ± 1.3) nm and circular
polarization. Two-dimensional PIC simulations confirm, that under these conditions
C6+ ions are for the first time dominantly accelerated by the laser radiation pressure
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at values up to ∼ 1021 m/s2. The obtained results are published in Physical Review
Letters [42].
7.1 Experimental Setup
The described experiments have been carried out in collaboration with the group of
Prof. W. Sandner at the 30 TW Ti:sapph laser system located at Max Born Institute,
delivering 1.2 J of energy stored in pulses of τL = 45 fs FWHM duration at a central
wavelength of λL = 810 nm. An in-depth description of the facility is given in section
3.7. The relative intensity of prepulses and of the amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) pedestal was characterized by means of a 3rd order autocorrelator to be
smaller than 10−7 at times earlier than −10 ps prior to the arrival of the main peak
(figure 3.8a). In order to further enhance that value, a re-collimating double plasma
mirror [142, 208] was introduced into the laser beam path, resulting in an estimated
contrast of ∼ 10−11. Taking into account the measured 60% energy throughput of
this setup, ∼ 0.7 J were focussed by an f/2.5 off-axis parabolic mirror to a FWHM
diameter focal spot size of 2w0 = 3.6µm. A peak intensity of I0 = 5× 1019 W/cm2
was achieved, corresponding to a normalized laser vector potential maximum of
a0 = 5 for linear and a0 = 5/
√
2 = 3.5 for circular polarization. To vary the laser
polarization to circular, a mica crystal operating as λ/4-waveplate was introduced
into the beam path behind the plasma mirror setup.
DLC foils of thickness d = 2.9 − 40 nm and density ρ = 2.7 g/cm3 were placed
in the focal plane at normal incidence. The targets were produced by cathodic arc
deposition, resulting in a high fraction of sp3-, i.e. diamond-like bonds of ∼75%. The
thickness of the DLC foils was characterized by means of an atomic force microscope
(AFM), including the hydrocarbon contamination layer on the target surface which
was present during the experiments. In addition, the depth-dependend composition
of the target was measured via Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA), yielding
a thickness of ∼ 1 nm for the hydrocarbon contamination layer. Throughout the
thesis, given foil thicknesses are referring to the combined thickness of bulk and
surface layer as it appears in the actual ion acceleration experiments presented.
More details on target fabrication and characterization can be found in chapter 4,
section 4.1.2.
To characterize the accelerated ions, a Thomson parabola spectrometer was
placed at a distance of ∼ 0.5 m (solid angle ∼ 1.14 × 10−7 sr) along the laser
propagation, i.e target normal direction. Ion traces were detected at the back of
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Fig. 7.1. (a) Experimentally observed maximum proton (green dotted line, light green dotted
line) and carbon C6+ (red dotted line, orange dotted line) energies per atomic mass unit over
target thickness for linearly and circularly polarized irradiation. Grey dotted lines represent the
respective values obtained from 2D PIC simulations. Corresponding electron spectra measured at
the optimum target thickness d = 5.3 nm are given in (b), showing a strong reduction in electron
heating for circularly polarized irradiation.
the spectrometer by a CCD camera coupled to a micro-channel plate (MCP) with
phosphor screen [181]. In addition, a magnetic electron spectrometer (solid angle
∼ 2× 10−4 sr) equipped with Fujifilm BAS-TR image plates was positioned behind
the target at an angle of 22.5◦ with respect to the laser axis.
7.2 Measured Ion Beams
The obtained maximum ion energies per atomic mass unit plotted over target thick-
ness d are shown in figure 7.1a for linear and circular polarization. While linearly
polarized irradiation yields higher proton and carbon energies, a strong dependence
on initial foil thickness is visible in both cases, with a distinct optimum at d = 5.3 nm.
It is found, that the corresponding value of the normalized electron areal density of
σ ' 3.3 is closely consistent with the the prediction of the empirical scaling law for
linear laser polarization σopt ' 3 + 0.4a0 = 5 [197]. The experimentally observed
conformance is contrary to case of long pulse irradiation (chapter 6), where targets
thicker than the foreseen optimum are required to compensate for electron heating
and expansion on the extended rising edge of the pulse.
As discussed earlier, using circular polarization the value of the optimum foil
thickness is theoretically expected to be given by the similar condition σopt ' a0
[98]. This prevision is in excellent agreement with the experimentally observed
result of 3.3 = σ ' a0 = 3.5.
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Fig. 7.2. Experimentally observed proton (green curves) and carbon C6+ (red curves) spectra
in case of linear (a) and circular (b) polarized irradiation of a 5.3 nm thickness DLC foil. The
corresponding curves as obtained from 2D PIC-simulations (c,d) show excellent agreement with
the measured distributions at late times (red curves, t = 221 fs after the arrival of the laser pulse
maximum at the target). A quasi-monoenergetic peak generated by radiation pressure acceleration
is revealed for circular polarization, which is still isolated at the end of the laser-target interaction
(black curve, t = 45 fs).
At the optimum target thickness, maximum energies for protons and carbon
ions of 10 MeV and 45 MeV are generated for circular polarization, while linear
polarization gives 13 MeV and 71 MeV, respectively. The corresponding electron
spectra for d = 5.3 nm are shown in figure 7.1b. It can be clearly seen, that circularly
polarized irradiation results in a pronounced reduction in the number of highly
energetic electrons as expected.
To illustrate the consequent impact on the acceleration of ions, experimentally
observed proton and carbon spectra are plotted in figure 7.2a,b for linear and circular
polarization at the optimum foil thickness. A monotonically decaying spectrum is
obtained for both protons and carbon ions in case of linear polarization. In contrast,
when the laser polarization is changed to circular the spectrum of fully ionized carbon
C6+ atoms (fig. 7.2b) reveals two components.
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In addition to the continuously decreasing low energetic ion population reaching
up to ∼ 20 MeV a distinct peak is seen at higher energies, centered around 30 MeV.
A conversion efficiency of ∼ 2.5 % to C6+ ions within the peak energy interval
20− 40 MeV and a beam of half angle ∼ 9◦ is deduced, in good agreement with the
corresponding value predicted by [94] (refer to section 2.5.3, equation 2.52)
η =
vf
c
=
2I0τL
c2ρ d
' 3.7 %. (7.2)
As mentioned earlier, in a publication by Hegelich et al. that appeared in Nature
in 2006 [5], quasi-monoenergetic carbon C5+ ion beams at a nearly identical apex
energy of 35 MeV were reported from an experiment within the regime of TNSA by
employing a reduced source volume of ions. However, while [5] measured ∼ 1× 107
particles/msr within an energy spread of ∆E
E
= 17% employing a laser pulse of energy
20 J, here about 50% more particles within the same spread at a pulse energy of only
0.7 J are obtained, corresponding to a more than 40 times increase in conversion
efficiency.
The spectral spike of C6+ ions was repeatedly observed in consecutive shots at
the optimum foil thickness of 5.3 nm and circular polarization, whereas the shape of
the proton spectrum was not affected when varying the polarization. For protons,
only the cut-off energy shifts to a slightly smaller value of ∼ 10 MeV.
7.3 PIC Simulations
In order to support the experimental findings, two-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC)
simulations were carried out in collaboration with X. Q. Yan. The DLC foil targets
were modeled by a solid density (ne/nc = 500), rectangularly shaped plasma slab
of zero initial electron temperature, composed of 90% C6+ ions and 10% protons in
number density. The laser pulse is of Gaussian shape in both the spatial distribution
in the focal plane as well as in time, with a FWHM diameter of 4µm and a FWHM
duration of 45 fs, resulting in a peak intensity of I0 = 5× 1019 W/cm2. A simulation
domain of size 10µm in transverse (y) and 20µm in longitudinal (x) dimension was
used, subdivided into a grid of 1200 × 10000 cells each occupied by 2000 particles.
In the following, PIC simulation times are given relative to t = 0, when the peak of
the laser pulse reaches the initial position of the target (x = 3λL).
The calculated carbon spectra are presented in figure 7.2c,d for linearly and
circularly polarized irradiation. To account for the small solid angle of observa-
tion of the Thomson parabola spectrometer, only particles propagating in forward
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Fig. 7.3. (a,b) Carbon ion phase space at the end of the laser-target interaction (black curves,
t = 45 fs). A significant amount of particles forms distinct loops in case of circular polarization
(b), giving evidence of a phase-stable acceleration driven by the laser radiation pressure. At late
times (red curves, t = 221 fs), the characteristic phase space rotation disappears, indicating that
phase-stable acceleration breaks down (d).
direction within a cone of half angle 0.01 rad were considered for the simulated
graphs. A continuously decaying spectrum is generated in case of linear polariza-
tion, which agrees well with the experimental result (figure 7.2a,c). This scenario
changes drastically when circular polarization is used. As shown in figure 7.2d, an
isolated, quasi-monoenergetic peak emerges in this configuration at the end of the
laser-target interaction (black, t = 45 fs).
In the carbon ion phase space (figure 7.3b), a significant amount of particles
is located in a discrete area, constituting a rotating structure. The series of loops
originates from the continuing front side acceleration and the ballistic evolution
of the target, thus giving clear evidence of radiation pressure to be the dominant
acceleration force ([90, 92, 94, 98, 99, 101, 102, 107], see section 2.5.3 for details
on the phase stable acceleration process). This is in strong contrast to the use of
linear polarization, where at that moment the carbon ion phase space already forms
a continuous, straight line (figure 7.3a).
The striking difference in the acceleration dynamics can also be directly inferred
when examining the electron and ion density distributions as observed in described
simulations (see figure 7.4). For use of circular polarization, the electron population
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Fig. 7.4. Cycle-averaged electron (a,b) and carbon ion (c,d) density at t = 61 fs after the peak
of the laser pulse reached the 5.3 nm target initially located at x = 3λ. While linear polarization
results in strong expansion of the target caused by hot electrons, for circularly polarized irradiation
the foil is accelerated as a dense, quasi-neutral plasma bunch.
maintains its structure as a thin layer of high density being pushed by the laser in
forward direction. As a consequence, carbon ions co-propagate with the compressed
electron cloud and the whole focal volume is accelerated as a quasi-neutral dense
plasma bunch by the laser radiation pressure. Since all ion species move at equal
velocity, RPA-driven protons attain only 30/12 = 2.5 MeV energy, thus not being
visible in the continuous experimental spectrum reaching up to ∼ 10 MeV (figure
7.2b).
This scenario is contrary to the case of linear polarization (figure 7.4a,c), where
the foil electrons are heavily heated by the laser. Accordingly, electrons have already
spread significantly and the electron density in the focal spot center, where electrons
gain their highest energies, is considerably reduced. Although the acceleration of
carbon ions is still asymmetric, favoring the laser forward direction (see also [41],
chapter 6), it is dominated by the sheath field of the expanding electrons.
However, given the laser parameters used in the presented experiment, the nar-
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row isolated quasi-monoenergetic peak in the carbon spectrum as it is present right
after the end of laser-target interaction does not preserve its shape upon further
propagation of the ion beam (figure 7.2b,d). Even though the apex energy stays
constant, the spectral distribution broadens and partially merges with the low ener-
getic ion population which at this point still gains energy, resulting in the carbon ion
spectrum as observed experimentally. Simultaneously, the characteristic ion phase
space loops disappear, indicating that phase-stable acceleration breaks down at late
times (figure 7.3d).
This behavior can be attributed to the considerable deformation of the foil plasma
by the tightly focussed gaussian laser spot (figure 7.4b,d). Owing to the thus no
longer normal but rather oblique incidence on the bent plasma surface, particularly
at the end of the laser-target interaction, perpendicular electric field components
are present. Those efficiently heat electrons located in the warped spatial regions,
which then quickly spread around the target, causing the mono-energetic peak in
the carbon spectrum to broaden as well as ions in the low energetic part of the dis-
tribution to gain further energy and close the gap to the RPA-generated population.
Moreover, as the electron energy rises the thin, compressed layer of cold electrons
co-moving with ions, which is a crucial requirement for phase-stable acceleration,
can no longer be maintained and the RPA process terminates.
One should note that this temporal evolution of the foil plasma shape was already
discussed theoretically in [94], where in order to prevent the distortion of the ion
spectrum an upper limit for the laser pulse duration is given by
tmax '
√
2w0cρd/I0 = 176 fs. (7.3)
Even though the laser pulse duration used in the presented experimental study is
significantly shorter than tmax, a spectral deformation is still observed, taking place
after the end of the laser-target interaction.
7.4 Summary/Conclusion/Outlook
In summary, experimental investigations on ion acceleration from nm-thin DLC foil
targets irradiated by linearly and circularly polarized, highly intense, short laser
pulses are presented. A strong decrease in the number of hot electrons was observed
for use of circular polarization, resulting in a pronounced peak centered at 30 MeV
in the carbon C6+ ion spectrum at the optimum foil thickness of 5.3 nm, which is
in excellent agreement with the condition a0 ' σ [98]. Compared to [5], a more
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50 μm
Fig. 7.5. Microscopic image of a prototype for future shaped DLC targets. The pre-curved 10 nm
thin foil is freestanding, with a radius of curvature of 34µm of each hemisphere. (by courtesy of
P. Hilz, LMU)
than 40 times increase in conversion efficiency is demonstrated when considering an
identical energy spread around the apex. 2D PIC-simulations have been carried out,
giving clear evidence that those ions are for the first time dominantly accelerated in
a phase-stable way by the laser radiation pressure. While linear polarization gives
rise to the generation of a large number of highly energetic electrons, causing the
target plasma to expand rapidly, in case of circular polarization electrons and ions
co-propagate as a dense, quasi-neutral plasma bunch over the whole duration of the
laser pulse.
Being recently widely studied in theory, the comparative measurements of this
PhD work provide the first experimental proof of the feasibility of radiation pressure
acceleration to become the dominant mechanism for ion acceleration when circular
polarization is used. These results are a major step towards highly energetic, mono-
chromatic ion beams generated at high conversion efficiencies as demanded by many
potential applications. Those include fast ignition inertial confinement fusion (ICF)
[36, 37] as well as oncology and radiation therapy [29].
In follow-up experiments planned for the near future, the observed spectral de-
formation might be successfully compensated for by properly shaping the laser focal
spot distribution [105] and/or the nm-thin foil target [106]. Here, the latter publica-
tion discusses a planar foil target of radially varying density to balance the spatially
varying laser electric field amplitude in the focus. However, in practice it turns out
that fabrication of such foils is highly challenging and currently not within reach
using the methods of DLC foil fabrication as described in section 4.1.2. A promis-
ing alternative approach might be to employ a pre-curved target. This idea builds
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a bridge to the experiments on ion acceleration from the front surface of spheri-
cal targets presented in chapter 5, where a convex surface was applied to generate
a closer-to-planar acceleration front of ions. In a first try, self-suporting, 10 nm
thin DLC foils of hemispherical shape were successfully produced by cathodic arc
deposition. A microscopic image of these prototypes is depicted in figure 7.5.
Additionally, increasing the intensity to 7 × 1021 W/cm2 is expected to result
in a stabilization of the mono-energetic feature due to plasma instabilities [109],
while beyond 1023 W/cm2 RPA is predicted to become dominant even for linear
polarization with a laser-to-ion conversion efficiency approaching unity in the highly
relativistic limit [89].
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Chapter 8
ATLAS-Driven Short Pulse
Pumped OPCPA
In order to build upon the accomplished novel results on laser-driven ion acceleration
presented in the last three chapters and eventually be able to compete with con-
ventional particle accelerators, further advances in high-intensity laser technology
are a key requirement. In particular, compact systems operating at high repetition
rates are needed, capable of producing ultra-high contrast short pulses with a steep
rising edge that are focusable to ultra-high peak intensities. A promising technique
to achieve those demanding prerequisites is optical parametric amplification (OPA,
see section 3.1.4 for an introduction to the basic concepts).
This chapter will present advances on short pulse pumped ultrabroadband non-
collinear optical parametric chirped-pulse amplification (SPP-OPCPA) that have
been accomplished as part of my PhD work [43]. Those findings represent an im-
portant step towards the Petawatt Field Synthesizer (PFS) project that is currently
being pursued by our group at MPQ [44], aiming for an energy of 5 J stored in pulses
as short as 5 fs.
8.1 Motivation for SPP-OPCPA
In typical ultra-broadband high-intensity OPCPA setups the duration of pump
pulses obtained from a Nd:YAG laser are mostly on the order of 100 ps [120–
122, 209]. Using shorter pump pulses of ∼ 100 fs, sub-10 fs pulse durations were
successfully generated, but prior to the work presented here the resulting energies
were limited to the microjoule range [117–119, 127, 210, 211]. Output pulse energies
of 300µJ have been reported from an OPCPA system pumped by pulses of 150 fs
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[212], the signal pulse duration however was about 20 fs.
Despite being put into practice only on rather small-scale systems before this
study, OPCPA pumped by short pulses offers great potential for boosting the out-
put pulse energy up to the Joule level while keeping the shortest pulse durations. As
compared to conventional laser amplifiers or long-pulse-pumped OPCPA, the condi-
tions for the generation of ultra-short high-power pulses are improved in a number of
different aspects. Firstly, the short pump duration reduces the stretching factor for
the seed pulse, thereby increasing stretching and compression fidelity and allowing
for the use of simple, high throughput stretcher-compressor pairs, e.g. a block of
glass and a set of chirped multilayer mirrors. Secondly, the significantly increased
pump power provides sufficient gain even in very thin OPA crystals, implying an
increase of amplification bandwidth as compared to OPA driven by longer pulses.
Finally, unwanted signal background arising from parametric superfluorescence is
effectively narrowed down to the short amplification time window of the pump pulse
duration. Hence, a dramatically enhanced pulse contrast is achieved outside this
window. Such ultra-high intensity pulses at ultra-high contrast are a crucial prereq-
uisite for a multitude of laser-plasma interaction studies, especially in experiments
focussing on particle acceleration from ultra-thin foils as presented in chapters 6 and
7.
In this chapter, first experimental results verifying the scalability of the SPP-
OPCPA concept to higher power levels are presented. The proof-of-principle study
drew on the ATLAS TW-scale Ti:sapphire CPA laser (refer to section 3.2.1 for
details on ATLAS) for both seeding and pumping an OPCPA stage. This optical
synchronization was essential as on the pulse duration timescale of < 100 fs no
electronic method could have provided sufficient accuracy. The strict requirements
on femtosecond-scale synchronization of the OPA process were still met even after
propagating the two beams along path lengths of about 20 m before overlapping
them in the OPA crystal.
8.2 Experimental Setup
Figure 8.1 illustrates the layout of the system. The seed beam was provided by in-
serting a glass plate into the uncompressed ATLAS beam just before the compressor
chamber to split off a small fraction of the pulse energy. Those pulses were subse-
quently compressed from ∼ 350 ps down to ∼ 43 fs in a separate grating compressor
set up in air. To supply the required ultrabroad seed bandwidth, the compressed
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Fig. 8.1. Schematic setup of the ATLAS-based OPCPA stage (ND: neutral density filter, CM:
chirped mirror, SHG: second harmonic generation).
pulses were then focussed by a spherical mirror of focal length 1.75 m into a gas cell
filled with 1.4 bar of argon gas for spectral broadening. Using 1 mJ of input pulse
energy in a 1 cm diameter beam, a stable filament was generated with an energy
transmission of ∼ 80 %, i.e., 800µJ. A typical broadened spectrum as measured at
the filament output is displayed in figure 8.2. The input spectrum is broadened
by a factor of about four, giving a transform-limited pulse duration of about 10 fs,
which is in good agreement with the results of Hauri et al. [213] obtained for similar
parameters. Following the gas cell, the seed beam was recollimated by a second
spherical mirror of focal length 1.5 m.
Apart from the intense section between ∼ 750 nm and ∼ 850 nm, the broadened
spectrum also exhibited a weak tail of exponentially decreasing intensity extending
down to 400 nm as shown in the left inset of figure 8.2, which was of crucial impor-
tance for the presented amplification studies. The filament not only expanded the
spectrum but additionally acted as a spatial filter resulting in an excellent output
beam quality, pictured in the right inset of figure 8.2. Characterization of the seed
pulses prior to amplification was done by means of spectral phase interferometry for
direct electric field reconstruction (SPIDER) [214], giving a duration of about 100 fs
which was comparable to the duration of the pump pulse. In order to avoid spectral
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Fig. 8.2. Seed spectrum before (black dashed line) and after (red solid line) spectral broadening in
an argon filament. The left inset reveals the long short-wavelength tail of the broadened spectrum
in a semi-logarithmic plot, while the inset on the right hand side demonstrates the excellent quality
of the output beam spatial profile.
narrowing in the OPA process, the seed pulses were in some cases pre-compressed
by a set of chirped mirrors.
A fraction of the ATLAS laser output was frequency doubled to be used as
pump beam in the OPCPA stage (see figure 8.1). Owing to the fact that in OPA
the resulting gain sensitively depends upon the local pump intensity [126, 215, 216],
providing a pump beam of sufficiently smooth beam profile was of fundamental
importance. This issue is especially critical in case of large gain factors as typically
present in the first amplifier stage. Thus, efforts were made to supply a pump beam
profile as uniform as possible while simultaneously keeping the pulse energy at a
sufficient level.
As known from experience based on previous experiments [217], frequency-doubling
the output of ATLAS directly would be inadequate to meet the stringent require-
ments on pump beam uniformity. In order to address this problem and to signifi-
cantly improve the pump beam profile prior to frequency doubling, a soft aperture
(diameter ∼ 1/3 of the full beam diameter) and a vacuum spatial filter were in-
serted into the beam path. A cone-shaped capillary pinhole [218] made of fused
silica was employed as the filtering aperture (see figure 8.6a), allowing for stable
operation over an extended period of time owing to the high damage threshold of
the material. With this setup, pulse energies of up to 6 mJ in the fundamental were
obtained at an acceptable beam profile. Subsequent frequency doubling in a 2 mm
thick potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) crystal at a conversion efficiency of
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Fig. 8.3. Short pulse pumped NOPA gives rise to poor spatial overlap of pump and seed pulse
fronts in the horizontal dimension (a), resulting in severe distortion of the amplified signal beam
profile (c). By angularly dispersing the beam using a pair of fused silica transmission gratings
followed by an imaging telescope (b), the pump pulse front was tilted with respect to its propagation
direction to match the seed pulse front within the nonlinear crystal. In this setup, the pulse front
tilt angle γ was tunable by varying the grating tilt angle δ and amplification over the full extension
of the seed beam could be achieved (d).
∼ 40 % resulted in 395 nm wavelength pulses at energies of 2.5 mJ and a smooth
beam profile as demonstrated in figure 8.6b. The bandwidth of the second har-
monic pulses was limited to ∼ 3 nm by the relatively thick KDP crystal, yielding
an estimated pulse duration of 85 fs.
In order to obtain broadband phase matching, the OPA stage was set up in
non-collinear geometry (refer to the previous section 3.1.4 for details on NOPA)
with a pump-seed angle α = 3.7◦ inside the nonlinear crystal. This configuration
along with the short pump and seed pulse durations and the relatively large beam
diameters of a few millimeters naturally results in a poor overlap of the pump and
seed pulse fronts in the horizontal direction as illustrated in figure 8.3a. Without
taking any additional measures, amplification will thus only occur on a vertical
stripe, leading to a serious deterioration of the signal beam. An example of such a
distorted amplified beam profile is pictured in figure 8.3c.
To overcome this quandary, a setup capable of tilting the pulse front of the pump
beam with respect to its propagation direction was required [118, 127]. A tilted pulse
front can be generated by angularly dispersing the beam, with the tilt angle γ given
by
tan γ = −λ d
dλ
(8.1)
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Here,  stands for the exit angle of the beam after the dispersive element which is
dependent on the respective wavelength λ. Within the framework of the presented
NOPA studies, a 45◦ apex angle fused silica prism was first used for beam dispersion.
However, this approach was lacking γ-tunability and added a significant amount of
material to the beam path, giving rise to the accumulation of nonlinear phase.
Therefore the prism was replaced by a pair of fused-silica transmission gratings with
2500 lines/mm groove density, optimized for high diffraction efficiency (> 90 %) into
the −1st order. The gratings were fabricated in a collaboration with the group
of Prof. Tu¨nnermann at the Institute of Applied Physics in Jena by employing
electron beam lithography and reactive ion beam etching [219]. With the new setup
illustrated in detail in figure 8.3b, tuning of the pulse front tilt angle γ was facilitated
by varying the small angle δ between the gratings, thus controlling the amount of
residual angular dispersion. In order to suppress temporal pulse distortion effects
due to dispersion and spatial chirp, the grating separation was kept at a minimum.
The grating tandem was followed by a reflective Keplerian telescope serving two
purposes. Firstly, the beam diameter needed to be demagnified to guarantee a low
intensity value at the gratings but at the same time ensure a sufficient pump intensity
level in the OPA crystal. Hence, the B-integral in the grating substrates as well as
the risk of damage is reduced on one hand, while on the other hand high gain
and efficient amplification is allowed for. Secondly, spectral-lateral walk-off [127]
leading to an unwanted spatial chirp in the pump beam is eliminated by imaging
the grating surface onto the OPA crystal. An exemplary image of the amplified
beam obtained after matching the pump and seed pulse fronts within the nonlinear
crystal is shown in figure 8.3d, demonstrating parametric amplification over the full
seed beam profile.
8.3 Results and Discussion
In the OPCPA experiments, BBO crystals of thicknesses 0.5, 1 and 2 mm were
utilized. Ultra-broadband amplification was observed from all three crystal types
with the amplified signal energy varying between 100 and 250µJ, depending on the
amplification range and bandwidth which was tuned by changing the orientation of
the crystal and thereby the phase matching condition.
The crystal was set up for type I phase matching in the visible and near-infrared
spectral range with a non-collinear angle α = 3.7◦ to ensure the broadest possible
amplification bandwidth. In order to prevent damage of the last telescope mirror
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Fig. 8.4. (a) Seed spectrum (black) and a typical signal spectrum obtained after optical parametric
amplification in a 1 mm thick BBO crystal (red). The experimental results show good agreement
with calculations using the measured seed spectrum as an input (blue/dashed). In (b), the Fourier
transformation of the measured amplified spectrum of (a) is presented, yielding a transform-limited
pulse duration as low as 4.5 fs.
and the BBO crystal, the pump energy was attenuated to ∼ 1 mJ. Given the beam
diameter of about 3 mm and a pulse duration of ∼ 85 fs, the corresponding peak
pump intensity amounts to ∼ 150 GW/cm2. Owing to the limited pump energy
used in this proof-of-principle study, the seed energy was also reduced to ∼ 30µJ
prior to amplification.
A resulting typical amplified signal spectrum obtained from three-wave inter-
action in the 1 mm thick BBO is depicted in figure 8.4a, demonstrating a large
amplification bandwidth ranging from below 550 nm to above 800 nm. In this case,
a pump energy of 560µJ and a seed energy of 20µJ was used, which gave an am-
plified pulse energy of about 150µJ with each value being subject to shot-to-shot
fluctuations of ∼ 7 % root mean square (rms). Figure 8.4b shows the corresponding
Fourier-transformation of the experimentally gained spectrum, yielding a Fourier-
limited pulse duration of less than 5 fs.
A comparison of seed and amplified signal spectra in figure 8.4a clearly indicates
enormous variations in gain for different spectral ranges. A gain factor of only 3-
4 is observed between 750 and 850 nm where the spectral intensity of the seed is
strong, whereas in the weak exponential tail below 700 nm (see figure 8.2) the gain
was witnessed to be several orders of magnitude larger. This experimental finding
can be attributed to different amplification regimes along the spectrum. While
the signal is strongly saturated around the 800 nm peak, the short-wavelength low-
intensity wing of the spectrum is unsaturated and experiences a much larger (small-
signal) gain. Consequently, the resulting bandwidth is considerably enhanced and
the corresponding transform-limited pulse duration is significantly reduced, from
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Fig. 8.5. (a) Measured amplified signal spectrum (red) and corresponding spectral phase (black)
after compression, as characterized via the SPIDER technique. In (b), the reconstructed temporal
phase and intensity are presented. The experimentally obtained pulse shape (red curve) closely
resembles the transform-limited (TL) distribution (black curve).
about 10 fs for the seed to below 5 fs for the amplified signal as demonstrated in
figure 8.4b.
To support the measurements, numerical calculations of the OPA gain were
performed, building on a simplified 1D model [126] that uses the experimentally
obtained seed spectral intensity as an input. The model assumes a monochromatic
pump, a restriction which was circumvented by superimposing several calculations
in order to account for the bandwidth and the angular chirp of the pump pulse.
In figure 8.4a, the resulting spectrum for a set of non-collinear and phase matching
angles (α and θ) close to the experimental values is shown as a dashed line. The
calculation evidences good agreement with the measured amplified spectrum, repro-
ducing both the characteristic dip in the spectrum at around 680 nm as well as the
saturated (around 800 nm) and unsaturated (below 700 nm) gain regimes.
Compressibility of the amplified spectrum was tested by reflecting the beam off
a set of chirped dielectric multilayer mirrors and employing a home-made SPIDER
apparatus for characterization. To maximize the amplified output energy, the BBO
crystal was chosen to be of thickness 2 mm in these measurements. Owing to the
limited bandwidth of the chirped mirrors in the short-wavelength range, the OPA
crystal was tuned to generate a narrower amplification bandwidth centered around
770 nm. In this case, the amplified spectrum as presented in figure 8.5a (red) sup-
ported a transform-limited pulse duration of 6.7 fs, with pump, seed and resulting
amplified energies of 370, 60 and 150µJ, respectively. The obtained spectral phase
is nearly flat across the signal spectrum, thus indicating good compression. Fig-
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Fig. 8.6. Cone-shaped fused silica pinhole (a) as employed to spatially filter the pump beam
profile in order to meet the stringent requirements imposed by the OPA process, with the resulting
near-field distribution at an energy of ∼ 1 mJ shown in (b). The seed beam focal spot behind the
filament (c) maintained its excellent quality after amplification (d). Note that images (c) and (d)
are shown on the same spatial but different color scale, as the latter has been adjusted to the same
maximum value.
ure 8.5b reveals the corresponding reconstructed pulse shape, exhibiting a nearly
transform-limited compressed amplified pulse duration of 8.0 fs.
It shall be noted here, that pulses generated by above described proof-of-principle
OPCPA stage based on ATLAS do not yet represent a new regime in terms of pulse
duration and achieved peak powers. Alternative approaches, such as the compression
of a spectrally broadened hollow-fibre output [220], have been shown to deliver pulses
in the few-cycle regime with pulse durations down to 5.6 fs and pulse energies up to
1.2 mJ [221]. However, scalability is a known limitation, hence disqualifying those
methods for systems aiming at multi-TW to PW peak power levels.
Finally, the focusability of the signal pulse was examined for potential distortions
arising from the matched pulse front SPP-OPCPA amplification process. This par-
ticular beam characteristic is of prime importance for experiments that require near
diffraction-limited peak intensities in the focus, such as high-intensity laser-driven
ion acceleration studies. Figure 8.6 illustrates the seed far-field beam profile before
(c) and after (d) amplification. It can be clearly seen, that the excellent focusability
of the beam delivered by the plasma filament is not noticeably disturbed in the OPA
process employing a pulse front matched pump.
8.4 Conclusion and Outlook
In summary, a proof-of-principle ultra-broadband OPCPA stage pumped by short
(∼ 100 fs) pulses was demonstrated, yielding an output energy on the 100µJ level
stored in signal pulses that were compressed down to sub-10 fs. The experiments
being carried out within the framework of this PhD thesis constitute the first step
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towards a multi-TW, few-cycle SPP-OPCPA system. Owing to the short pump
pulse duration, such a system will be capable of delivering high-intensity ultra-short
pulses at a much improved nanosecond and picosecond contrast when compared to
existing facilities, which is a key prerequisite for a multitude of future high-intensity
laser-matter interaction studies.
Scaling up SPP-OPCPA to larger output energies calls for high power pump
lasers being capable of delivering beams of high spatial uniformity in order to meet
the stringent requirements of OPCPA pumping. As the system size increases, pro-
viding a suitable pump beam becomes more and more challenging. The Petawatt
Field Synthesizer (PFS) project [44] that is pursued at MPQ aims to boost the out-
put power to the petawatt level (5 J in 5 fs at a repetition rate of 10 Hz), based on
the short pulse OPCPA concept and the presented first proof-of-principle results.
This large-scale system is planned to be pumped by few-ps pulses, an intermediate
regime where the advantages of the SPP-OPCPA concept will be combined with
less critical requirements, e.g. in terms of pulse front matching, making the system
design and operation more robust.
Chapter 9
Summary, Conclusions and Future
Perspectives
9.1 Summary and Conclusions
In summary, advanced approaches to high intensity laser-driven ion acceleration
were investigated that go beyond the previously widely studied regime of target
normal sheath acceleration (TNSA). In case of TNSA, a micrometer-thick foil target
is irradiated by a linearly polarized laser pulse. Highly energetic, thermal electrons
are generated in a blow-off plasma at the target front which traverse the foil to set
up a quasi-static electric field at the rear surface accelerating ions. It is important to
note that in case of TNSA the target remains opaque to the laser light throughout
the interaction. Thus, energy transfer of the laser to the target electrons is spatially
decoupled from ion acceleration by the resulting longitudinal charge separation field.
Only a small fraction of electrons within the laser focal volume actually participate
in the ion acceleration process. Once electrons loose their energy to ions, feel the
restoring force and turn around in the sheath field at the target back, they quickly
spread over diameters exceeding the focal spot size by about two order of magnitude
[80] which naturally reduces the longitudinal accelerating field in the center where
the highest energetic ions are produced. Moreover, the sheath field is stationary,
bound to the target rear surface, instead of co-propagating with the ions as they get
accelerated.
Since the pioneering work that was carried out 10 years ago [1–4], it turned out
that the record proton energy of 58 MeV in a continuous, exponentially decaying
spectrum already achieved back in 2000 [3] could not be surpassed since then. Owing
to the fact that protons preferentially gain energy in the sheath field due to their
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high charge-to-mass (q/m) ratio, acceleration of heavier ions is unfavorable within
the regime of TNSA, yielding medium-mass ion cut-off energies of ∼ 3.5 MeV/u
for carbon C5+ [5] and 5 MeV/u for fluorine F7+ [18]. Furthermore, even though
quasi-monochromatic ion beams have been demonstrated within the TNSA-regime
by restricting the ion source to a small volume where the sheath field is homogenous
[5, 20, 21], attaining a conversion efficiency from the laser to the mono-energetic ion
bunch that is sufficient for potential applications does not seem feasible using these
techniques.
To overcome those severe limitations and advance laser-driven ion acceleration
to a higher level, acceleration from two novel target systems was explored, namely
microspheres and nanometer-thin, self-supporting diamond-like carbon (DLC) foils.
As opposed to typical TNSA targets, such ultra-thin foils are no longer permanently
opaque to the laser but can turn into transparent instead. In multiparametric PIC
simulations, a distinct optimum foil thickness at values of a few nanometers only
was seen by Esirkepov et al. [197] upon irradiation at high laser intensities and
linear polarization. Reaching these parameters experimentally is challenging, as a
very high laser contrast is required to ensure an ideally unperturbed target prior to
the interaction with the main pulse while simultaneously maintaining a sufficiently
high intensity in the focus. In addition, preparation of the free-standing foils itself
is delicate as the thickness corresponds to just a few atomic layers. Paying tribute
to those hurdles, this range of laser/target parameters studied in simulations had so
far been experimentally unexplored.
Employing DLC as a target compound, ultrathin foils of thickness 2.5− 58 nm,
freestanding over diameters of 1 mm were successfully fabricated. As a part of this
PhD work, acceleration from such DLC foils was investigated at a number of different
laser facilities worldwide, allowing to experimentally access a broad range of varying
laser parameters. In the leadoff campaign at the TRIDENT laser facility located
at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) in the US, DLC foils of 10, 30 and
50 nm were irradiated by pulses of energy ∼ 45 J stored in a FWHM duration of
700 fs, focussed to a peak intensity of 7× 1019 W/cm2. High contrast was achieved
by placing a double plasma mirror setup acting as an ultrafast switch into the
converging beam after the focussing parabolic mirror. A distinct optimum in ion
acceleration was observed for an initial foil thickness of 30 nm, yielding continuous
spectra of carbon C6+ with unprecedented cut-off values of 185 MeV. For the first
time it was shown experimentally that such an optimum exists even for a clean laser
pulse without accompanying ASE-pedestal/prepulses.
In order to gain further insight into the enhanced ion acceleration process and
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the measured drastic drop in ion energies when the foil thickness is reduced to 10 nm,
2D PIC simulations were carried out in collaboration with L. Yin and B. Albright
of the LANL plasma physics theory group. It was found that ions receive the ma-
jority of their energy in a very short period of time that is related to a transparency
condition. While all targets are initially opaque to the laser and TNSA-like ion
acceleration takes place in the beginning of the interaction, as the electron energy
increases and the population expands more and more, eventually each foil becomes
relativistically transparent, i.e., ne = γnc. At that moment t1, the laser light is en-
abled to fully penetrate the target and transfer energy to all electrons located within
the focal volume. Moreover, the still classically overdense population of electrons is
collectively pushed into the forward direction by the longitudinal component of the
Lorentz force. Consequently, a strong longitudinal charge separation field enhance-
ment is generated that is localized and co-propagates with the accelerated ions. In
contrast to TNSA, energy transfer to electrons is no longer decoupled from ion ac-
celeration but the electron energy is constantly replenished by the presence of the
laser field during the acceleration process.
Nevertheless, this stage of strong ion acceleration is terminated approximately
at a time t2, when the electron density has dropped to values around the classical
critical density ne ≈ nc. By that time the target density is already too low to main-
tain a high level of absorption, three-dimensional electron expansion sets in and
the localized co-moving longitudinal field enhancement breaks down. The duration
of the phase of enhanced ion acceleration between times t1 and t2 is much shorter
than the pulse duration, for given parameters only around 100− 200 fs. In order to
maximize the resulting ion energies, the instantaneous laser intensity therefore has
to be maximized during this time interval. Or, in other words, the laser intensity
envelope should reach its peak at the moment when the target becomes relativisti-
cally transparent. In case of the 10 nm target, burn-through occurs much too early
on the rising edge of the 700 fs FWHM pulse and most of the laser energy reaches
the target past t2, thus negligibly contributing to the acceleration of ions.
This major finding was transfered into the development of a simple analytical
model of plasma expansion and heating to guide future experimental design. The
model is capable of predicting the optimal target thickness for a given set of laser
parameters, relying on the bottom-line conclusion reached here that I(t1) should be
maximized to obtain the highest ion energies. The described experimental findings
and theoretical understanding are published in [Henig et al., Phys. Rev. Lett 103,
045002 (2009)] [41]. Building onto these results and thoughts, Yan et al. developed
a more rigorous self-similar model to additionally calculate the corresponding ion
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energies, which shows good agreement with experimental data of this PhD work
[203].
In the follow-up campaign again conducted at TRIDENT, higher laser intensities
of ∼ 2 × 1020 W/cm2 could be achieved by being able to abandon the energy loss
arising from plasma mirrors with the use of an upgraded, OPA-based, high contrast
laser frontend. As expected by the developed analytical model, the optimum target
thickness was observed to be shifted to larger values to account for the increase in
intensity. At a foil thickness of 58 nm, carbon C6+ ions of energy exceeding 0.5 GeV
were obtained, which by far outreaches previous values and constitutes the current
world record gained from a laser-driven source.
For use of a rather long pulse laser like TRIDENT, the initial target thickness
has to be chosen thick enough such that the moment t1, when relativistic target
transparency sets in, is sufficiently delayed until the peak of the intensity envelope
is reached. To access this stage of enhanced ion acceleration more directly, a shorter
pulse is beneficial owing to its steeper rising edge. Motivated by these conclusions, a
series of experiments on ion acceleration from ultrathin DLC targets was carried out
in collaboration with the group of Prof. Sandner at Max Born Institute (MBI) in
Berlin. Behind a recollimating double plasma mirror setup, linearly polarized pulses
of energy 0.7 J contained in 45 fs FWHM duration were focussed to intensities of 5×
1019 W/cm2. Despite the intensity being comparable to the first LANL experiment,
optimal ion acceleration was observed at a much lower foil thickness of only 5 nm. As
indicated above, this result complies with the developed theoretical understanding
of reduced target heating and expansion on the rising edge when a shorter Gaussian
pulse is used. Maximum proton and carbon C6+ energies of 13 MeV and 71 MeV are
obtained, which are unprecedented values for such a small scale laser system. For
comparison, a typical TNSA target (1µm thick Titanium) was shot without plasma
mirrors, i.e. at two times higher laser intensity. Still, only 8 MeV protons are seen
and, most notably, the conversion efficiency into protons drops by about one order of
magnitude from ∼ 1.5 % to ∼ 0.1 %. For carbon ions, the effect becomes even much
more drastic as carbon ion acceleration from the (unheated) Ti target is negligible.
Despite the obvious benefits over conventional TNSA, the discussed enhanced
ion acceleration in the regime of target transparency is still limited by the time t2, as
the linearly polarized laser pulses gives rise to highly energetic electrons causing the
target to expand rapidly. However, this constraint can be overcome by changing the
laser polarization to circular. Employing circular polarization at normal incidence,
electron heating is strongly reduced as the longitudinal component of the Lorentz
force lacks an oscillating component. Instead, electrons are piled up and compressed
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at the front of the penetrating laser pulse. Within this compression layer, ions are
accelerated in a phase-stable way which manifests itself in characteristic loops in the
ion phase space. As long as the the electrons are being held to low energies and the
compressed electron layer can be maintained, radiation pressure acceleration (RPA)
of ions dominates. Thus, ions are ideally not only accelerated by a co-propagating
longitudinal electric field over extended times, but the energy spread ∆E/E of the
ion bunch is simultaneously compressed as the slowest, trailing ions experience the
highest field within the compression layer.
This scenario of radiation pressure dominated acceleration from ultrathin foils
irradiated by circularly polarized pulses has created a flurry of theoretical publi-
cations very recently, calling for experimental verification. For the first time, such
measurements were successfully carried out as part of this PhD work during an
experiment again at MBI Berlin with identical parameters as specified above but
circular polarization. Compared to linear polarized irradiation, a significant drop
in electron energies was observed as expected. Optimal ion acceleration was again
obtained at a foil thickness of 5 nm, which is in accordance with the theoretically
predicted RPA optimum for the normalized areal density σ ' a0 [98]. Whereas the
carbon C6+ ion spectrum decays monotonically up to its cut-off value in the case of
linear polarization, now the distribution shows two components: A monotonically
decaying fraction that extends up to ∼ 20 MeV and a distinct peak at the highest
energies, centered around 30 MeV. The spectral spike was repeatedly and exclusively
seen in the carbon C6+ ion spectrum for circularly polarized irradiation of a 5 nm
target. Compared to quasi-monoenergetic ion beam generation within the TNSA
regime [5], a more than 40 times increase in conversion efficiency is demonstrated
when considering an identical energy spread around the apex.
Two-dimensional PIC simulations carried out in collaboration with X. Q. Yan
confirm the interpretation that those C6+ ions are indeed for the first time domi-
nantly accelerated in a phase stable way by the laser radiation pressure. While an
isolated carbon ion peak is still present at the end of the interaction, it later merges
with the lower energetic, continuous distribution of ions dominantly accelerated by
sheath fields, which at this point still gains energy, resulting in the spectrum as ob-
served experimentally. This distortion of the carbon ion spectrum can be attributed
to foil bending due to the non-flattop spatial intensity distribution in the focus. To-
wards the end of the interaction, highly energetic electrons are generated efficiently
in the warped outer regions of the focal spot where the laser is no longer incident
normally. Those electrons quickly spread around the target, causing the narrow,
isolated, RPA-produced peak in the spectrum to broaden and merge with the lower
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energetic component which originates from sheath acceleration in the edges of the
focus. Described results and interpretations are published in [Henig et al., Phys.
Rev. Lett 103, 245003 (2009)] [42].
In order to prevent a spectral deformation and maintain an isolated peak at
the highest energies, the discussed late-time electron heating has to be suppressed.
Since synthesizing a top-hat focal spot is far from trivial experimentally, a near-term
solution might involve proper target design to account for the spatially varying
intensity. This builds a bridge to earlier experiments of this PhD work on ion
acceleration from microspheres. Here, the ATLAS laser located at MPQ was tightly
focussed to intensities of ∼ 1× 1020 W/cm2 onto the front surface of plastic spheres
of diameter ∼ 15µm. A highly directed proton beam was observed that exhibited
a plateau-shaped spectrum extending up to 8 MeV. Closer analysis based on three-
dimensional PIC simulations revealed that this strongly pointed beam originates
from the target front. Owing to the spherically curved instead of flat target surface,
non-planar hole boring of the laser is compensated for. Consequently, a closer-to-
flat or even convex ion acceleration front can be obtained. To predict the temporal
evolution of this acceleration front an analytical model was developed where the
radiation pressure acceleration model of Wilks et al. [39] was extended to 2D,
including the effects of a spatially varying intensity distribution and a curved target
surface. Those experimental and theoretical outcomes are published in [Henig et al.,
Phys. Rev. Lett 102, 095002 (2009)] [40].
9.2 Future Plans and Perspectives
9.2.1 Improving the Ion Beam Quality
The explored possibility to manipulate the temporal evolution of the ion acceleration
front can be transfered to the scenario of RPA from ultrathin foils. By using a
convex instead of planar foil in analogy to the described experiment employing
microspheres, strong foil bending by a tightly focussed Gaussian spot is expected to
be compensated for. With the current technology of cathodic arc deposition used
for DLC foil fabrication, first prototypes of self-suporting hemispherical foils have
already been produced successfully (see figure 7.5). In the very near future, such
shaped DLC targets will be first applied in an experiment.
Another approach to account for the spatially varying intensity distribution
would be the use of a planar target with radially varying density [106]. Although
the fabrication process of such foils seems challenging and not within reach using
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DLC as target compound, alternative materials and techniques are currently being
tested. A promising candidate are meshes of carbon nanotubes. Prior to producing
a foil of radially varying density, in a first step those carbon nanotube foams could
be employed to form targets of homogenous but lower density than DLC. From RPA
theory, the condition for optimum ion acceleration depends only on the normalized
areal density σ ≈ a0 ([98], see equation 2.51). To verify this equation experimen-
tally, thicker targets of lower density which exhibit a similar value of σ as a DLC
foil would be highly useful.
The final energy achievable for non-relativistic ions when setting the whole focal
volume in motion by RPA (i.e., in the light sail regime) is proportional to the square
of the laser energy fluence and inverse proportional to the square of the initial ion
areal density (see equation 2.52)
Ei,LS ∝ (ILτL)
2
(ni0d)2
(9.1)
Taking into account the lower limit for σ given by equation 2.51 to prevent electrons
from escaping the foil ions, one obtains
Ei,LS ∝ ILτ 2L (9.2)
Thus, assuming a proper choice of target parameters so that the optimum condition
2.51 is always fulfilled, for constant laser energy fluence ILτL higher ion energies
can be achieved in the light sail regime by stretching the pulse to longer durations.
This comes at the expense of a lower number of ions in the accelerated bunch
according to equation 2.51. In other words, following 1D analytical theory the energy
and number of accelerated ions can be tailored for a given laser system by simply
simultaneously varying the pulse duration and target thickness or density. However,
the experimental studies of this thesis show that the foil plasma is significantly
distorted on the extended rising edge of a long pulse with Gaussian envelope in time
and multi-dimensional effects such as foil bending due to a radially varying intensity
distribution in the focus deteriorate the interaction at late times. Here, an ideally
rectangularly shaped pulse in both space and time would be highly desirable. The
generation of a steep rising edge of the pulse could potentially be achieved by placing
a second ultra-thin foil into the converging laser beam in close vicinity to the focus,
acting as a reflector/absorber until becoming transparent [55, 222].
Besides driving the whole foil like a light sail, radiation pressure dominated ion
acceleration can also be studied in the hole boring regime, where the energy of the
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generated ion piston is given by (refer to equation 2.45)
Ei,HB ∝ IL
ni0
(9.3)
Hole boring RPA is easier to access experimentally since no nm-thin foil targets are
required [90]. By irradiating a target of reduced density such as provided by a foam
of carbon nanotubes, the predicted energy increase of radiation pressure accelerated
ions in the hole-boring regime could be investigated.
In addition to future advances in target design, next generation laser systems
are another important prospect for advancing the characteristics of laser-driven ion
beams further. Higher laser pulse energies and intensities are expected to be bene-
ficial to not only increase the resulting ion energy but also make the final spectrum
more mono-energetic. In PIC simulations at intensities of 7 × 1021 W/cm2, Yan
et al. [109] found Rayleigh-Taylor-like plasma instabilities to transversely stabilize
the monochromatic ion bunch originating from the focal spot center. While the
foil plasma in the wings of the laser focus is dispersed, a stable central clump is
formed that maintains high density. The occurrence of such Rayleigh-Taylor-like
instabilities in high intensity laser interactions with nm-thin foils was already ob-
served within the frame of my PhD work during an experiment at the VULCAN
Petawatt laser facility [153]. Analysis of that data is however partly ongoing and
not included in this thesis.
To achieve large ion velocities already in the initial hole-boring phase when the
laser pushes the acceleration front through the target picking up ions, high intensity
irradiation of a low density target is favorable (equation 9.3). As the energy of ions
accelerated by hole-boring RPA is predicted to scale linearly with laser intensity
while in sheath acceleration the energy is just proportional to the square root of
the intensity (refer to section 2.5.1), predominance of RPA will be more pronounced
at higher laser intensities. For very high laser intensities, the ions eventually gain
relativistic velocities and the non-relativistic treatment as presented in this thesis
in accordance with the non-relativistic ion energies seen in the experiments is no
longer adequate [104]. Recent PIC simulations at IL ∼ 1022 W/cm2 suggest that
the acceleration of ions progresses more stable when ions reach relativistic velocities
already in the initial hole-boring phase, i.e., prior to the transition to the light sail
stage where the whole target propagates ballistically [107]. Finally, for ultra-high
intensities (IL & 1023 W/cm2) protons become relativistic within a single laser cycle.
This is referred to as the laser-piston regime, where RPA strongly dominates even
for linear polarization [89]. Assuming that the laser pulse is perfectly reflected from
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the flying foil which can be viewed as a relativistic plasma mirror co-propagating
with the laser pulse, the resulting total energy transfered into ions is simply given
by
Ei,tot = (1− 1
4γ2
) EL, (9.4)
where γ denotes the Lorentz factor of the mirror and EL stands for the laser energy.
Thus, as γ increases towards the ultra-relativistic limit, the laser-to-ion conversion
approaches unity.
9.2.2 Paving the Way Towards Applications
In terms of potential applications for laser-accelerated ion beams, three promising
candidates have been discussed in the introductory chapter. Revisiting the stated
necessary specifications of the ion beam for use as a fast ignitor in ICF, one aspires
a quasi-monoenergetic ion bunch (∆E/E below ∼ 10%) at moderate energies (E ∼
450 MeV for carbon ions) but very high laser-to-ion conversion efficiencies (∼ 10%)
to achieve the required power density (∼ 10 kJ/10 ps in a 20µm diameter spot) to
ignite the compressed DT fuel [36]. While these parameters are clearly out of reach
when employing TNSA, the novel experimental results of this thesis provide a major
advance, significantly reducing the gap towards ion-beam sparked ignition. Carbon
ion energies beyond 0.5 GeV have been demonstrated at TRIDENT, LANL, while
in the experiments at MBI Berlin a quasi-monoenergetic carbon ion spectrum was
observed with a conversion efficiency of ∼ 2.5% into the peak. Building onto these
results, advanced target technology combined with increased laser pulse energies and
intensities as described above provides excellent prospects for meeting fast ignitor
requirements in the near future.
Over the course of this year, experimental efforts at MPQ will be aimed at ac-
celeration of ion beams from nm-thin DLC foils using the upgraded ATLAS laser
equipped with a re-collimating plasma mirror setup that can be operated at high
repetition rates. Compared to MBI Berlin, higher peak intensities in excess of
1020 W/cm2 will be reached in the focus, leading to increased ion energies. A
biomedical beamline is currently being set up to facilitate controlled irradiation
of biomedical samples by the laser-driven ion beam for radiation biology and dosi-
metric measurements. Those experiments will be carried out in collaboration with
biologists and medical scientists as part of the cluster of excellence of the German
Research Foundation ”Munich-Centre for Advanced Photonics” (MAP) [223]. A
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Fig. 9.1. Drawing of the biomedical beamline currently under construction at MPQ. After pulse
cleaning via a re-collimating plasma mirror setup, the ATLAS laser beam (purple color) is guided
to the experimental area. Here, it is split into a strong driver beam (green color) and a probe
(blue color). In the interaction chamber, the driver is focussed by an off-axis parabolic mirror
onto an ultrathin foil target. The probe beam is properly timed with respect to main beam in the
delay chamber and sent to the interaction region, e.g. in a counter-propagating geometry for X-ray
generation via Thomson backscattering. The accelerated ion beam exits the interaction chamber
to the right and is spectrally filtered in a magnetic chicane before entering the biomedical setup
for cell irradiation located further downstream. (by courtesy of J. Wulz, LMU)
drawing of the setup for ion beam generation is depicted in figure 9.1. To ensure
sufficient monochromaticity of the beam, a magnetic chicane will be used as an
interim energy filter [224]. Simultaneously, efforts will be aimed at producing ion
beams with intrinsically well-defined energy as discussed earlier. First experiments
are planned on irradiation of single cells, providing a comparative study of the rel-
ative biological effectiveness (RBE) of laser-driven ion beams versus beams from
conventional ion sources such as the Munich tandem accelerator that have been in-
vestigated earlier by MAP collaborators [225]. In particular, potential variations of
the RBE due to the extremely high dose rates within each particle bunch generated
by one laser shot are investigated. Later, biomedical studies will be advanced to
more complex samples such as hypodermic tumors in living mice.
Finally, it shall be noted that in addition to above discussed applications laser-
acceleration of highly dense ion bunches provides exciting prospects for nuclear
physics that could otherwise not be accessed via conventional accelerators. One
prominent field of research here is the generation of neutron-rich nuclei in the range
of the astrophysical r-process (the rapid neutron-capture process), far away from
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the valley of stability [226–228]. Of particular interest are nuclei around the magic
neutron number N = 126 which is a waiting point where the r-process is slowed
down due to low neutron capture cross sections, representing the ”bottle-neck” for
the nucleosynthesis of actinides. While lower waiting point nuclei at N = 50 and
N = 82 are rather well studied, nothing is known experimentally about the nuclear
properties of nuclei at N = 126 and available models exhibit large uncertainties in
this unexplored region. A possibility to produce these nuclei in an experiment is
given by the fission-fusion reaction mechanism. The process relies on the fact that
ion bunches of solid density can be produced with high efficiency by laser-driven
radiation pressure acceleration as demonstrated for the first time in the presented
thesis ([42], chapter 7), exceeding the density of ion bunches from conventional ac-
celerators by a factor of ∼ 1015. These groundbreaking results fueled proposals for
photonuclear experiments at future high-intensity laser facilities such as the Extreme
Light Infrastructure (ELI) [229]. Here, it is planned to generate 232Th ion bunches
of energy ∼ 10 MeV/u and solid density via laser-driven RPA from a primary, ul-
trathin Th foil target, which then hit a thicker secondary Th foil located in close
vicinity [230]. Fission of the heavy Th nuclei is initiated by deeply inelastic transfer
of neutrons. The fission process proceeds asymmetrically, resulting in light fission
fragments of nucleon number AL = 91 and proton number ZL ≈ 37.5. Owing to
the high density of the incident Th ion bunch, a high density of such light fission
fragments is produced which in a second step fuse to nuclei close to the N = 126
waiting point in the r-process. Hence, the novel ion acceleration scheme of RPA
firstly demonstrated within the framework of this PhD thesis might eventually al-
low to study the ”terra incognita” region of neutron-rich nuclei, which is of great
importance to nuclear physics and astrophysics.
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